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For Sale
No. 42 Pleasant Street.
Inquire at the
House from 2 to 5 o’clock P. M.
Portland. Oct. 13tb.
ocl3dtf

HOUSE

Exchange St. Portland.

Terms: Ei irlil Poll art* a Year in advauce. To
mail subscribers Seven Dollars a Year If
paid in ad-

real estate for

vance.

MAInTSFaTE

THE

PRESS

lfl published every Thursday Morning at $2 50
year, if paid in advance, ai $2 00 a year.
Rates

saeeT”

Hmueatead of the late Cant.
Eeuel DrLukwater, in
Cumberland, situated
one-half mile from Cumberland
Depot, containing
about 4.1 acres, with two
story House, Baru and out
buildings.
Also, wit hin one-third of a mile of the above, on
the I*ore-side road to
Portland, about 40 acres, mostly
held, with Orchard, and between 200 and 3t0 Cords
ol Wood on the same.
40 acres with nearly 1000 Cords
A}?°> ,a W00^

WlLLbet.nld.the

a

Advertising: One inch of space,
engtli of column, constitutes a “square.”
Hist week; 75 cents per
$> 50 per square
w ;ek after; three insertions, or less, $1 00; continuing every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 75 cents; one
week, $1 00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Amusements,” $2 00 per square
per week; three insertions or less $1 50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation iu every part
of the State) for $1 00 per square lor first
insertion,
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to
of

daily

Wood
the

or

standing,

the

o-i

Raugeway,

and

_r

?or Male.
store and

MTho

BUSINESS~CARDS.

situate

Depots of the Grand Trunk and M. C. Railroads, in Cumberland.
Also *1 acres of Marsh near Martin’s Point
Bridge,
**
*
in Falmouth.
Enquire of Capt. Win. Drinkwater near the premor
ises,
CHARLES HUMPHREY.
Administrator, at Yarmouth V llage.
Yarmouth Oct. 2,1873.
oc3deo<l&w4w
near

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

ROSS &

ESTATE.

REAL

the

se24

eodl m

For Sale or Exchange
1TO Commercial Nt., Portland*
For other Property. A rare chance.
Sole agents in Maine for the sale and shipment of
A first rate Farm, containing IGo
the Celebrated Coal mined by Messrs. Hamacres of good laud, well divided; has
Jm*
Jg5lir;fc«hr
f S t i^AMLML a n1ce Sugar Orchard of 4(>0 trees,
mett Neill & Co., of Philadelphia.
cut twenty-five tons of hay this vear.
We have also for sale at lowest market price,
Ati abundance of wood and water. This farm is sitA'jlkc harre, Scranton, Lackawanna, and Pitts ton
uated in the town of Campton, N. H., which is a favorite resort for Summer Boarders. Is only four
Coals, shipped from the vicinity of New York. Vesmiles from Plymouth. It offers a rare opportunity
sels procured for the tranportation of coals from
to one who wishes either to engage in farming or
rt of shipment o any point desired.
tianr27
keeping boarders, and a very excellent one for both
branches, as the place must be sold to close an estate. Apply to WM. H. JERRIS, Real Estate Agent,
Portland.
oc6dtf&wlt

CLARK,

FEDERAL

STREET,

GAS

FINE residence one-half mile from the Railroad
WATER six
Amiles
Depots, Post-office, good Schools and Churches,
from

AND

PIPING.
ay»21_tf
HENRY F. T.

MERRILL,

COUNSELOR
No. 30

Sale in the Town of Westbrook,

For

Doors East of Temple St.,

A

AT LAW

Exchange St., Portland.
the U. S. Treasury Department and

Formerly of
Attorney in all the eouvts in the District oft olumbia,
will attend to tlio prosecution of <iaims belory the
Court of Claims and the various departments at
Washington.

Portland; House and Ell two stories"
thirteen finished rooms, double parlor' with marble
Wood-hou.se
and Stable connected—all in
mantles,
good repair, painted and blinded, Barn 40 x 60 on tbe
premises; grounds contain 15J acres, excellent land,
well fenced, 30 apple and pear trees, £ acre choice
strawberries, three good w ells of water upon the place
and good cistern in the cellar, cellar under whole
House, fine cement bottom; grounds ornamented
with fine shade trees. This is one ol the finest residences in the county. Terms easy. Enquire ot S. R.
Davis & Co., Portland, or Otis Brown, Westbrook.
mar21tf

M.

Book, Card

& Job Printer

109 EXCHANGE ST.,

(DAILY PRESS PRINTING HOUSE.)
work promptly and
xecuted, and at the lowest prices.
ap22 tc

TAMES F.

PICKERING,
WILLIAM HOBSON,

OUNSELLORS AT LAW,
35 OLD STATE HOUSE,
aul

Cm

The “Limerick
FOR

liberal patronage.
Enquire further of the owner,
JOSEPH G. HARMON,
marl3dtf
Limerick. Me.

(FORMERLY C. STAPLES & SON,)

honse

G. Patterson’s Real

ffia^New and Second-hand Engines lor sale.
Highest cash prices paid for old Iron.
215 Commercial Street,
W. H. FESSENDEN.
Portland,
aprl4tf

Money

ON

Secuiity, in Portland,
vicinity—Rents collected, taxes paid, &c., on

Sale.

ARTIST,

316 CONGRESS STREET,
styles of Card
Picture*, Rembraut, Medallion, Are., from
Retouched Negative*.
By this process we
Get rid of Freckle*, Mole* and other imFor all of which no
perfection* of the Skin.
extra charge will be made. All work warranted to
mchl8dtf
please. Call and examine for vourselves.
Is prepared to make all the various

GEO. D. jOST

ocl3dtf

330

So. Paris, Me., known

as the Widow Morse
The house is in good repair, has 16
rooms, bathing room, water on 1st and 2d floors, and
is carpeted and furnished throughout. Two stables
and barns on the premises, and a young orchard of
100 trees. The Jot contains 9 acres and is beautifully
situated on tbe Little Androscoggin River, within
ten minutes walk of tie Depot and in the immediate
clmrclies hml t-cluxilw.
The property will
vicinity
be sold with oa without the furniture. Price low
and terms easy. Apply in person or by letter to F.
G. PATTERSON, Portland, or 0. W. BENT, So.
se29dlm
Paris, Me.

ATproperty.

PAINTER

EDUCATIONAL.

lltli, 1873, in or near the North School a Gold
Seal RING with the letter D marked on the
same.
The tinder will be rewarded by leaving the

OCT.

with Mr. P.

same

MEDICAL CLAIRVOYANT,
St.
3 4 6 Congress

or

ONE

A few first class Lady Coat Makers,
where steady work and the best prices
will be given. Apply immediately to
F. TV. SCHAAKE, Merchant Tailor.
Lawrence, Mass.
oc 11

dlw

SAMUEL, II. JOSE,
ARCH1TEUT AND BITlEDEtt,
No 'lG C'olfon Strffl Portland.
Office Furniture, Book Cases, Desks and Hard
selO*lmthentf
wood Doors, made to order.

SITUATION
Americau
P.

land

as

Small,

Sfogf

NO. 333 CONGRESS STREET,
RESIDENCE

MAY

6

STREET.

Me.

jyntf_

o

DR. LUDWIG

B

resumed practice.

Office hours from 10 to 11
and from 1 to 3 P. M.

JAMES

2
M.

O DONWELL,

COUNSELLOR

AT

fells3 ^
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Nos. 31 aaid 33 Tree St.,
MANUFACTURER

Barlor

OF

Suits, Lounges. Spring
Beds, Mattresses,

NcDoHongh

Patent

ameled

Lonngcif,

Bed

En-

Chair**, Are.

one

To the light man great
Inquire of L. K. BAKER,
ocll*3t

A CHILD

some

PHOTOGRAPHER,
No. 152 Middle

Street.

process we get rid of freckles
moles,wrinkles and all imperfections of the skin. Call
and judge for yourselves.
new

work
Aim to Plen**e.

glfp'TOotto—Good

Price**.

GAS
J.

at

may 20

Street.

_,llm

S. E. SYLVESTER, M.D.,
Homoepathic Physician & Surgeon,
No. 334 Congress St.,
PORTLAND, ME.

charge. Address,

PORTLAND.

ORDERED

true

copy.

ocll

H.I. ROBINSON, City Clerk,
d3w

Hard Pine Timber
On hand and sawed to dimensions.

Hard Pine Plank, hard

x'ine

Flooring

AXD STEP BOARDS.

FOB SALE BY STETSON & POPE.

Cir.o.

8>73dtf

OF

In Board of Mayor and Aldermen, \
i
Oct 6, 1873.
that the City Clerk jdve notice to the
Portland Gas Company, the" Portland Water
Comi any and all other persons, that any and all excavations to be made iu any public street or way
within the City limits, for purpose of laying Gas or
Water Mains, or making Connections with said
mains, or any public or private sewer, must be commenced on or before November 1st, 1873, and be
completed before the 15th, of November 1873.
Approved October 10,1873.
attest,

I will Remove and Preveni
SCALE in any Steam Boilers, oi
no

CITY

A

relS_fiL
SCALE IN BOILERS

make

is simply the living fountain of health, in the form of
powder capable of being converted into a bubbling,
flashing fan simile of the liquid product of nature in
Armed with this antidote, ail climates
one minute.
and every atmospheric change may be faced without
As
a
fear.
remedy in malarious tevors stomach
complaints, irregularities of the bowels, nervous dismental
orders,
depression, headache, an overflow of
bile, dropsical ailments, nausea and constipation, it
has no equal. Sold by all druggists.
oc7
Tu&S&w2w41

Notice in hereby given flint the following
order of the City Council will be Strictly
Enforced.

KINSTOAN,
Exchange

128

moderate

FIXTURES!

oc7

if you choose.

a

Copying and enlarging done to order.
All the new styles, Berlins, Bembrants, Medallion,
he Porcelain, or Mezzotint card, and the retouched

card, by which

end,

W, LORD,
PIIILADKI.PHIA. PA,

fy Wharf and Dock, First, corner of E Street
Slate street. Boston._roy3eo<lly_
Office. No.

Harrison, Bradford & Co’ ""Gentlemen’s Garments
CLEANSED

STEEL PENS.
Special attention called

to the

—on—

well-known numbers

505—75—28—20

and Pressed

Factory, Mt. Vernon; Office, 75 John St.,
au;

Dytid Brown. Blark. Blue-Black
and Bine,

A 22.

NEW YORK.

3m

Ready

Ripping required. Warranted

not to

FOST'ER9S Pye Hoane, 3*f Union Street.*

Furniture- -Wholesale and Retail.
COREY A CO., Arcade, Wo.
f 8 Free Street.
GEORGE A. WHITWEY, Wo. 50 Exchange St. Upholstering of all hind.

REWJ. ABAmS, cor. Exchange and Federal Street*.
HOOPER & EATON, Old Post Office,
Exchange Street.
Id. F. HOYT, No. It Preble Street. Upholstering done to order.

Passementeries,
Ornaments,

Furniture and Upholstering.
BAVIB W. BEAWE, Wo. 89 Federal St.
All kind* of VJphels cringnnd Repairing

Fringes,
Buttons,

A.

INSURES

AGAINST

Risks

Only

—ON—

by the Year.
ASSETS:

It is needless for

KEITII.

on

Terminating in 1872,

PER

j

r

references

CENT,

Policy Holders in this Company obtain perfect security, costing far less than to insure in anv ther
company in this country.

Lock Hot 65 P. O.

CilllLS WAi\TFD

John W.

P. FEENV, Cor. Cumberland and Franklin Sts.

Real Estate Agents.
AOHN C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange
*

MrCOV A CO., 28 Spring Street.

Rooms Wanted.
pleasant part of the city, furnished
or

Address

mavl4tf

without board.
E. B., 37 Brown

unfur-

St., Portland.

BAMOrS

HOTEL,

Cor. Broadway & Twentieth Street,
NEW

YORK.

Complete

AMERICAN £ EUROPEAN PLANS.
with all modern

improvements;

rooms

en suite and single; private parlors, baths, elevators,
Ac. Location unsurpassed, being in the very centre
of fashion and brilliant New York life. In proximity
to Churches and places of amusement, and Lord &
Taylor’s, Arnold & Constables’ and J. & C. John- ;
son’s Dry Goods palaces.
The hotel is under the
management of A. S. Barnum, formerly of Barnum’s
Hotel. Baltimore; I. N. Green, of Dayton, Ohio, and
recently of New York, and Freeman Barnum, of
Barnum’s Hotel. St. Louis.
au20d2ra&wl0wo4

COMMERCIAL

rates

eight dollars per

week.

HOUSE,

ranging

from five to

WI. F. HUSSEY,

Proprietor.

BRUNSWICK.

HOTEL
26th

St., 5th Avenue and 27th St.,

Dotcn’s Planing Hill, loot of Cros* St.

enlarged our shop and fitted it up with
the latest improved machinery (by the aid of
which we are enabled to get out our work accurately
aud expeditiously,) we are now prepared to take contracts of any size in the building line. Plans and
specifications prepared at a reasonable price. We
can on the shortest possible notice furnish the window and door frames aud all the inside and outside
finish for any description of building. Those about
erectingsea side bouses please take note of the stfiove.
We have superior facilities for the manufacture of inside blinds, and will furnish them all painted and
hung quick metre. We make a specialty of building
and letting up machinery, and would be happy to receive calls from parties using power who contemplate
a change of quarters, or that may need any service in
this line. We are also prepared to contract for the
manufacture ot patented articles on more favorable
terms tham any one in the city.
J. W. BURROWES.
WILLIAJJ BURROWES.
tf
myl3

IVEIV YORK CITY.

New York City.

THE PORTLAND

Kerosene Oil Company

Would inform the public, that they continue to

THE
Host

of which arc little better than Naptlui itself—and the
existence of false reports in regard to the Portland
Kerosene Oil. renders it a matter of justice to ourselves, as well as safety to consnmers, ’hat some notice should be taken of these facts. Therefore,-we
again present an advertisement, and would call attention to the high standard of our Oils. The Refined
Petroleum, the lire test of which is 122; The Portland Kerosene, the lire test of which is 125 degrees
Fahrenheit, and often reaches considerably higher;
also, we would say, that we are determined to maintain their long established reputation.
PORTLAND KEROSENE OIL COMPANY.
We quote from cliap. 39 It. S. 1871, the title of §aid
chapter being “Inspection and sale of Manu factured
Articles.”
Sect. 31. Every person and corporation engaged
in manufacturing petroleum, coal oil or burning fluid
shall cause every cask or other vessel thereof to he
so inspected and marked,
by a sworn inspector. And
if any person manufactures or sells such oil or burning fluid not so inspected and marked in this State,
or that lias not been so'inspected and marked as unsafe for illuminating
purposes, he shall pay a fine
not exceeding Five Hundred dollars or be
imprisoned six months in the
county jail, upon indictments
therefor.
Portland. Me., April 21,1873.
scp20dtf

in

John Paul says that when a man walks
up to the clergyman who married
him three years before, takes him by the hand

cordially, and, without a word of reproach,
inquires after his health, it is useless for any
to maintain that Christian forgiveness is a
thing of the past, and does not enter largely

IT

established

For LICENSE, EIGHTS, &c., apply to

No. 80 Middle
St.,
who

mcli/.eodtf

all qualities, of which

"j.

together with the

E.

WORSTED !

THE

ANDREW

paired.

Tin and

Shingle Roofs Painted.
38 Spring Street.
P. O. Bor 1413.

se22(l3m

WHAT IS HOME

WITHOUT A WRINGER ?
BUY TIIE “HOUSEHOLD”,
Manufactured by the Providence Tool Co., only

&

LANMAN’S

MULNIX,

Best and

OFFICE FLORIDA WATER,al

PARLOR,

richest,

The

AND

Walker Furnaces

39 CENTRE

Cheapest place in the City for all for a'l kinds of
furnishing goods and Wooden ware.

Wringer* Repaired

or

taken

STREET,

BETWEEN FREE AND CONGRESS.
se29tf

“weed

S. W.

EATON,

3.10 Cookkm aired.

J. H. DYER &

St.,

CO.,

Have made large additions of Autumn and Winter Goods, to their
stock, and will sell them at unusually low prices.
STRANGERS visiting the city, and
Families making their winter purchases
will find it to their advantage to examine
our Stock before purchasing.
A full assortment of Trcfousse’s first
quality Kid Gloves, direct from the Importers.
NO. 6 FREE ST., BLOCK.
oclO

^

eodlw

a? there are imitations and counterfeits, always
ask for the Flordia Water which has on the bottle,
on the lai-%1, and on the pamphlet, the names of
MURKAk & IjAKfAIAlV, without which none
in genuine.
aa8d23w
iyl old

HATS & BOAAETS!
a

choice stock of

MILLINERY GOODS,
found

at

EASTMAN & CUTTS’,

Chronometers and Clocks,

No.

Foreign and Ameri?.an Make,

1,

U.

THOSE BAKED BEAKS
—

dtt

Exchange

selling BY THE QUART, at his Bakery,

NOS. 28 & 30 PEARL STREET,
GOOD I
Now if you wish to try them, you can by sending
n your order have them brought right from the oven
to your door any morning during the week. Or, if
you say yon want them Sabbath morning (as is the
custom) Mr. Cobb will have a fresh lot ready which
lie will send you Saturday evening. Then by Twitting them in your own ovtn you can find them there
at breakfast time and save the unpleasant task of
rising before you are ready and hurrying to the bakery.

8.—Take

P.

-BY—

choice

some

BREAD with them

or

not,

ns

BROWK
like.
tt_

yon

apl5

BEAKS

BAKED
—

BROWN

AND

—

BREAD.

Be ready for your Hot Baked
Beans and Brown Bread when yon
hear W. C. COBB’S Bells coming
SATURDAY EVENINGS, between
five and seven o’clock.
tf

Park and Seaside Towns.
CEIUETEK1ES,
COUNTRY PLACES.
Robert Morris Copeland. Londscape Gardener has
made plans for 12 Park and Camp Meeting Towns,
19 Cemeteries, aud 500 Public and Private Estates
He furnishes advice, plans and superintendent*.; fo
all kinds ot suburban and rural improvements.
Offices, 19 City Exchange, Boston, Mass., 705 Sanson
St., Phila., and Ridley Park, Del. Co. Pa. au30eod3m

SHIPPING FISH.
-g

rww'v

JLUl /U

Clothing-

WHICH —

W. C. COBB
is

S. Hotel Building.

oclO

St*

Beans.

oclO

—OF—

and

tne

have been tested and pronounced

PORTI.AIVD

to be

54

13 Free

use on

AT THE TOILET,
AND IN THE BATH.

Mine. IlEMOKEST’S

jy26-3m

for

HA NDKERC H1EF,

Machine!

The BEST Family Machine in the WORLD. Also, General Agent for

WATCHES,

; At

lasting, yet most delicate of

perfumes,

Those Baked

IMPROVED

in Exchange.

sun rsow & sawyer.
se22eodlm

most

—

COOKING STOVES,

Cheapest Wringer in the Market-

Kitchen

CELEBRATED

|

Fall and Winter Styles

$5.50.

Oi

lw

DEALER IX

—

County, Towns and Individual Rights
For Sale at this Office.
Also boxes of prepared cement for repairing leak
roojs and gutters.
Slate roofs and leaky roofs of all descriptions re-

do other

for Ladies, Misses and Children in great variety.
These goods are worthv of special attention. We
nave added to our stock this season an assortment of
Thomson Perfume and Toilet Soaps.
Inviting an early call, and assuring all that we
offer a larger stock and better variety of
goods than
We remain,
ever,

RELIABLE PATTERNS.

ELASTIC SOAPSTONE ROOFING.

we

Impoiting, as we do, our own Worsted, we are at
ALL times able to offer a greater variety and the
best goods. We desire our customers to remember
that our Worsteds are all ot Bergman^ celebrated manufacture. Also Worsted Embroideries, such as Slippers, Ottomans, Slipper Pockets,
Cusnlons, Towel llacks, &c. Also Worsted by the
Knot for shading, together with Canvas of all kinds.

CO.,

&

Cleansed !

/CLOTHES Cleaned and Repaired at short, notice,
Vy and all kinds cf goods dyed in a thorough man-

Also Second-hand Clothing for sale.
All orders will peceive prompt and faithful P«ttention
WILLIAM BROWN,
Federal Street,
Near the Park.sep20dtf

(One Thousand) Quintals, packed

to

or-

der, and for salo by

CURTIS

&

DAVIS,

isa connERCUL street.
ocio

1*

ner.

WI.

SEATER,

for the Superior Wnlthnm Watrhr*,
which maintain their well earned reputation
AGENT
and reasonable

timekeeping
price. In every variety of gold and silver cases—open face and hunters#
Kev winders and stem winders.
myl2-d9mo

STREET.

McVEY late of Foster

Dye
lias reopened the Sebago Dve House No. 17
ME.City, where
lie is
to

House of tills

Sanford’s Improved Refrigerators.
rhe three points ot excellence which I claim, are,
1st: constant ami thorough cireulatton of pure air,
2nd; ryness. no dampness mould nor taint; 3rd; no
of odors; purity ami active air, the
elemeuts of its success. Call, or send for circulars.
Manufactured and for sale by >1. F. MERRlLL. between Croe? sn t Cotton sta., near Leavitt Eurnl,m
jeontl
A Co.8 lee Hnnse, Portland. Me.

iuteimingling;

St.,
ready
kinds of dyeing and cleansing of gentlemers garments. Satisfac-

guaranteed.

au27dly

Received

nod for
Rate*.

sale at

Lowest

A /\ Bbls. fine No. 1 Salmon, Fins and Napes,
Smoked Halibut, Shore aud Bank Codfish
ami Pollock; also 40 Bbls. bloated No, 1 Mackerel,
desired tor
very fine. Will bo put up in packages as

family

use.

oclOdlw

CURTIN A' RAVIN,
15J Commercial Street.

Portland Savings Bank,
NO. 91 EXCHANGE

ST.

do all

Plum
tion

SALMON, CODFISH, &c.,
Jlist

4rlJ

for

Sebago Dye House,

H. McVEY, (Fosters Scotch Dyer),
No. 17 Plum street.

Tabic Boarders.
FEW TABLE BOARDERS can te accommodated »t 30J High street.
S. S. KNIdHT
coOuodtf

A

A Detroit business man found a counterfeit fifty-cent scrip among his currrency, the
other day, and he put it in his vest and that
afternoon gave it to a little girl begging on
the strfeets. When he came back from tea he

WORSTED !

ugOdtf

Manufactures and Sole proprietors, in this State
OF

keeping as

son,

IVo. <1 Portlaud Pier.

N. McCOY & CO.

—

Tho

desirable makes.

MURRAY

Sewing

ROOFERS.

have the

Grocery,

CHURCHILL

d&wtf

se3

we

Exclusive sale and every Pair Warranted,

FOR SALE BY

General Agent for State of Maine.

H.

MAIN!;,

All Choice

KENDALL & WHITNEY,

NO. 17 PLUM

SCOTT B. JORDAN,

in

circular.

The best and Only Reliable One in
the market.
is indispensable to Butchers, Provision
dSalem;,
Hotel Keepers, Grocers and Restaurants
Will
save more than its cost every
Summer. Butchers
who use it, in its best form, will soon find,
their meats
recommended by their enstomers. The Internal arrangement is sne.h that a current ot cold air is kept
constantly moving over the contents of (he Refrigerator. The Patent upon thiB lias been
fully tested in
the V. S. Courts and its validity
in eighteen cases.

into that man’s character, or that the heroic
vir'ues have all disappeared from earth.

ocO

nor give the slightest
They neither Rust,
taste to the water, hence, are much superior to metMade by accurate maal or other wooden Pumps.
chinery, perfect in all their parts, raising a large
little
amount of water with
labor; durable and reliable, they are acknowledged, after years of thorough
the
Pest
the
and
Cheapest Pump made. Send
trial,

Spectacles and Jewelry,

Patent Pure Pry Air Refrigerator

to whem all applications should be made, and
has full power to settle infringements,

Cheapest Pump

Use.

A." 8. "LymaHT’S

or

aud

in the Norris-

squarely

DAVIS & CO.,
Barbadocs,
Cienfuegos,
1© CLAPP’S BLOCK.
Sagua la Grande,
Imperishable Fragrance.
and Caibarien Molasses,

Ranges &

Portland Mr.

large quantity of inferior 'and
dangerous oils in the market, at a ch.ap price—many
a

No. 2 Park Street

mark

respectfully,

Poison

Portland Kerosene Oil,

AGENT FOB

WOOD

SIMPLEST,

Durable

•

—

PUMP!

Manufacture

prevalence of

Celebrated.

CUCUMBER

or a

Will open Oct* 1, 1873, greatly enlarged and
ENTIRELY renovated, ns a Hotel Home for Transient Guests and the Traveling Public.
The Hotel Brusnwick embraces the entire block
on Fifth avenue overlooking Madison
Square, and
presents the unrivaled advantage of a lrontage on
three streets.
A11 the rooms are well ventilated, well
lighted, supplied with hath rooms and all modern conveniences, and the Furniture and Appointments are all the debt.
For Rooms and Terms, address the Proprietors.
J. L. MITCHELL and F. KlftZLER,

The

BROTHERS,

CARPENTERS AND BUILDERS,

The

funny things
(Pennsylvania) Uerald.

The Chinese

HOSIERY

McnuFrisis,cor. maai

Porto Rico,

HAVING

HOTELS.

J. w. at ». **.
A 1> iiion Sts.

MOLASSES.

dlmeodllm&w6w

feb!7
BURROWES

or

Stair Builder.
B. P. MRUV, Lo. 253 Fore Street, cor.
Cross St., in Beleno’s Mill.
G. la. HOOPER, Cor. York A Maple
Streets.

Hunger,

CORRESPONDENT.

CO.

MATCH

removed from

not as

Pattern and Model Maker.

...

BY THE —

tf

a

STREET, PORTLAND,

------—:y<^

cancer

temples in San Francisco arc
popular objects of curiosity with the
Eastern tourists as they were previous to the
discovery that the sacred buildings aro frequently used by the Chinese to secrete smallpox patients.

GLOYES

being a speciality we offer

Watches, Jewelry, &c*

166 FORE

PhiladelpuiaPa.

IN nished, with

shade in Ties

J. T. BARBOUR, 352 Fore Street, foot of
Crows, Portland.

y
n

one

a

Gorham, N. H., makes special boast that
plentiful in its neighborhood that
every railway train “runs over partridges;”
just as if trains didn't necessarily run over
part ridges and part valleys throughout that
hilly State.

these goods.

to remark upon

We continue to offer every desirable
and in Ruffles all the popular makes.

Paper Hangings, Window Shades, and
Carpetings.

A. N.

OFFICE,

ACTIVE and

recently “had

him father all the
town

N. E. BEDLON, 233 1-2 Comma St.

ABNER LOWELL, 301 Congress Street*

Wanted.
reliable agent in this:
of the oldest Life Compames
ANrepresentAddress
the
with
“PENN**

us

KID

Silver and Plated Ware.
GOOD Girls of all nation's, for housework
OvV in town and country; table girls for Saloon,
Laundry and Kitchen; girls for Hotels, Summer and
Beach Houses; Cooks, Chamber, and Scrub girls.
Forest City Employment office.
MRS. L. HOVEY. 314 Congress St.
sepl7dlm

thule of surgery has been

John H. William, is the name of a new
humorist. He writes over the nmn de plume
of “B. Dadd,” and for that reason they let

Fancy Ties and Neck Ruffles

Roofers.

50

ultima

game is so

Street.

tely.

JylTtf

who

for Ladies, Misses and Children.

Plasterer, Stucco Worker, &c.

500 Good Girls Wanted Immedia-

country.

Braids !

Plumbers.

Premiums

of

The

AARES miEEER.No. 91 Federal Street.

!

Dividend to Policy Holders

gaudy garments will be worn in
winter, such as sleveless jackscarlet cloth, embroidered in Nile-

reached in New Haven, if we may credit a
local chronicle which tells of a patient there

Photographers.

$15,571,206

q’s.

Yarmouth.'’

DAVIS A CO., No. SO middle Strret.
A. H. LARSON, 132 middle St.,cor. Cross.

Wanted.
to take orders for RUBRER
STAMPS for business men and others doing
their own printing. $} to $10 easily made daily.
Address COOKE. SMITH & CO., 41 State
Street, Boston, manufacturers of Rubber Dating,
Bank and Business Hand Stamps, under letters patent. Send lor illustrated catalogue.
N. B.—Beware of imitations made of glue composition, represented to be made of rubber.
se23
1m

and

of “the cellar walls of the first house built in

A. S.

Agents,

p’s

green, gray and violet.

and everything desirable in Dress
and Cloak Trimmings.

EOTHROP.DE VENS A CO., 61 Eii.nie
Sreet and 48 Market St.

Cargoes, Freights & Vessels

Wanted.

his

her heart.”

Masons and Builders.

Marine

minding

110 Federal Street*.

Found.

LIVE

ets

MERINO UNDERWEAR

DURAN A CO., 171 middle and

A. R.

wasn't

The most

by 8.

Carpet-Bags.

IN

ently

Massachusetts papers have lost all interest
in the excavation of Troy since the discovery

and

Manufacturers of Trunks, Talises and

lw*

the eity a sum of MONEY. Tne owner can
have the same by paying for advertising and rrov
ing property at 91 Federal street.
cc9dlw

A Michigan paper recently closed an obituary notice with the misquotation, “He is not
dead, but squeaketh.” The printer appar-

Yak Laces,

order.

MERRILL.

wear.

Cookes.

Laces, real and imitation,

Furniture and House Furnishing Goods.

A.

will be

the house this

Watches, Jewelry, and Silver Ware.
CO., 139 middle St.

OF NEW FORK,

and
leswill nave the opportunity of singing before, and
Mrs.
Fannie
Frazer
of
hearing
Foster,
Boston, and
thereby gain much both in style and expression.
1 would also like a situation as organist, in or near
Portland.
33 FRANKLIN STREET.
ocl0d2w*
Portland, Oct. 8, 1873.

for the Sea-

Claiming, as we do, to be able to
offer Tor inspection a larger variety and better goods than any other.
We invite especial attention to our
New Stock of Goods, both USEFUL and ORNAMENTAL.

Dye-House.

J.

for Wear.

crack.
AT F STUB’S DYE RTOUSE.
au35MTh&Stf
44 (Jniou Street.
Ne

WHITWEY 4 JIEAHS, Pearl Street, oppo.ite Park.

season

Black silk will be the

We are grateful to the Hamilton (Ont.)
Spectator for the suggestion that, after all, it
wasn’t the broth that was spoiled, but the

Offered.

son

sons

Tarrant’s Effervescent Seltzer Aperient,

TOE.

PORTLAND,

world’s

Unusual Attraction

Carpenters and Builders.

possible.

ALL

ot one dollar and upwards cominterest on tbe first day of the monrt

deposits

mence

following the date of deposit.

may29-dtf

FRANK

NOYES. Treasurer.

Four or five inches from
point to
of a deep scarlet hue, with the
sui lace embossed like shagreen, they were

Winter.

Of a pale straw colored starfish—until now
esteemed very rare—we found hundreds, all
in this icy belt, that has provided close to
our shores an abiding place for creatures peculiar to the Arctic waters. Here, with the
thermometer recording 3d degrees, ?.t filly
fathoms below the surface, the wonders of
the Polar sea are brought to our very thresh-

old.

Here, too, we found three large and perfect
specimens of a rare and beautiful auemone,
hitherto recorded no nearer to our coast than
the George’s Bank, where, in 400 fathoms
depth, the scraping dredge hail torn from one
specimens its long Unger-like antenna, and
the previous sight of which alone enabled
onr learned leader
to instantly name and
classify this first perfect specimen ever obtained.
The dredge used on a mud bottom brings
up quantities, which, when washed out, reveal a rich harvest. Worms predominate—
some bare and red and
slimy, others encased
in a hard tube of their own manufacture,
from which they pass their heads in and out,
and seem to have perfect freedom of motion.
Mauy sorts ami sizes, from tiny creatures
whose pecularities a;e distinguished only
under tbe microscope,to the grand ceriantliua
hnrealis one of the nncmonie family, a foot in
length, all with the same style of house,
and exuding from their bodies a slime which
has probably chemical affinities with tho
lime in the water, and whose stickiness
causes the mud to adhere.
A hard tube
forms around them, from which they can be
drawn without injury. We crught one of
the above named—a perfect specimen—with
a tube an inch in diameter and a foot long.
Prof. Terrill drew him from his case and set
him free in a basin of water. Expanding
aud contracting, he swam rapidly about, evidently ill at ease. The next day he was lying
quiet, and about his neck there was a ring of
mud, formed from the I'oating particles in
his prison, and in the evening, stretched out
to Kill length, he was fouud endeavoring to
swallow an anemonie that has been imprisoned with him.
The hermit crab is a very common but curious creature. It resembles very muab a
little lobster, and is armed with powerful
claws and a thick breast plate. He is a quarrelsome customer, but unfortunately for hint
he doesn’t end as he began, and all the alter
part of his body is solt and defenceless. Conscious of his weak points, he is a very coward
when left to his natural resources, but searching about, he finds an empty univalve spiral
shell.
This he examines inside and out,
turning it over and over until satisfied that
there is no weak place in the rear, when he
passes into it, tail first, and then calmly folding his strong ciaws across the entrance, he is
ready for a fray. I have seen a larger one
thrust in a claw ami pull from a shell he fancied a smaller one that had already taken refuge in it. Moving about constantly as he
does, his shell becomes an attractive home
for a beautiful bydroid, who requires a motion in the water to thrive, and who has no
locomo' ive organs himself. This hydroid is
a beautiful little creature, and as seen by the
naked eye the shell seems covered with a velvet like coat of waving fibres; seen through
the microscope the fibres resolve themselves
into a curious little triune creature, three
bodies on one stem, each with its special
function to perform, making one little single
life. One body absorbs food, another reproduces the young, while the third, armed with
tiny laws, defends the little community
against other creatures still smaller. The
contrast between the many hues of the hydroid and the changeable metallic lustre of
the crab's claws, make this one of the most
beautiful of our finds.
on

tiinnufncfurer of plain

Candle., 3Sr Congre.. St,
Portland me.

as

favorable material for street

GOODS !

Jewelry and Fine Watches.

Aedress

Wanted.
a yonng Gentleman, PUPILS in vocal
BYinstrumental
Music. Those taking Vocal

Thousand Miles Away, in another

hemisphere, sparkles the Seltzer spring. In every
drug store in America you may obtain its equivalent,
put it m your pocket and carry it with you to the

WINTER

Confectionery.

!<• A* PERKIWS
nnd fancy

plain

as

Street.

political article
hour,” which

The most stylish dresses this

—

A. A. MERRILL A

Q. Q., WOODFORD’S CORNER.
oclO

AND

—

a

for the

will take four hours to read

Book Binders,
Wm. A. QUIWCY, Room If, Printer9.
Exchange, Wo. f f f Exehnnge St.
SWAI.I, 4 SIIACKFORI), Wo. .15 Plum

Bone in the bent possible manner
VOUNO A CO.. No. 103 Fore St.

*

COMPANY

a

one

FALL

buT

indeed beautiful.

place in fashionable

Western paper has

headed, “Questions

astoria«, never. Of one magnificent BDecies
gomaster phryyiam,., we found
two
specimens, both in the deep water, where an
almost icy temperature made them a constant
the

point, and

—

NEW

I

Horse Shoeing and Carriage repairing

good family where he will be kindiy

5^*All kinds of repairing neatly done. Furniture
oct5-’69T T&Sti
box< d and matted.
Three

Street.

ABNER I.OWELL.SOI Congrc.* Street.
A sent* for Howard Watch Company.

LADY with good references desires
to give her child,
A YOUNG
year and
bright BOY,

Jet has secured its old

A

BKEEU,H..91 middle

Sc

Hair Goods and Toilet Articles.

INSURANCE

DESIRES A HOME.

OF

—

to

M0RNI30, DOT. 14, 1873.

favor.

J. F. SHERRY, Wo. 9 Clapp9. Rloclt
Congress 8treet, opposite Old City Hall.

MUTUAL

GENERAL AGENT for the State of Maine for
of the best selling Lock Stitch Sewing
A
Machines in the
in-

market.
ducement. will be offered
179 Middle street.

OPENING

Booksellers and Stationers.

done

ATLANTIC

Alt FOO FONG,
333 Congress street.

Hotel Brunswick,

.1. I*. LARSON,

septlldlf

Wanted.

2*

H
LJ

LET.

floor, elegantli finished and adapted to jobbing
dry goods or other similar trade.
Apply to
ALLIS* HAINES,

by leaving it at my store.

oclldlw

*

m3
acg

y

g

TO

an

»5

h

_

STORE

near

jyl9dtf

2
HH

of
GEO. A. WHITNEY & CO,.
No. 4(j Exchange St.

INSURANCE.

is

=

Enquire

mar24tf

octl*2w

PORTLAND,
sf
been enlarged, remodelled and finished
It HAVING
to suit the limes,
prepared to accommodate
®s Gentlemen boarders
at

^
©

i_j

ONE
STREET.

CORNER CROSS AN5> FORE STS,

w

^

M

•

several States.

3

w
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w

K
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Sj
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^
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W

PORTLAND, MAINE.

*l

Kw

moi*£

86
"5

^

has removed to

%

u

llgl: QS.^

to

v

LAW,

NO. 84 1-2 MIDDLE STREET,

Commissioner of deeds for the

ft

®

A. M.f
HAS
se3dtf

rt\

H

_

Portland.

jn24*lw then tf

To Let.
OF THE BEST OFFICES ON EXCHANGE

Sept. 27tli,
Ivory headed CANE
ON Saturday.
the Chinaman Tea Store. The finder will
be rewarded

ON BOTH

Isr

Free Street.

At 52

brick store in the Rackleff Block, corner
Ceurch streets—basement and

ocldtf

J

s
5

FRESCO PAINTER,

Let.
BOARD, large pleasant rooms. Suitable
WITH
for families or single gentlemen.

of Middle and
A large

a competent
Address MRS. C. E., Port-

woman.

Bakers.
No*. 28 anil HO Pearl Street.
direct route between New Cawtom
Honse and Po*t
Office, near the Market.

tf

Lost.

References—Hon. Benj. Kingsbury, Jr., Rev.A.

KEILER,

L.

W.

MRS. ROBERTS,
Is prepared to receive Pupils in all the principles of
Practical Elocution, and Voice Culture; tither in
class or private. For terms «Sfcc., applv personally or
NO. 8 CASCO STREET.
by letter to
Rev. Charles B. Pitblado.

LARGE FRONT ROOM at
A
31J Spring street.
sc30

first

Wanted.
housekeeper by

O.

School of Elocution !

K. P.

_(itr
To Let with Board.

cor.

MILLIKEN & CO.

PORTLAND STAR

45 Banfortli Street, Portland, Me.
Rt. Rev. Henry A. Neely, I). D., Visitor.
O. L.
oclOtf
Billings, Principal. Send for Circular.

2m*

oc3

TUESDAY

Gossip ami Gleanings.

done to order.

Apply at 68 Middle
Exchange Street, Portland,

oclltf

LET!

THEE R ESS.

Invited !

Inspection

®
^
On

oc7tf

WITH BOARD, A FRONT CHAMBER, at
ISTO.
53
SPRING
STREET.

Wanted.
to travel.

(Kouis 9 A. M. to 5 P. M.)
se4

~TO

Free street.

To

WANTED.

SALESMEN,

and board at 75

Machines.

Wo. 973 middle St. All
Machinei for sale aud to let.

HOYT, FOGG

can

pleasant rooms

TERMS $8.00 PER ANMmin ADVANCE.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Repairing.

A

PRESS.

1873.

DVKB,

kiudsof

GENTLEMAN and wife can secure a pleasant
room with board, at 62 Free Street.
oclO
eod2w*

Gentlemen and their wives and two
three
TWOsingle
be accommodated with
gentlemen

Attention!

Agents

\V. S.

Rooms To Let,

of the most progressive and popular American Lite Companies, being about to re-organize
their Maine Agencies desires o conesponu with
gentlemen of experience in relation thereto. A suitable party is desired at Portland as General Agent
who will be afforded unusual facilities.
Local
Agcus throughout the State, with or without experience w ill be liberally dealt with.
Address confidentially with lull narticulars,
INSUKANCE SUPERINTENDENT,
P. O. BOX 126, Amesbury, Mass.
oc9d&w3w

St. Augnstin’s School for Boys,

jy!7d3m

ocl3dtf

McUlinehy.

WANTED !
Life

Agency for Sewing

Board,

jys

STREET,
MAINE.

Congress Street.

14,

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

ANEW

Lost.

—

TORN. PAULDING.

No

BLAKE’S BAKERY,

Commission. Houses bought and sola. Apply to F.
G. PATTERSON, Dealer in Real Estate, Cor. Conoc4dtf
gress and Brown Streets.

A Desirable Country Residence for

GEO. E. COJLI IIYS,

orders promptly attended to.

to Loan.

first class Real Estate

or

Me-

Estate

BULLETIN.

attended to.

All

CLERK at

as

on

thoroughly

Steam Boilers, Bleach Boilers and Tanks, Shafting,
Mill Gearing and General Machinery. Castings of
iron, brass, and composition. Repairing promptly

PORTLAND,

anted

OCTOBER

A

State Street, occupied by the unbuilt of
dersigned. This house is
brick and stone and has all modern conveniences.
ALLEN HAINES.
Portland, Sep. 18th, 1872.
sepl9-tl

F.

ENGINES,

134 MIDDLE

w

MORNING.

To Let.
Store on Atlantic near Congress St., and
Horse cars. Suitable for a Shoe Store or fancy
and domestic goods or Groceries. Apply to S. A.
ANDEltSON, No. 37 St. Lawrence St.
mar26
dlw then eodtf

COMFORTABLE tenement of five or six rooms
situated within ten minutes walk of the Custom House by a small family of three. Anv one having such a rent can 1 ear ot a careful tenant by addressing RENT, P. O. Box 1839, Portland. oclOdlw.

For Sale.

Marine, Stationary and ^Portable

FRESCO

SALE-

{jjijgjng

MACHINEWORKS THE

PHOTOGRAPHIC

House,”

x
The fuo.-cnber offers for sale his ITotel
xsxcofc proj rty in Limerick Village, York Count y.
The house has 22 rooms all in good repair,
with shed and twe large stables adjoining:
1*Stwo wells of water on the premises, ana
every convenience for a first-class Hotel.
The “Limeiick House” is well situated for securing

PORTLAND

STEAM

A

eared for.

LOT of vacant land, situated on the west side
of High, between Pleasant and Danforth, Sts.
This let has a front of about 61 feet and is about 194
feet deep, and plans have becu drawn to How, for a
block of seven or nine genteel and convenient residences, and adapted for the same. Enquire of
EDWIN CHURCHILL,
No. 4 Portland Pier,
mar28
From 12 to 2 o’clock. P. M,

carefully

BOSTON.

Clerk Wanted.
YOUNG man who can bring good reference

half old, to

SALE.

A

MARKS

Every Description of

TO LEI.

a

FOR

octll-tf

WM.

WANTS, LOST, FOUND.

one-half ol the doublo house

G.R. DAVIS,
Estate and Mortgage Broker.

Real

wholesale coal dealers

103

TUESDAY

city

STURDIVANT,

W. C.

_PORTLAND

on the corner of Danforth and Walnut street,
one of the most desirable locations in the

The lot is very large and will be sold on very easy
torms. A large portion can remain on mortgage.

DAILY

[

uulluius we unu a preuy ULiie
vm iuckv
white shell to all appearances, butour learned
friend, it’rot. Morse, holds and shows that
found the same piece of scrip in the drawer
witli all its shell-like attributes it is but a
again, and questioning his clerk he learned worm. One large rock that we brought up,
that a little girl had brought it in, bought a
of perhaps 600 pounds, was covered with
stick of gum, and gone away with forty-nine
them, and other shells. The glass coral sponge,
ucarly identical with one found originally
cents good money. That bank has suspendin the Japanese waters; the small species of
ed on currency payments to beggars.
cuttle-fish, very rare, originally discovered
and treated upon by Prof. Yerri’l, who tells
Work of the Fish Commission.
queer stories a? to its odd ways of “putting
things;” big and I'ttle red shrimps, of n.any
Peak’s Islaod, Me.
varieties, all appreciated by the cod and hadThe following summary of the bummer’s
dock; the spider crab, a favorite ol the cod,
of
Fish
American
the
work
Commission,
and hosts of shells and worms were found.
While the dreUge And tr«wI thus perform
has
which appeared in the New York Times,
their
mission, our liues and harpoons render
been prepared by an eminent scientist.
their contributions, and every eod kud hadI propose to give you a graphic account of I
dock, sunfisb. skate, or shark that becomes
some of the curtous creatures encountered
our prey are interviewed and ‘nvestigated;
this seasbn—odd, eyeless animals, that our
parasites from their mouths and fins, food
dredges and trawls, as they have scraped yet undigested from their stomachs, all are
along the bottom, have torn from their native bottled for study.
mud or rocky cradles and brought squirming,
One strange fish that we took is worthy ot
pantingj and swelling to our view. Up from a description. It is called locally the gooso
the cold, dense atmosphere of water that has
fish, the name being given to it on account
surrounded them, to our upper world, where
of a
it has of obtaining its prey.
I say Our peculiar way
for the first time they have felt light.
specimen was, perhaps, two and a lia f
visual
have
no
them
of
for
organs,
many
felt,
feet long—a flat, thick, mud-colored, misyet show a sensitiveness to the influence of shapen-looking monster, whose small fins prolight, aud only in the dark recover from their claimed it not a rapid swimmer—and it is not,
fright and develop into their natural propo:- Burrowing close to the mud, which it resemtions.
bles, it elevates two little fishing-rods, each
Many rare and valuable specimens can only about twelve inches in length, formed of a
those
to
value
their
true
at
be appreciated
by
still, elastic substance, like the spine of a
the more
whom experience has divested
cat-fish. These spring from the upper pai t
ccmuion species of their rarity; and between
of the nose, and when not in use lie back upcountless varieties of worms and Crustacea on the head. When he wishes his dinner,
the apparent differences are too slight to athowever, these are raised at various angles
tract attention from a casuul observer. Yet
and moved slowly about. On the end of each
slight as are the differences, each may. and dangles a red muscular fibre, which dilates
sometimes does, mark an important point in
aud contracts like a worm. Attracted by
knowledge. Two common-looking clams are this tempting-looking bait, the unsuspicious
found ;to me they look alike,yet one of them is
pollock attempts to appropriate it. Slowly
of no value. It was expected that it would he
the “angler” lowers his lip, and suddenly eufound in this latitude. The otl er, differing
gults the unwary victim in his cavernous
but by slight marks, almost unouticeable, is
mouth, which set with great fangs, opens
indeed a “find.” Cape Cod is a dividing line
like an old-fashioned carpet-bag.
of
upon our coast. South of it one class
Another curious find In our net was the
creatures are found iu prolusion, but tho quoegg of a skate. This was a daik-colored case,
and
and
fishes
worms,
of texture somawhat like a beetle's back, but
hog clam, certain star
the oyster have not existed, or, haviug existtougher. It was shaped like a fisherman's
this
north
of
extinct
line,
become
ed, have
creel; a rct.-injrlc, with the ends rut out.
C'alislive
A
localities.
few
a
in
very
except
leaving a square centre, with lour projections
ta convexa (a species of clam) brought up in
on which to wind the line.
The egg shell is
Casco Bay, upset at once tho opinion held till
not unusual, for they can be found on sandy
then that it was extinct so far north. Quohog
beeches, thrown up by the tide, dried and
shells in plenty we find in the ancient Indian empty, and looking like the husk of some
the
of
shell-mounds which dot every slope
nut.
Ours, though, contained a living skate.
island, showing that once they existed in The egg was opened, and the little creature
cove
mere
released and placed in a basin of water,
plenty. Now hut one little bay—a
at the head of Casco Bay—iurnishes this
where it swam around for several days. The
but
is
of
south
Cod,
Cape
creature, which,
yolk of the egg was still attacked to it, and
the common plentiful clam. Oyster shells, of
was as large as the rest of the fish.
a size to which a Saddle Kock is but a pigmy,
We tried this same experiment with young
lie thickly planted six leet below the present
spiked dog-fish, a species of the shark family.
howbottom of Portland harbor, They, too,
We caught great numbers of the old ones, all
In that great convulsion of
ever, are extinct.
females, and all containing from five to seven,
not
in
its
effects
nature that was so sweeping
voune.
a
mission.
fulfill
to
left
was
a living oyster
One more topic and I will close. The Indian,
But the ocean is still well filled, and with shell heaps aie of great interest. On nearly all
fruits and flowers, with vegetables and plants,
of the islands they are found, and always sitnmasons and well diggers, robbers and canniatedon a southern exposure, which mi kes it
bals, and each bearing iu a greater or less deprobable that these locations were the winter
or
homes of a tribe of Indians now extinct. \
gree a resemblance, either in appearance
habits, to the creature or object above water few inches of mud generally covers the mound
that it is named for. Way down in the dark
which is, perhaps, two or three feet deep, and
depths animal life utilizes every inch of composed mostly of the shells of I he comsurface
the
above
loot
no
mon soft elan; but in the pile we find quosquare
ground, and
can equal in number or variety of forms the
hog shells, oyster shells, and the bones of
same space at the bottom of the sea. Strange,
bear, deer, ducks, beavers, seals, fish, and of
odd, horrible creatures, with none'or many the “gieat ank,” a bird that has been so long
extinct that the presence of its bones in numeyes, with speckled bodies, aud long, slimy,
clinging arms, changing at once their form bers argues strongly in favor of the great anand size at will, and, like the genii of the
tiquity of these heaps. We find also bona
Arabian TaU-s, from a mors start mg poi«*t exImplements—such as awls land needles, and
size.
in
almost
tend themselves
indefinitely
hooked needles, like those ladies use now for
and
anemone*
as
the
Beautiful creatures, too,
crochet work; also knives made from tha
we
as
and
first
at
jarred
dahlias,
frightened
teeth of beavers, and stone arrow-heads and
see them in the dredge, mere masses ot pink
The hones
arc
invariably
•pear-heads.
and purple flesh, covered with a tough skin;
smashed, the Indians esteeming the marrow
left to themselves in a cool, dark place they
a

irora an opening in uieir oouie*,
clusters ot'gay colored and gracefully moving
ante-1111®, which in some branch like coral, in
others bear close resemblance to the stamens
and petals of flowers.
Living, breathing,
food-devouring flowers, and the kitchen garnot
are
unrepresented.
den, too, and orchard,
Sea cucumbers, sea peaches, and apples, are
simile
found in plenty, the former so close a
that it
of the fruit both in form and color,
could be mistaken the one for the other.
The flowers, though beautiful as they are,
wave
are but brigands; those graceful petals
winch
but to entice and grasp a victim,
when seized, is pressed close to its mouth,
is
;\nd then, even if larger than its captor,
shallowed whole. The process of swallowthe swallower,
ing whole a morsel larger than
aniis rather an unusual proceeding among
method lias
mals and of course an unusual
does
it
this
The anemone
to be adopted.
its prey, it gradually
wav; holding tightly
protrudes its stomach from its mouth, and
turning it inside out, envelopes itsthedinner,
death
and then it lies quietly awaiting
and digestion. It rejects such portions as
its stomach
are not suitable, and stows away

protrude

What a blessing some men
for future jse.
would estetm this faculty to be.
The sea eicumber is another curious creature. First found it is a small, compact
"gherkin;’ left to itself, it will swell and develop to m immense cucumber, quite large
enough tv make a boat of.
StarfisV we find in great numbers and varieties, afferent according to the character of
The common “five-fingered
the botbm.
Jack” istound everywhere. Perhaps lie is so
quality
plentifu because of some .disagreeable
about lim that prevents no, only the cod
dinhaddock
from
more
oniniverous
tie
but
ing upn him. Other starfish, such as the
we find less plentiful, but

britth starfish,
codn«n
•openhg the stomach ot a well-fed ot tn I
alwas gives us specimens of them;

great delicacy.
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regular attache of the Press is furnished
with a card certificate countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat anl hote
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent our
journal, as we have information that several “bummere” are seeking courtesies in the name of the
Every

Press, and we have no disposition
tlvely, a party to such fraud

to

be,

even

pas-

do not read anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of the writer are in
^

all

K

cases

but

indispensab

e, not necessarily
of good faith.

as a

guaranty
W cannot undertake to return
municatiouh that are not useu.

for publication

or

reserve

tinguished

men

who

however

participated

in

and gave character to its exercises have sepW.iat the practical results of tbe
sessions, that have been of interest to thou-

arated.

will be cannot be well determined.
The purpose of the Alliance is to unite for the
common interest of Protestantism, all
who
hoid to that faith, aud thus make common
war upon those who oppose what they hold
So far as the i; fluence of
to be the truth.
the men of talent aLd

learning embiaced in
membership of the Alliance, it may be effective, but it represents no united and disciplined forc°, nor can it act aggressively in any
direction, because it has no power.
the

In the debates and papers there has been
tbe widest latitude, in which men picked

from the civilized world participated. The
first day was devoted to Christian Union.
Oue day was devoted to
“Antagonisms” or
rather to skepticism in all forms. For a whole
day, “Romanism” was the topic and the
Catholic church and its infallible Head was
■everely whacked—an operation under which

day was devoted
Pulpit.” Among the
other topics fully discussed were Christiauity
and Civil Government, Sunday Laws, Church
and State, M'Ssionary Work, and the Rela-

it seems to prosper. Another
to “Literature and the

tions of the Church and

Social Reformers.
discussion, however, was
that in which the subject of Science as it relates to Revelation, was discussed. It is a
field that the ordinary teacher shrinks from,
most marked

men that took a part in the debate in the Conference were not daunted, as
is evident in the declaration of Dr. Biown of
Scotian 1, who declared that “the discussion

but Ihe able

of the doctrine ol

development will exercise a
beneficial effect upon religion,” and of President Anderson, who accepted “evolution” as
“God’s o.vn unrolling of His creative plan,”
and that the pushing of “Darwinism” to its
fullest extent only moved back the Creator a
few degrees and thus made his work grander.
while the

But

to

and

cope with the open foes of
Protestantism, they lost sight of the practical

atheism which has grown up not only about
but within tbe church. The danger of the
the Alliance met to advance does
interest
not lie mainly in the directiou in which that
( hat

body

made its

that may

hut in the

attack,
to religion

come

as

contempt
they see it

the demoralization of many of its
men who have standing in the
church and yet gamble in the stocks, rob tbe

through
leaders.

The

hanks of which they are placed in charge and
otherwise bring into contempt the principles
they profess, are the real foes that Protestantism lias to fear;and the religious organization
that accepts the money of infamous stock
gamblers and swindlers to fund its theological
schools and canonize the men by
naming
such institutions for them, thus
making them
examples for young men to emulate, has its
most

dangerous

enemy under its own banner.

The elevation of Christian character within
the ranks of those whom the Alliance
recognizes as its army, was
evidently lost sight of
in its zeal to carry the war into the
camp of
the enemy.
The Elections

To-Day.

To-day elections will take place in Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana and Iowa. Last year
the October elections made certain the reelection of President Grant, and were watched by the whole country with
eager interest,
but this year the issue attracts little or no attention, as no question ol national policy is
involved. In Pennsylvania, only a
of

judge

the supreme court and State treasurer are to

be elected on a general ticket, and one-third
of the senate and a full house of
representatives. The Republican
majority last October

36,780.
In Ohio, the
campaign has been more lively. Gen. Noyes, the present Governor, is
the Republican candidate, William Allen, a
politician who was retired in 1846, the Democratic standard bearer, aud Isaac
Collius, a
Democrat, is the candidate of a third party
The indications are that Gen. Noyes will be
re-elected by a good majority
The Legislature which Is to be elected, and which will
choose a successor to Senator
Thurman, will
was

probably be close as it has been for the past
few years. Last year the vote was:
Republican 265,930, Democrats 231,780.
In Iowa, where the Republican
ascendency
is so formidable that the Democrats have no
hope—the latter have made no nominations

The Baltimore American says that while
the democrats will probably have a majority
in the next State Senate,
majority in the Rouse will

the

Republican
probably be large

enough to secure on joint ballot the election
Republican United States Senator from
Maryland in place of Wm. T. Hamilton,
whose term expires in March, 1875.
of a

Arrangements are in progress for a State
Convention ol teachers in Waterville on the
first three days of
Thanksgiving week. The
Memorial Hall and other rooms of the Colbv
University, will be placed at the disposal of
the Association, and every arrangement will
be made lor the comfort and convenience of
teachers in attendance.
Current Notes.
The New York Post characterizes the
word deposit as the fata morgana of finance.

Deposits become absolutely the property of
the banker, and the depositor takes in lieu of
them a right meiely to demand an equivalent
sum
at some future time.
The delusion
that depositors have something of their own
in the bank vaults, causes them to start to
the banks to get their money, rather than to
collect their other demand debts.
The St. Louis Globe thinks the action of
the Chamber of Commerce of Cincinnati, iu

demanding the repeal ot the usury laws,
serves to be approved, and repeated, and

dein-

sisted upon until the last State shall have finally stricken from its statute-book so obsolete, cumbersome and baneful a superstition.
Tbe results of the town elections in Con-

necticut appear, from the returns published
to be very gratifying.
The Republicans have obtained control of

by the Uartlord Post,

eighty-three towns, and in nineteen others
they have equal power with the opposition.
The Democrats carried sixty-three towns
and tbe Independents one.
Tbe New York Post expresses its regret
that the government is not in a position to

help on

that return to an honest, safe and
stable currency, which every principle of
science, every dictate of prudence, every interest and conviction of the masses of the
people so imperatively demand.

New York Letter.

same

Vinnocial Situation—Confidence Re-

turning The Influx of Coin—Who I ock
Currency and the Folly of it—Cur.
rency enough—Safety in Resumption of
Specie Faymcnts—Inflation only benefits
up

Speculators—The Treasury Policy—Tbe
Course for the Future.

New York, Oct. 12, 1873.
The restoration of confidence and the reopening of the various channels of trade are

progressing quite as steadily as could be expectThe most unpleasant feature of the com-

ed.

mercial situation now is the extremely low rate
of foreign exchange. Bills drawn against ex
ports of merchandise cau only be negotiated
by a sacrifice of five or six per cent, on their
par value. This is a serious check to the outflow of produce, and has led to very considerable importations of specie. The transmutation of English sovereigas into American eagles is going on to the full extent of the capacity
of the government mints. Meantime the gold

premium has reached

lower point thau it
has touched at any previous period since the
legal tender act drove it out of circulation. A
further decline of three or four points would
add to the volume of currency all the silver
coin which went into disuse ten years ago, thus
to

a

causing an expansion quite large enough to satisfy the clamors of the most importunate adof inflation, but happily bringing us
that glittering goal to which so many
the journey, but everybody wants to

vocates
nearer

dread

reach—specie redemption.
The pretense of an actual scarcity of circulating medium, which was urged as an inducement to the government to release its reserve
in the form of loans to the banks has been demoustratod to ho without any basis of fact.
Treasury notes have found their way into the
tin boxes of the safe deposit companies, and
into the stockings of frightened old women of
both sexes by millions, and this withdrawal e£
them has temporarily clogged the wheels of
business and brought distress upon debtors who
had imprudently promised to pay on demand.
But the way out of this difficulty was not to
make more paper money, but to disabuse those
who were foolishly hoarding it. of the apprehension that nobody could any longer be trusted.
In time of stringency borrowers are proverband excitable, and the anxiety
ially
they manifest to obtain relief enhances the unwillingness of> capitalists to afferd it. Thus,
tbo very men who are most vitally injured by a

panic unconsciously contribute to increase and
spread it.
To lock up money being precisely as absurd
as to withhold from sale and
consumption, the
food and

clothing

of which money,

intrinsically

valueless, is the representative, it follows “as
night the day” that such childish folly cannot
last long. Every one of these temporary mirers
is watching intently for an opportunity to turn

unproductive

hoard into

profitable employ-

an

ally reappearing and the time is

Democratic 74,497.
In Indiana, elections of circuit
judges and
public proseentors will take place in about
half of the State.

hand
wlien every dollar of it will be available for
the legitimate uses of commerce. If it could
be limited to such employment, if no dollar of
it, or of the seven hundred of millions of bank
aud treasury notes afloat could be diverted
from the industries of the country to serve as
counters for the stock gamblers, who try to
get
rich by cheating each other and any fresh victims th-y can inveigle to probable ruin we

might

dismiss

near

at

from

our
miuds all fear of
and bless the one which has
brought .so much future good out of so little
present harm.

the petition of several
stockholders of the Maine Central Raiiroad
Company living at Kendall's Mills, for an iujunctidn to restrain tire Directors from buildng a bridge across the Kenneoee between
that place and Waterville, and otherwiese
changing the location of the road, will take
place tp-day at Augusta, before Judge Danforth, .instead of Skowhegan as heretofore

further

on

panics,

Thoughtful

men

everywhere

are

earnestly

consideriug the financial problem, and there is
evidently growing in all quarters a public sentiment in favor of meeting
promptly and manfully whatever further momentary shrinkage
of nominal values mav he
required to bring ns

specie basis. We have traveled so far already on the road to that desired haven that
the rest of the journey can be
accomplished
with comparative ease. Nature has come to
our aid, by giving us an
unprecedentedly large
crop, and the elements have worked for us by
to

stated.: The causes set forth in the prayer of
petitioners for an injunction, are as fol-

the

a

lows:
1st, The Directors hy building this bridee
and changing the location are
wasting the
money of the stockholders.
opening 10 ns wider markets than ever before.
the
That
the
directors
are build2d,
bridge
The mines of the Pacific coast are
producing
ing will obstruct the river and thereby im- silver and
gold more prolifieallv than at any
pede the driving of logs and timber.
3d, Because the Directors, in changing the formeT period, and the balance of trade already
location of the road, are acting in. open viola- shows a handsome sum on the credit side with
tion of the act of the Legislature of 1S72,
the certainty of an
uninterrupted increase, as
which forbids such change of location without
the surplus wealth of the couutry finds its
the express authority of that body.
way
to the marts of transatlantic nations.
The
The petition for the injunction is
signed by time seems opportune; in every aspect. The
four stockholders who hold one share
each, debtor class never was in a better condition to
which was transferred to them
September meet the issue, and we have had an ominous
30th.
warning in the events of the last sixty days,
Hon. Joseph Baker of
Angusta, and S. S. of the impolicy and danger of exposing the reBrown, Esq., of Fairfield, appear for the
sources and labor of the people to the fluctuapetitioners, and Hon. J. H. Drummond of tions of an irredeemable currency.
Portland, and Hon. Artemas Libby of AnCongress meets in December. It ia well that
its session begius no sooner. Every day of the
gusta, for the company.
interval will help to strengthen that sound and
Chicago is in a state of
be- healthy seutiraent, which demands that the
exasperation
cause the State
officials have assessed it 24
greatest producing country on. the globe should
per cent, of the entire tax of the
have the stablest standard of values whieh huor
State,
has placed upon Cook
County
one-fourth of man wisdom has ever succeeded in devising.
the entire tax of Illinois.
Fears are expressed that the West will be arLast year when
it was less than one half as
large it was rayed against an appreciation of our cutreric'y.
deemed excessive. What makes
It is strange indeed that the section of all
the tax par
othticularly oppressive is that quite a number of ers, most vitally interested in the proposed
renovation
should be marshalled in
counties were lured several years
oppos ition
sinceninto to it.
Nevertheless, it is impossible to lose
giving bonds in aid of railroads, these bonds
sight of the fact that some of the wilde st fiin the
to

aggregate amounting

bearing interest at nine per cent.

$13,000,000

Some time
ago the Legislature saddled the whole of this
debt upon the State. Now Chicago has the
privilege of redeeming one-fourth of them,
and not
being pleased with the prospects its
papers denounce the recent assessment as a
piece of extortion ai d robbery. To get out
of the trouble, the
Times of that city proposes to form a new State out of
Cook'county- In area, the proposed State would be
larger than Rhode Island or Delaware
and in
population and wealth would stand on
a level
°f the SUteS °f Ule
prestnt

uifon“e'thIrd

j

come

because it

nancial heresies of our age, have
originated
With or at least been
supported by Western
men of
mark, of both political parties, though
mainly and most strenuously by
Democratic
ers,
It IS only five
years ago since a Presidential aspirant from
Ohio entered the list, as
the open advocate of
virtual repudiation. Within a few days a
Democratic Senator from the
same State has given
unmistakable indications
of his purpose to favor a further
debasement of
the currenty. But the people are
often wiser
than the politicians, and when the
farmer
jrings his reasoning faculties to bear on this
treat question his common sense may he trust'd to lead him to prefer to change his corn for
substantial piece of gold rather than a flexi-

so

diametrically

at

News (ind Other Items.

under ground.
While witnessing a game of base ball out
West, a boy was struck on the back of his head,
the bawl coming out of his mouth.
A womau stated to a London magistrate recently that during her five years of married
life her husband had knocked her down 115

with
interest*

war

part, who buy and sell and speculate, are the
who will be chiefly beuefitcd by a return
to inflaliou and high prices.
And now that

ones

the

panic

has

made sad

upon the
means and the influence of this
class, it is an
auspicious moment for tho masses, who have
property to interchange,to fix upon some medium by which
they can supply each others
want?, that possesses the virtues of solidity
and stability.
A far more serious obstacle to our extrication

ment.

The Tichborne case has been full of surprises, but the announcement by cable that a
person assuming to be Arthur Orton and recognized as such by several people, had arrived in

England, is

one of the most singular of tbein.
The Eastern is the only railroad out of Boston that uses Hall’s automatic electric safety
signal, the most effective of known devices for
the prevention of collisions, regulating the intervals between successive trains by distance
and not by time.

the evils of an unsound currency than
Western opposition, lies in the way of that consummation iu the fact that the Treasury reThe purserve has been serioixsly diminished.
chase of binds drew fourteen millions of dollars out of the government exchequer. A considerable portion of this has been replaced from
the forty-four millions, which the Secretary
holds as his minimum cash balance. To restore
it will take a long time, even if there should bo
do falling off in the
customary receipts for taxA year at least may be counted upon as
es.
roiu

Says the Chicago Post—Another convention
clergymen has eulogized Daniel Drew as a
living example of peaceful yet active piety,
of

and Daniel begins to feel that he has got the
eye of that needle drilled out so that a whole
menagerie of camels could pass through it.
The Dutch government isin the fortunate and

the period which mus.elapse before it could all
be got back again. The greenback issue therefore must be reckoned at somewhere near $370,-

exceptionable position of having

no debt, and
money out of its colonies. The
expenses are always kept below the income.
The budget for 1874 estimates tbe.expenditure
at 100,000,000 florins, and leaves a surplus of
400,000 florins.
A New York paper says that the entire hop

also of

that when the stockings come to be
000,000,
turned inside out and the tin boxes unlocked,
we shall have more paper money than
ever, and
what with the decline in general prices and a
reduction in the number of money absorbing
enterprises, there will be far less use for it.
During the ensuing three months, the moveso

making

crop has been housed, and the estimated quantity of the entire country is put at 11,800,000
pounds, of which New York furnishes more

of the bread stuffs of the west, and the
of the South will keep this paper iu useful activity, but after that there will come a
time when we shall inevitably have a plethora
of money unless circumstances tend to reduce
the volume of our currency. It almost always
happens that the greatest glut of money here is
perceptible in January and July, that is before
ment

cotton

half, 6,500,000 pounds. The quantity is
good as last year. The demaud will require the importation of some 25,000 bales, or
than

not

sc

about 8 000,000 pounds,
English official returns give the grand total
of emigration from the United Kingdom for
the quarter euding June 30,1873, at 137,611,
the emigration to the United States being 110,-

the crops begin to come forward and after their
and distribution have ceased.
It is at these seasons of the year the bank deposits reach their maximums and the interest

transportation

097.

Of the

which

the

things

which will help materially to
financial equality with the
rest of the world and stimulate our trade to the
on a

extremes! limit of our surplus

to

County

Farmington,

Oct. 13,1873.
JUDICIAL COURT.
The fall session closed yesterday, having lasted three weeks lacking two days. Wa are informed that this has been the longest term
ever held in this county, with one
exception,
then the term lasted five weeks, the Judge re"

marking

that he intended to clear the docket if
it took all winter.
The only criminal cases
tried the present term were those of Elijah

aggravated assault on James E. McKcown, in Farm,
ington: and Barnette Blackwell and James B.
Knowles, indicted and pleaded guilty to breaking aud entering a house in Jay Bridge.
Yesterday Welch and Knowles were brought
into Court and sentenced, the former to one
year’s imprisonment in Thomaston, the latter
to nine months in Auburn Jail.
Blackwell was
to have been sentenced at the same
time, but
Wednesday night he quietly took his departure
from jail, mention of which was made in
Thursday’s Press. The officers got upon his
track next morning, and last night he was returned to his old quarters,
He was captured
in Dexter
The prisoner saw the officers coming aud knew them, but the long distance he
had travelled caused his legs to swell so bad'y
that he could scarcely travel. He is now obligan

ed to remain in jail until the March term before receiving his sentence, and we are told that
he is liable to three years for breaking jail. The
prisoner thinks he should have done better had
he remained.
Three divorces have been granted this term.
We are under obligations to Mr. A. J>. Bussell
of Weld, Crier of the Court, for many items of
news.
rAUIUnlEo.

All of the cheese factories in this county—six
in number—have suspended operations for this
season.
Owing to the dry season the quantity
of cheese manufactured has aot been large.
The factory at Weld produced nine tons: the
others we have not heard from, but judge tha
amount has been
produced by nearly all. The
seventh factory will be in operation in Madrid
next summer; the building has been erected
this summer.
OUR CORN CANNING

FACTORY

closed its season’s work in canuing last Wednesday, but work will be continued ten days
longer in scouring and labelling the cans; 450,000 cans have been pnt up here, aud at one time
nearly 400 hauds w-re employed. We are told
that Mr. Jones will pay ,'U cents per can now,
or four
cents if they wait “till spring for the
This industry will leave the snug little
pay.
sura of about
$20,000 with our farmers this
year, aud bad 'he season not been so dry it
would have been doubled.
v

items.

Strangers in town—if they couldn’t see our
river—would imagine this a sea port town,
judging from the great quantities of juniper
knees which have been hauled into the place.
Nearly every day for the past mouth from one
to

three teams loaded with them have come in.

They are brought from the dead River region,
and transported by rail from here to Bath aud
Portland,
I>r. J. G. Holland (Timothy Titcomb) is to
deliver his popular lecture on “Elements of
Personal Power,’* in the Congregational church
in this place, next Tuesday evening,
A curiosity was exhibited at the Iud'*
strv
Fair last week, in the shape of a
qui>'„* wbich
contained 3330 pieces, and no two ab’^e
Typhoid fever is prevailing in '.’jis town and

vicinity.

from -5 '-o

hay $13 per ton.

28c; potatoes 50c;
Jack.

West Oxford Cattle Show and Fair.—
will be
the opening day of the
West Oxford Fair at
Fryeburg. The track is
in good couditioD and the
prospect is a lively
contest for the
sweepstakes by several horses
which have made good recorls before.
The
probability is that this will be the largest fair
held there for many years. The

To-day

located

snuff,

His

been forwarded to Moose river.

PENOBSCOT COUNTY

The great gilded cross which is to surmount
the spire of St. Mary’s church, Bangor, was
put
in place Sunday with due ceremonial, in the
presence of an immense assemblage of people.
On Saturday a Mr. Hill of Exeter, nearly 70
years of age, was thrown from his carriage and
had his shoulder broken. A runaway team tipped over his wagon and caused the accident
J. S. Bennoch, Esq. of Orono,trial justice for
Penobscot county, has paid into the Treasury
of the county for fines-collected since May 1st,
the nice littie sum of §410.
SOMERSETCOUNTY.

The house and barn owned and occupied by
Dr. J. M. Dennis of East New Portland, were
burned on the afternoon of the »th inst.
Fully
insured.

New Life for ihe Laogr
ji(,
Perfect health is vouchsafed Vo
few.
Probably
ninety people out of every Wired who call themselves heathy Hve their
“turns” of languor, exliaurtlon, depression of sprite and bodily pain. At
these times a wincglassfrj 0f
Hostetter’s Stomach
fitters is as refreshing rj$ “the shadow of a rock in a
land.”
It
weary
invigorates and rests the system
and cheers the min j. The effect of tho Bitters in
cases of nervous
debility, produced either by undue
physical exertions, over-study, intense anxiety, or
any other cause, is wonderfully reviving and invigorating. In fact, this healthful vegatable restorative
possesses medicinal properties which entitle it to the
rank of an article of prime necessity, and it should
be kept ou hand in every
dwelling, and promptly
taxen as a remedy for all the minor ailments as well
as for more serious
complaints.

devoted by
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NOTICES.

Ivrs

chosen

National Tonic

PURELY

For

long time
ticularly, railroad

South,

freight.’

To Lei.
commodious four storied Brick Store, No. 57
Commercial St.—immediate possesion given.
ELIAS THOMAS & CO.,
Inquire of

sortment Ilian

larger

before,

ever

snti

80,1

PorUand^^^-^1^

Swan, Cummings,

FRENCH

LANGUAGE.

and formed

j

JULES L. MORAZAIN,
OP' PARIS,
Inst rtuc tor in French at the High
School.

2

APPLETON BLOCK.

PORTLAND,

anir._sntf
EVERYBODY SATISFIED
when

they purchase goods

at

KOHLING’S,
because lie has

stock of the

a

NEWEST AND CHOICEST FALL
GOODS

that can be found in Portland. His selections are from the Choicest Samples
in Boston and New York. He has just
received a larger and Better assortment
of superior
OVERCOATINGS

Moon

I High

rises.

watei. 6.00

BETTER

for

than

SUITINGS,

especial pleasure, knowing

none can

present better.

that

KOHLING is confident that even his
critical customers can find no fan t with
the goods he offers for their inspection
this Fall, knowing that they are satisfied that the best articles are the cheapest.
ffSST'Tbcse goods will be made up in a manner to
give Btyle to the young and comfort to the older, to
please the wearer and delight the beholder.

H.

ARE

KOHLING,

BROS

RECEIVING

DRESS

GOODS

ADAPTED TO THE SEASON.

—ALSO—

article to be exactly what

DOLMANS,
-ASD

JACKETS

—

Parlor Suits
Hair doth,

SILKS

decided

bargains.

AMERICAN
—

LYONS

AND

SILKS

—

POPLINS
in-

elegant

CLOTH

t£Tr"Plea*e call and set
EASTMAN
33*

SHADES.
our

any other city.

we
on

represent it.

hand

in

Hlm lv Walnut, Chestnut and Pine Chamber Setts.

Ship and Office Furniture made to Order.
Also

Loaugca,

full a'noriment of

a

Spring
Bedding

Bed.
of nil

Mnurrmes 'and
kind*.

Returning onr sincere thanks toonr former customers, ami desiring a com in u a nee of their patronage
in the future, which we shall endeavor at all times to
merit* we invite all In want of Furniture of
any description to give us a call.
Upholstering and Repairing Furniture of all kinds
neatly an l promptly done at our old Stand, No. 87
Federal street.

Warerooms No. 51 Exchange St.
D. W. A S. K, DEANE.

J*1*_Ira

uTAKES”on sight .combination
—~
a nv

r-

for
assert..

Agents and Salesmen —Henry ward Beecher’*
family newspaper start* it* Fall campaign, giving
»nl>scriber* a pair of .he largest anti finest OLEIL
GRAPHS.—two most attractive subject* tba “take”
on sight,—painted by Mrs.
Anderson, as contrast*
and companions for her
Wide Awake” and “Fast
Asleep." Agent* have immense success; call it the
"test business over ottered canvassers.” We furnish
flic lightest and handsomest outlk and
pay very high
commissions. Each subscriber, old or new. receive*
without delay two beautiful
pictures. Fnll supply ready lor immediate delivery. The paper itself
stands peerless among family Journals,
being so popular that of its class it has the largest circulation tn
the world : Employ* the test ltteraiv talent
Edward Eggleston’s great serial story is Just
beginning:
back chapters supplied to each subscriber.
Mrs.
Stowe’s long expected sequel to “Mg It ife and /”
begins in the new year. Any one wishing a good
or an independant bnsincs* should Bend for
salary
circular and terras to J. B. FORD A GENT®
& CO., New York, Best on, Cli ica-_/l_ W A !> T K J».
go, Cincinnati or San Fraucisco.
ocl4d4wt
Highest .Mciliral
Authorities or
say the strongest Tonic, Purifier and
Deobstruent known to the medical world is
The

Europe

JURUBEBA
decay

It arrest*

of vital
restore*

system,
cleanse vitiated blood,
nervous

and act*

directly

bottle.
York.

.

forces, exhaustion of the
vigor to the debilitated,

removes

vesicle obstruction*

the Liver and Spleen.
Price *1
tj. KELLOGG, 18 Platt St., New
oel4t4w

on

JOHN

a

1
v/

Pro.pcrlnse.

arr now ready
our three new hooka, viz:
THIS GILDED AGE, by
Mark Twain & Cily*. D. WarR ft
ill If
At
U4/
n
nek, illustrated bv Ai ulstcs
Hoppin. EVERY BODY®
by Jo*ii Billiss,
AfrF.\TS
“"Dll
1 xr illustrated
by TnoMAS Nast. ami
Joaquin Miller’* great work. I.!* is AIlONi;

-*•

for

THE MODOC®. Nothing need be said about
these books. Every odv know*
they will outsell all

others, and wise agents will act according and apDlv
for territory at once to AMERICAN PUBLISHING
CO., Harttord, Conn.
0cl4t4
—--

Pearl’. White Clyeerpenetrates the skin wilhinjury, eradicates all
Spots, freckles, Tan, MothPatches, Black Worms, Impurities and Discolorations;
\eithcr within or upon the
I skin,
leaving it smooth, soft
d pliable.
For Chet/ped
Hands, Bough or Cka'erl
Skin it is the best thing in the
world ASK YOUR DRUGTAKE NO OTHER. ol4t4w
—I

me

out

i

GIST FOB IT.

The

Magic Corner £7!! **£ir,

change any colored hair to a permanent black or
brown and contains no poi«on. Trade supplied at
low rates. Address, MAG 1C COMB CO.,
Springfield,

FRANKLIN YEATON, lato of Naples, deceased.
First account and private claim
against said estate,
presented for allowance by Samuel F. Per ley.* Executor.

Mass.

JOHN GOODWIN, late ot Baldwin, deceased. Petition for allowance out of personal estate,
presented
by ClarindajB. Goodwill, widow of said deceased.

ocl4t4w

FTiftH
in A Invalids or Tourists will find a
v■*■*'-“-•*-*-**■• very pleasant location, large
rooms, first-class table, courteous attendance and
reasonable prices, at the Riveiside House.
Address
A. F. Styles, Prop.,
oc!4t4w
Jacksonville, Fla.

PM

I

Genuine Waltham Watches Sent C. 0. I)

The best and cheapest in the world an
the moat
accurate. Illustrated price list and lowest rates sent
free. AdUress FULLER &
CO., 28 Bond St., New
Yorkocl4t4w

Annual Meeting.
annual
meeting of the subscribers to the FeTHE
male Orphan Asylum.will be held at tbeir bouse
th*

on

corner

day*

the 21st

of State and Dan forth Street**, on Tuesat 3 o'clock in the afternoon.

inst,

ABBYS. BAKllETT, Sec’y.

Portland, Oct. 13, 1873.

ocltdtd

Wanted.
GIRLS to do Crochet Work.
MRS. WILDER.
318 Congress St.

oclt 3t

Wanted.
table BOARDERS at 130 Cumberland St.,
A FEW
two minutes walk of the City Building.

oc14__

—

DOMESTIC PORTS.
JACKSONVILLE—Cld 4th inst, sch Chattanooga,
Andre, New York.
SAVANNAH—Ar 8tb, sch Kenduskeag, Mitchell,
BRUNSWICK GA-Ar 7th, brig Maria Wheeler,
Barker. Boston.
CHARLESTON—Cld 8th, sch Hattie N Fuller,
Hart, Union Island, Ga.
Arlltb, sch Charlotte Fist, from Georgetown for
9th, ech Anna W Barker,

Snowman. Boston.

at

or

Plus!,, Hop and
t'asj, Fancy and
Reception Untils. Marble
Top Table*, slat Trees,

mal:rj:n"e news.

B<Wif!Mft;di'ON-Cld

RiEDINGOTES.

BLACK

keep constantly

We

AM

Portland.

*»

CLOAKS,

BARGAINS

found elsewhere In this

be

can

As we manufacture all of the Stuffed
ruruiture ne sell we can guarantee
eyery

»lw

0 P K N I N G!
1873.

Prices.

BROS,

CONGRESS ST., PORTLAND.
Bnd.t-wlf

Schl ottcrbeck’s Moth and Freckle Lotion
A s afe and Bure remedy for removing Tan. Pim pie?.
Moth Blotches. Freckles and Eruptions from the
Skin, rendering it soft and tresh and imparting to it
a MA HOLE PURITY.

PR ICE FIFTY CENTS A BOTTLE.
Prej iaml only by A. G. SCH LOTTERBECK. &
CO., A potbecaries and Chemists, 303 Congress Btreet,
one clo< jr above Brown, Portland, Me.
au26sntf

RICHMOND—Ar 9th, schs Florence Mayo, Hall,
Rockland; Catawamteak, Lord. Windsor, NS; W H
Thorndike, Cushman, do.
NORFOLK—Cld 9th, sch C A Farnsworth, Benson,
B*i rbadoes.
Ar 9th. sch White

Sea, Jones, Rockport.
BALTIMORE— Cld 10th, brig George Gilchrist,
D Lothrop, McAUep,
Thompson. Boston; sch Carl
Pembroke.
Also cld 10th, sclisG P Pomroy, Bryant, Salem;
L A Knowles. Knowles, New York.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 9th, sch Gcorgie Clark,
Bartlett, Boston, (and cld 10th for Charleston.)
Sid fin Delaware Bieakwater 10th. brig Hyperion,
for Havana.
rreeuom, urauiey,
XtlSW iuivrv—mu,
Dunkirk via the Downs 19 days; Laurens, Snow,
Hamburg via Gravesend; scbs Florence Rogers,

Sheppard, Sydney CB; Exchange. Rowe. Providence;
Mary E Douglass, Irom Boothbay; Maria L Hall,
Lawrence, Rockland; Sami Lewis, Young, from Fall

River; Wm McCobb, Hill, Portland.
Ar 12tJi. barques R P Buck, Curtis. Havre; Investigator, Ford. Amsterdam; JK Holbrook. Leavitt,
Havre via Port Caledonia.
Old 11th, barque Frank, Wallace, for Marseilles;
scbs Anita, Small, Marseilles; Martba M Heath,
Nichols, Kingston, Ja; Henry Parker, Lewis, Jacksonville; Garland, Libby, do.
Passed through Hell Gate 11th. schs Olive Averv,
New York for Rockland; Benj Reed, Philadelphia
tor Portsmouth; Ellen Perkins, Port John on for
Boston; Sinaloa, do for do; Pallas, do tor Rockland;
Benjamin. New York for Providence; Wm McLoon,
do lor do; Julia Harrington, Hoboken tor Salem.
NEW HAVEN— Ar 10th. schs Caroline Grant,
Powers, Bangor; Martha Nichols, Ross, New York
for Boston, (put in for repaiis.)
Old 10th, schs W H Sargent, Sargent, and Mary
Means, Parker. New York.
PROV IDENCE—Sid 10th, schs A E Willard, Davis New York; Ambassador, Warren,and Exchange,
Rowe, do.
Ar 11th. Mb Storm Petrel, Davis, Bangor.
Sid 11th, sell Potomac, Eldridge. Doboy, to load for
W aldoboro.
RBISTOL. RI—Sid 10th, sch Grace Cushing, Bailey, Calais or New York.

FALL

1873.

—

AND

OF

1874.

Fall & Winter Goods.
MRS. T, LOBENSTEIN

—

he takes

DEANE,

the citizens of Portland and vicinity the
finest assortment of

offer to

—

than he has before displayed. Also Pants
Goods, which for beauty, strengh and
stylishness arc the admiration of all.
Iu displaying these Goods and his

FARE

of

FURNITURE

HANNAH PIERCE, late of Baldwin, deceased.
Will and petitiou for the probate hereof, presented
by Lewis Pierce the Executor therein named.
JOHN CURTIS, late of Brunswick, deceased. Account presented for allowance by Charles N.
Ba.cs,
Administrator de bonis non, with the Will annexed.
ROBERT BARBOUR, late of Gray, deceased. Pe; tition for allowance out of persona! estate, presented
PORT OF PORTLAND,
by Lucy A. Barbour, widow of said deceased.
MAH LON M. GaME, late of Standlsh, deceased.
Monday, Oct* 13.
First account presented for allowance by Nancy F.
ARRIVED.
Came, Administratrix.
LOUISA H. COBB, iate of Windham, deceased.
Steamer New York, Winchester, Boston for EastPetition for license to sell and convey real
port and St John. NB.
estate,
presented by James Alonzo Cobb, Administrator.
Brig Clara M Goodrich, (of Portland) Look, Cadiz337 lasts salt to E G Willard. Vessel to J S Winslow
JOHN IIILL, late of Yarmouth, deceased. Seconn
& Co.
account presented for allowance, by John
Noyes,
Brig Agenora. (ot Portland) Prince, Pictou via Ship Administrator.
Harbor, with 700 tons coal to John Porteous. Vessel
REUEL
DRINK
late
of
WATER,
to Benj Webster.
Cumbeiland,
deceased. First acconnt presented for allowance by
Sch Mahaska, Blake, New York—coal to Randall &
Charles Humphrey, Administrator.
McAllister.
Sch Star of the West, Baker. Gloucester.
EPHRAIM MORRISON, late of Cumberland, deSch Lucy J Warren, Stinson, Gloucester.
ceased. Second and final account presented for alSch G VV Reed, Joyce. Gloucester.
I lowancc by Isaac W. Morrison, Administrator.
Sch Island Queen, Gott, Gloucester.
MERCY MOULTON, late of Scarborough, deceasSch Alice Norwood, McLain. Portsmouth.
ed.
Will and petition for tho probate thercoi, pre305 bbls
Sch Waterfall, Cameron. Bay Chaleur
sented by Samuel R. Snow, the Executor thereiu
mackerel. Reports. 5th inst, about 45 miles East of named.
sebr
built
an
American
Halifax, passed
clipper
fishing
EDWARD A. BURNELL, late of Deering, deceasof about 70 tons, bottom up, with sails all set. apparently capsized in a squall. Passed close to her, but ed. Petition tor license to sell and convey real estate
presented by Henry C. Peabody, Administrator.
could not make out her name.
305 bbls
Sch Tookolitta, Pierce, Bay Chaleur
DANIEL SKILLINGS, of Westbrook.
Copies of
mackerel.
second and third accounts of Geishorn
Skillings, forbbls
Chaleur—130
Sch Snow Squall, Riley, Bay
mer Guardian and i*etitiou that the same
way be
mackerel.
verified and recorded, presented by Timothy A. skilSch Manitoba, (Bi)-, Pictou.—coal to John lings, Guardian.
Porteous.
JOHN 1), BCZZELL, late of Cape Elizabeth, deSch Elizabeth S, (Br) Sullivan, Harborville, NS— ceased. First account
presented tor allowance by
wood for a market.
B. Beckett, Administrator.
Sylvester
NS—170
Sch Malanta. (Br) Sanford, Wentworth
ANN BENSON, late of Portland, deceased.
Petons plaster to order.
tition for adoiinistration, presented by Elizabeth
Sch Martha Bowan, (Br) Peterj, Westport NS
fish for a market.
Hampton, sister of said deceased.
Sell Sami Fabens, Lyman, Boothbay.
JOSEPH HALE, late of Portland, deceased. Final
account presented for allowance by Benjamin 0.
CLEARED.
Administrator.
Somertov,
Steamer Chesapeake, Johnson, New York—Henry
CHARLES F. KIMBALL fo AL, minor children
Fox.
aud
heirs
of
BrLS Deborahs Soule,Soule, Havana—Isaac Emery
Mary E. Kimball, late «»f Portland, deceased. Petition for license to sell and convey real
Sch Industry, (Br) Knox, Fredericaton, NB—
estate, presented by Charles P. Kimball, Guardian.
Sch J C Roker, Taylor. Boston—Chas Sawyer.
WALTER H. LIBBY & ALS, minor children and
SAILED—Brigs* Emma. Geo S Berry, Mansani'la;
heirs oi THOMAS L. LIBBY, late of Portland, deschs La Volta, Alaska, and others.
ceased. Petition for allowance out of personal estate of said decc?sed, presented by Matthias
Launched—At Harrington 6th inBt. from the yard
Libby,
Guardian.
of Ramwlcll, Ruraball & Coffin, a svhr of 400 tons,
named Georgia, to be commanded by Capt E G Coffin
NATHANIEL J. MILLER, late of Portland, deof
W
a
from
the
S
three
Also, 8th inst,
yard
Nash,
ceased. First account, together with the charges ot
masted schr of 400 tons, named Specdaway, to be
the Commissioners appointed to set out dower in
commanded by Capt Sami Coffin.
Real Estate to the widow, and make division of Real
Estate, among the heirs at law of said deceased, preIFROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.]
sented ior allowance by Moses M. Butler, Adminissch
Nellie
1st
trator
Ar at Cienfuegos
de bonis non.
inst,
Shaw, Cates,
Machias.
WILLIAM NOBLE, late of Portland, deceased.
Ar at Caibarien 28th ult, barque Josie Mildred,
Petition for license to sell and convey Real Estate,
Ginn, New York; brig Adelia McLoon, Philadelphia. presented by Harriet M. Noble. Trustee.
Ar at Havana 2d, brig A Rowell. Philadelphia.
SAMUML RUMERY, late of Portland, deceased.
Sid 2d, barquo Sarah B Hale, for North of Hatteras
Petition that Edward A. Noyes may be appointed
Ar at Queenstown 30th ult, barque Mary E Libby,
Trustee, presented by Samuel D. Rumery, adopted
Stone, Cardenas.
son and beneficiary under the Will of said
Ar at Brunswick, Ga,3d ins, barque Joseph Baker,
deceased,
from Bangor.
JOHN GRIFFITHS, late of Portland, deceasedCld 7th, brig Merriwa, Downs, Sagua.
Petition for license to sell and convey Real Estate,
presented by Benjamin Kingsbury, Jr., AdministraMEMORANDA.
tor.
Sch George Edward, Mnrch, from Portsmouth for
SILVANUS B. SMITH, minor child and heir of
Boston, carried away her foremast by comiug in conEdward H. Smith, late of Yarmouth, deceased. Petact with a pier on the Piscataaua liver, 9th inst
tition for license to sell and convey Real Estate, preSch Martha Nichols, (of Macldas) Ross, from New
sented by Julia B. Smith, Guardian.
York for Boston, was towed into New Haven 10th
JOHN A. WATERMAN, Judge.
iust. in a crippled condition, having been out in the
A true copy of the original Order.
gales of the 8th and 9th, ami Bpruug aleak, lost foreAttest, WM. K. NEAL, Register.
sail. mainsail, jib, &c. Will repair.
w3w42
Schs Nathan Clifford, Ontario, and Speedwell, parted chains 8th inst at Vineyard-Haveu.

.c
Sun rise
j.5.19
Sun sets..

name

of all kinds to be found in this city, which, notwithstanding the recent tinuucial paair and failure
of the Cimpliic Balloon to reach Europe,
we shall sell at

Executiix therein named.
MARTHA CHAPLIN, late ot Naples, deceased.
First aud final account presented for
allowance, by
Richard J. Chaplin, Executor.

m;«iatnre Almatki&c.October 14.

MAINE.

ST.,

copartnership under the firm

a

I>. W. A S. B.
now

Carter,gthe

Percire. New York. .Havre.Oct 18
Onba.New York. .Hav& Mcxico..Oct 18
Parthia.New York. .Liverpool.Oct 18
City of Paris.New York. Liverpool.Oct 18
Columbia.New York Havana.Oct 21
Nevada.New York. .Liverpeol.Oct 22
Merrimack.New York Rio Janeiro.. Oct 23
pruthnati. Quebec.Liverpool.Oct t>5
Claribel.New York. .Kingston, J., .Oct 25

places of business to

former

NO. 51 EXCHANGE

AT

oc6

brought

ap29

our

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

a

ate

KILLER!

Portland

undoubtedly take place in m abort time; meanwhile, we, the undersigned, having removed from

~

NEW

therefore tequested to give nromot
Informs .tion to him of any cruelty to
animals that
may re ,n0 to their knowledge, and he will .ee to it
“at U ,e oftendors are
to speedy and strict
p

DAVIS’

of

Dcering

—

will

GOLDTHWAIT,

WOOD/’S. ESTET’S and Sill ITU’S

Society^'P
The
ublic

City

&

TO THE

—

FOR Kir; IV FORTH.
thirty years trial, the “PAIN-KILLER*
sonable Goods lor GENTS, LAAr at Hong Kong prev to 3th inst, ship Melrose,
may Justly be styled the great medicine of the world,
Neil. Shields.
for there is no
of the
which it has
At Calcutta 2d ult. ship Garden Reach, Gilmore,
DIES, MISSES, DOTS and CIIIL- not found its regionand noneglobe into
where it lias not been
for Boston; barque \V H Thorndike, Bellamy, from
way,
Boston via Gallc.
and hi ghly prized. Moreover, there is no clilargely
dren’s wear, all of which are of reSid fra Leghorn 26ih ult, brig Sparkling Water,
mate to which it has not proved itself to be well adapted
Dahl, Philadelphia.
for the cure of considerable variety of diseases; it is i
Arat Smyrna 13th ult. barque Sroymiote, Mayo,
liable manufacture, and will be
admirably suited lor every race. It has lost none of Constantinople, to load for New York.
Ar at Trieste 25th ult, brig Emma L Hall, Perry,
offered at the very Lowest Prices its good name by repeated trials, but coutinucs to Richmond, Va.
occupy a prominent position in every medicine chest;
Sid 23th ult, brigs L Staples, Ilerriman, and Callao,
and is still receiving the most unqualified testimonals
Leeinan, Palermo.
for CASH.
Sid tm Malaga 20th ult, barque Fury, Loud, for
to its virtues, from persons of the high st character
Philadelphia.
of
ami
the
first
Ar
responsibility.
at London 29lh ult. ship Industry, Russell, fra
Physicians
respectDon’t fail to see these Goods and
ability recommend it is as a most effectual prepara- Rangoon.
Sid fm Liverpool 27lh ult, ship Java.
Miller, for
tion for the extinction of pain. It is not only the
learn prices before you buy.
Bombay.
best remedy ever known* for Bruises, Cuts. Burns.&c*
Sid fm do 10th inst, s.Jp John Watt, Morse, for
but for Dysentery or Cholera, or any sort of bowej Key West.
Ar at Queenstown 26tb, ship John
Tucker, Tavlor,
complaint.it is a remedy unsurpassed for efficiency and Cardenas.
GEO. F.
Sid fm Port Caledonia 4th inst.
rapidity of action. In the great cities of India and other
S W Holbarque
hot climates, it has become the Standard Me licine
brook, tor New York; brig H U McGilvcry, do.
II MARKET SQUARE.
for all such complaints, as well as for Dyspepsia,
<»'tlBlitf
L Latest by European steamers.l
Liver Complaints, and other kindred disorders. For
Sid tra Liverpool 30th, Edward O’Brien. Smalley.
COUNTV BONUS.
Coughs and Colds, Canker, Asthma, and Rheumatic
Mobile.
CITV. BONDS.
Ent out 29tb, Ivanhoe, Hcrriman, Mobile; Hosea
difficulties, it has been proved by the most abundant
SCHOOL. DISTRICT BONDS.
Rich, Pierce, Savannah; Kendrick Fish. Watts, for
and convincing testimony to be an invaluable medicNew Orleans; Rochester, Oliver, for Rio Janeiro.
REAf. ESTATE MORTGAGES.
cine. No article ever attained such unbounded popAr at Falmouth 2d. Oeeati Belle, Jarvis, New York
All carefully selected in the west, paying 10 to 12
Ar at Newcastle NSW July 30, Columbia,
ularity. As an external and internal medicine, the
Mayhew,
per cent interest. Very safe as well as profitable.
Melbourne.
Pain-Killer stands unrivalled.
Ar at Calcutta prev to Sept 20th, A.ice Vennard.
CHARLES M. HAWKES,
Thirty Years are certainly a long enough time to Humphrey, Rio Janeiro.
Sid fra Bombay Sept 3, Wm
prove the efflcency of any medicine, and that the
Woodbury, Herriroan,
06 MIDDLE STREET.
PAIN-KILLER is deserving of all its proprietors
Liverpool.
Sid fm Table Bay, CGH, Sept 2, Ureka. Prince, for
claim for it, is amply proved by the unparalelled
_sntf
popularity it has attained. It is a sure and effec- Boston.
Sid tin Havre 29th ult, Helen
remedy. It is sold in almost every country in
NOTICE.
Angier, Staples, for
j tive
Swansea aud United States.
| the world, and is becoming more aud more popular
Cld 30tli. Arizona. Conant, New York.
Eastern and Maine Central Rail- every year. Its healing properties have been fully
Ar at Bremerhaven 27th
tested! all over the world, and it need only to be
ult,Florence Treat, Short,
roads.
known to be prized. Be sure you buy none but the
Rangoon.
In Elsinore Sound 27th, John
genuine, manufactured by Perry Davis & Sox,
Harvey, Brown, for
The Passenger Trains on both of these RailNew York.
Providence, R. I.
roads arrive at and leave the Eastern Railroad
se30sneodlm&w
$5f*Sold by all Druggist.
Statisn, Commercial Street, foot of State
streetGEO. BACHELDER,
MARRIED.
General Agent Eastern & Maine Central R. R.
Portland, Aug, 11, 1873._aulSsntl
In Brunswick. Oct. 3, Timothy B. McKenney and
PROBATE NOTICES.
Miss Anna M. Mann, both of Harpswell.
DR. JAMES A. SPALDING,
\
In Brunswick, Oct. 4, Wm. L. Garrison and Miss
T# all Peruana intervMted in the Entatei
Adrianna Hatched.
hereinafter named:
In Damariscotta, Sept. 28, Benjamin S. Bridden of
a Court of Probate held at Portland within
OCULIST
Cambridgeport and Winnie J. Hodgkins of Jefferson.
and for the County of Cumberland on th'> first
In Boston, Oct. 1. George W. Dunning and Matia
of October, in the year of our Lord eightTuesday
Richardson, both of Brunswick.
een hundred and seventy-three, the
3011-3 CONGRESS ST., Room No. 6.
following matters
having been presented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby Ordered.
DITBX>.
That notice thereof b© given to all persons interOffice Hours 8 A. 31. to 1 P. M. Residence Preble
ested, by causing a copy of this order to be published
sellsnSra
In this city, Oct. 12, Lizz*c L., infant daughter of
**ul*se-_
three weeks successively in the Maine State Press
Aagustus H. and S. Louba Prince.
and Eastern Argus, paj>er8 printed at Portland aforegreat pamc
[Fuueral services Tuesday afternoon, at 2J o’clock
said, that they may appear at a Probate Court to be
In this city, Oct. 10, Mr. Simon Jenks, aged 65 yrs.
held at said Portland on the first Tuesday ot NovemIN CIGARS.
In this city, Oct. 13tb, George H. Worcester, aged
ber next, at ten of the clock in the
forenoon, and
be heard thereon, and object if they see cause.
Rather Sacrifice in Price than Discharge 39 years. on
[Services
Wednesday forenoon at 10 o’Gjock,
GEORGE T. STEEL * ALS, minor childien and
from No. 4 Portland street. Relatives aDd friends are
my Workmen.
heirs of John Steele, late of Lumber, in the State of
invited to attend.
200,000 Cigars to be sold at from
Georgia, deceased. Account presented for allow ance
In this city, Oct. 12+h, Mrs. Abbie C. Fossett, aged
by Mary A. Stacie, Guardian.
5 to 7 per cent, at
years.
wholesale, lower 31 [Funeral
services Wednesday afternoon at 2 o’clk,
ETTA B. STARBIRD &
minor children and
than my usual low price, and in from her late residence. Friends and relatives are heirs of Nathan E. Starbird,AL,
late of Stoueham, in the
State of Massachusetts, deceased.
invited
to
attend.
Accounts preletail a come down of from SO to
sented for allowance by Eben H. Starbird,fUuarvlian.
In Brownfield, Oct. 7, Mr. John L. Stickney, aged
20 per cent. Splendid Imported 69 years.
CHARLES M. WEBB
ALS. minor heirs of WilIn Litchfield, Oct. 3, Lucy True, aged CG years and
lia
H. Wobb, late of Bith, deceased.
Accounts
Cigars from $60 to $120 per Thou- 11 months.
presented for allowance by James A. Winslow, Guarsand. Domestic from $14 to $75 27 In Jefferson, Oct. 2, Mrs. Ruth A. Vanuah, aged dian.
years.
PAUL 3. MERP.IMAN & ALS, minor children
per Thousand. Why buy Cheroots
In Canton, Oct. 3, Mr. Frank Owen, aged 50 years.
and heirs ot Alcott S. Merrimau, late of Harpswell,
In
Pa« is, Oct. 6, Cora,daughter of Benjamin York,
and pay $1.10 per box, When you
deceased.
Final accounts and resignat’on nf Guardaged 6 years.
ianstiip, presented Dy Paul C. Merry man, Guardian.
can get a box of
In Bath, Oct. 10, Mrs. Carrie M., wife of Capt. J. S.
Cigars lor $1.40
WILLIAM
P. HARMON, late of Harrison, deceasLovell, aged 3G years 8 months.
per box. Fine double thick Navy
ed. Petition lor license to sell and convey real estate,
presented by Julia A. Harmon, Administratrix.
Tobacco from 40 to 50 cts. per lb.,
DEPARTURE OF OCEAN KTEAMEBft
RUSSELL LE BARRON, late of Harrison, deceaswholesale.
MoroCastle.New York. .Havana.Oct 14 ed. First, account pre-ented for allowau ce
by Salome
York. .Liverpool.Oct 15
Java.New
This is the amount of goods in
Le. Barron, Administratrix.
Cigar Store Corner
Wisconsin.New York. .Liverpool.Oct 15
Middle and Exchange Streets, and at Workshop 10
WILLIAM DECKER, late cf C sco, deceased. PeItalia.:.New York. .Glasgow.Oct 15
; tilion that some suitable person
Market Square.
may be appointed
Minnesota.New York. Liveri»uol.Oct 15
presented by Charlotte H. Brid, one
GST^Come and satisfy yourselves.
City of New York. .New York.. Havana.Oct 16 Administrator,
of
the
creditors
of
said
deceased.
principal
City of London.New York. .Liverpool.Oci 16
E POIVCE.
OTIS CARTER, fate of Naples, deceased. Will and
.Oct 16
Silesia.New York. .Hamburg.
snlm
Scandinavian.Quebec.Liverpool.Oct 18 petition f»r the probate thereof, presented by Lydia
007_

MEDICINAL.

The Sot -ety for the Prevention ot Cruelty to Ant
mals res' occlfullv gives notice that
Alon7o h"
Libbv, < Constable whose office is at No. 80 'Middle
8Uire> k*8 b“eD I*l’pointed Agent of the

Cape Elizabeth

And after

EA STMAN

To the Public.

PAIN

—or—

NEWBURYpOBT—Ar 10th> Ml1 Daniel Webster,
Trask, Bangor; Milton, Trask do.
PORTSMOUTH—^In port lrirh, brig YnryCflaskeii. \\ hittomore. Rockland; Wesley Abbott,
Smith
Portland ; Hattie Ellen, Ashford, and H O Fay
gr
Philbrook. <lo; Charlie & Willie, Cousius, Vina'l9rowley- Addison ; Addie Mumble.
Metcalf, tor Calais; Juidie, Turner, Windsor, NS for
Richmond, Va.

bracing all the latest styles of Sea-

J^2_sntf

1

1843.

asem-

THE ANNEXATION

Ar 10tb, seha SwaUow, Carlow,Calais;
Capitol. Jarr. Booth bay; l> K Arey, Staples, Belfast;
Watchman, Kent. Bangor.
Ar 10th, seh Chas
Comery, Creamer. Portland for
Bridge]»ort.
Ar 12th, schs Alice Oakes.
Maraden, So Ambov for
Portland; Flora King, Sullivan, and Sedona, Wall,
Port Johnson.

SINCE THE INTRODUCTION OF

PERRY
a

NO. »» EXCHANGE STREET.
ge 30sdlm

REED organs.
Sh et Music, Music Books. Violins, Guitars An
cordeons Strings of the best quality, anu all
kinds of
Musical Instruments and
Merchandise, Wholesale
and Retail by
C. K. H VWKS
d lie St.
PanicuJ ar attention given to orders.
sel2
sai3mos

OVER 30 YEARS,

NEWADVERTISEMENTS.

Gottenbur^>ar<1Ue

THE

offering

I aui now

Walnc Chamber Set
As low as Painted Pine, “you >et
At Merriam’s Store, near Woodman
Block
Where yon will And a splendid Stock.
And sells

W. THOMAS. Canal National Bank.

__sentlgsntf
The Most Popular Medicine Extant

RUBBERS.

FADE AND WINTER.

Bitters,

Diogenes, the search’s not o’er;
man is wanted, more
Than when thy trembling
footsteps sought
Among the gloomy shades, for aught
That would a slight resemblance bear
To him, who is honorable and
fair,
In all his dealings with
mankind,
And whom you sought in vain to
find.
Now, bring your lantern down this way
(Unless you come in open day,)
And possibly, one may be fonnd,
Who, “on e goose is always sound,”

No. 90 Commercial St.

W.

1

Bath.
CM Utb, brig Milo,
(Br) McDougal, Portland and
St John. Nb; schs
Montezuma, Robinson, Charlottetown PEI; Addie Fuller.
Henderson, Fernandina;
Annie Lee, Look,
Wilmington.
Mb Leocadia, Deiand, and Afarv Elizabeth, Perkins, Port and.
^att^ew Haird, Wardingcr, from

THE

An honest

on

in the

Ja°13__snH

STOCK OF

AND

SQUARE.

LP "SPECIALTY—Administration of Ether for
the purpose of extracting teeth without pain.

1840.

W.

THE SEARCH.

of

and now partickets have been and are
used as currency. Two hundred thousand dollars worth of these are in circulation in
Georgia. Each one entitles the holder to so
many
miles of
travel, or is taken in payment fora
corresponding quantity of
These bills
are received
by the roads iu liquidation of all
their claims.
a

SHOES

FOR

FOB SALE BV ALL DRCRGISTR.
5cl7
Si.il&w3m30

re-

York County Races.—The 2:45 race at Saco
was won by Messenger Knox, with Black
Ralph
second and Gold Finder third. The best time
was 2:45.
This afternoon the race for the
sweepstakes purse comes off. Gold Finder,
Black Ralph and Buffalo Bill are entered.

YOUR

MARKET

♦

each side.
The following ;
game was brought in and sworn to as
FOR SAFE.
having
been|killed by their respective sides:
Ned. Haiting’s side.12 men
shooting—6duck
3sqw Houses on Emery Street, just finished
12 gray squirrels, 2d patridges, 3
with all
crows, 1 hawk,
the modern improvements; Batli
2 owls, 2 woodcocks, 7
3
and
woodpeckers, jays
Gas
Room,Sebago,
412 red and stripped squirrels,
etc.
counting 6.010.
Ned. Weston s side, 11 shooting—1
duck, 9
Apply on the Premises.
gray squirrels, 11 patridges, 1 owl, 317 squirrils,
counting 3.720. Both sides set down to an elesepSSsntt
JAMES A. TENNEY.
gant supper at the the “Oxford House.”
men were

IN

LAY

BOOTS,

n

NATIONAL TONIC BITTERS,
Purely IVIeclicinal
For Sale by all Druggists.

—

Has removed to

13

Or ot

CHAS. BATCHELOR, Prop., A. F.

ld&w

the “shooters” of
Fr.r,eburg to a match game, the suppers being
tb « forfeit by the beaten side.
Ned Hastings
?md Ed. Weston were the captains.
Fifteen
was

your feet

GOLDT II WAIT’S

Sunday, Dr.
leading druggist, kept

Francis
G.
Warren, a
open and was
Mouday arrested and brought before the
Municipal Court. Owing to the absence of T.
H. Hubbard, Esq., his counsel, the case was
continued until ’Wednesday morning.
Dr
Warren is one of the most enterprising citize’.a
and was Mayor of the city last
year. The rase
excites a good deal of interest.
q

year five new white upper garThese cost $80 each.
His stockings
cost $4.80 per
Each red cloak costs $160
pair.
and a pair of slippers made of red cloth
with a
gold horii'.cr.and embroidered with a gold cross,
costs.$24, the Pope requiring six pair a year.
In round numbers the
Pope’s necessary outfit
does not cost him much over
$800 per annum,
a mod crate sum for
one in his position.

last week

are

well shod? If not, go to

into force

weut

VINEYARD-HAVEN At 10th, brig Whitaker,
Cotton, Two Rivers, NS. for New York, (and sailed);
sclis Sahwa. Kelley, Weeliawkeu tor Boston; Ontario, Sprague, Hoboken tor do; Watchman, Heal,
Fall River for Lincolnville.
EDOARTOWN—Ar 4th. sob Idaho. Jameson, Now
York for Eastport. (and shl 5th.)
NEW BEDFORD Sid 11th, sch MAE Henderson, Spear, Georgetown.
BOSTON—Ar 11th, sch a Kendrick Fish. Rawley,
Calais; Harriet Newell. Gould, Machine; T II Jones,
Young, Machias; Grampus, Joy, Sullivan; Globe,
Keudall, and Danl Breed, Chase. Bangor; Clifton.
Post, and Hannah, Staples, do; Gen Washington.
Walker, ami Uncle Sam,Smith, Rockland; Buena
Vista, Orne, Wiscassct; Boston, Fogg, Freeport;
Tarry Not, Liuscott, Gardiner; War Eagle, Fiisby,

NOTICES.

A. PARSOMS, 91. B.,

NO

Independent

(Biddeford Correspondence.)
The new Suoday law, which obliges the closing of all places of business on the Sabbath,

ments.

MATCH.-Friday and Saturday

For cold and wet weather,—that is,

says it has been suggested
to use the Ocean House at Old Orchard fora
female seminary wlieu it is not
occupied as a
summerhouse. Won’t it be nice to visit the
beach during term time.

quires each

Shooting

READY

YORK COUNTY.

The

SPECIAL

dentist

WASHINGTON COITNTT.

The report o£a sad and fatal accident comes
from Harrington. Two brothers named Ward,
sons of Nathaniel Ward, of that
place, aged 20
and 14 years respectively, weut out in a boat
tending lobster traps, having a gun with them.
The gun was taken np by the oldest brother to
shoot a bird, and when in th? act of lifting the
hammer, his hand being wet and cold, it slipped and the gnu exploding, lodged the charge
in the back of the head of the jounger hoy, taking the skull entirely off, causing of course, iustant death. Charles Pink ham, a cousin of the
deceased, was recently lost from the fore-yard
of a Milbridge vessel, when within cue day’s
sail of Cardenas.

Instantaneous;

Being

Holiness

COUNTY.

and
no disappointment; no ridiculous
tin a or unpleasant odor. Remedies the ill fleets of
ba«l dyes washes. Produces Immediately a
superb
Black or Natub;al Brown, and leaves the nair
clean, soft and beautiful. The genuine, signed W. Avxhelor. Sold by all Druggists.

papu* oHronlolor. tbo foot that that Pio Nino
lias given orders to his tailor, Raffaelle
Giomim, fo:r two complete saits of
clothing, oue suit
for au tumn and the other for winter
wear. The
material used is white and scarlet cloth.

of

KENNEBEC

Augusta turns out yearly about $100,000
worth of tools for cutting granite.
They are
used all over the country.
The horse thieves recently captured jnst over
the Canada line, left two large trunks in the
care of a Frenchman at Waterville.
They are
supposed tobe filled with plunder and have

This splendid Hair Dye is the best In the world
The only True and Perfect
Dye. Harmless Reliable

The Pope’s New Clothes.—A Veronese

user

of Edes
& Gammon was entered and about §50 in scrip,
five cent pieces, and cents, taken (all of the
No trace of the thieves
money in the store).
could be seen. It is probable that they crawled
outside
the
cellar
door and then up
thaough
through the trap door into the store,closing and
locking the doors as they left, The same night
Mr, Jackson’s store was eutered through a
hack window and the door from the back room
to the front one broken opeD with a crow-bar.
The r.seals got about §10 worth of scrip and
a watch, leaving everpthing else undisturbed.
It is quite sickly in this vicinity, fevers prevailing to quite an extent.

BATCHELOR’S HAIR DYE.

grounds being

so near

inordinate

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

The Journal says the Lisbon and Durham authorities are concluding arrangements for the
construction of a new bridge over tbe Androscoggiu at. Lisbon Falls. The abutments of the
old bridge are completed, and the new bridge
will probably he completed before snow flies.

SPECIAL

the P. & O. R. R., one entrance being within
forty feet of the depot,
make it very convenient for those con
ing by
rail. All trains will
The
carry for half fair.
weather for several days has been
unusually
pleasant and fanners have secured most of their
farm product in good condition.
Taking all
crops into consideration,this year has been more
than an average one for the husbandman.

an

NEWS.

(Naples Correspondence.)
Monday night of last week, tbe store

SUPREME

court

great

CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

Matters.

Welch, indicted and found guilty of

a

North
portion of

added to the volume of emthis country, or will eventually do so.

STATE

productions.
Yarmouth.

Franklin

2(5,708,

British

undoubtedly

igration

the

put America

remaining 27,514,

America received

paying institutions swell their loans to a dangerous point by the purchase of paper and on.

hypothecation of stocks.
Now if the banks will refuse to buy deposits,
andean thus increase their reserve when money
is plenty, there will he less of mere crazy speculat’on aud more of genuine faith in the credit
and stability of our monied institutions. Theso

ARE YOU

times.
The Montreal Gazette announces on authority that the Canadian Pacific Railway Company
is about to surrender its charter to the govern-

inroads

1

SPECIAL NOTICES.

The University of Virginia recently opened
with 427 students.
In Germany the telegraph wires are no longer to be stretched upon poles, but will be laid

the true welfare of the
agricultural
The non-producers of the country, 4bose who
live upon the industries in which they have no

nervous

abundance of currency.
When the panic began tin re were thirty
three millions of greenbacks locked up in the
sub-Tveasury. Nearly half of ibe sum has
found its way into the vaults of the Savings
Banks, and into private coffers. It is gradu-

ground

ble piece of paper or in other words to
get something which has a fixed value in Canada or
England, instead of something which can only
be passed in his own land and not there
except
at a constantly
fluctuating discount. Whatev
er hostility to resumption
emanates from the
west onght to be
comparatively easy to over-

are

The

be

Republican 132,359,

bearing

merely
reply—

ment, and whenever it seems established that
prices have reached their minimum, there will

there is no doubt but what Gov.
Carpenter
and the balance of the Republican ticket will
be elected. Last year the vote for
Secretary
of State was as follows:

The

very

“You’re another.”

his

but joined in making an
anti-monopoly ticket.
The railroad questlou that is
attracting so
much attention in the West will have something to do with the result, but as the Re-

publicans have taken about the

view of our strictures,
somewhat familiar

good natured
making the

a

Alliance

members of the

showed their ability to meet scientific unbe-

lief,

It takes

bankrupt.”

governments

sands,

The

conclusion that the

fallacious its

com

The Evangelical Alliance.
The Sixth General Conference of the
Evangelical Alliance has closed, and the disand able

The Advertiser “coufesses and avoids” in
the Treasury Report matter by insisting that
it was correct in the statement of one item,

Announces to her friend., patrons and the

AN OPENING

public,

TUESDAY,

OCTOBER 7tli, 1873.
of

the most superb assortment, or Goods
appropriate
to the
season, consisting of a
and ele ant variety of

Ladies' Fancy Goods,

large

Furnishing

Goods, Hosiery,
TRinnncH and bittons,

Laces—Hea! and Imitation, Ac.
Every lady

is respectfully invited. An
inspection
regard to purchasing is solicited.

without

T.

LOBENSTEIN,
No. 4 Dcering Block.

oct4

is2w

SAFE INVESTMENT.
HOME

SECURITY.

The Subscriber, offer far

Sale

8 10 0,000

1874.

CITE OF LEWISTON,
PER CENT. PONDS

O

The Bonds are payable In 20 and 40
years and redeemable at the pleasure of
the City after ten years.

—

WINTER OPENING

A
A

—OF—

strictly first class security, as good as the best.
chance for Savings Banks and Trust Funds.

rare

Pattern Hats and Bonnets II. M. PAYSON & I O„
STREET
Thursday and Friday,Oct. 16 & 17, 33EXCHANGE
ocl
PORTLAND.
dtt
—

AT

—

820,000

GEO. C. ROBINSON & CO.’S,
Proprietor, of the C,gia Ilo..nn Dim,

129
oct4

Xo loan on fiist class ItTortgaces in
Poritand and Vicinity in
sums to suit.

MIDDLE STREET.
4t

Real Estate Securities, paying 8 to 10 per
cent, met rest free ol Taxes. Investments in Real
Estate in Portland and vicinity. If judiciously
made, are the best and safest modes of employing capital. Fir«t claw* securities always on hand. Interest
and principal collected withont charge. Guarani nil
>11 a I its Real muperfect title and ample security investment
and
Real Estate
tate loans.
improvements made on commission and on shares.
bought and sold.
Bankaole

SCHOOL!
MRU. A. n. PENDLETON,
will open a school tor Boys and Gills, [In the School
Boom under the Casco street Church, on MONDAY
next t20tli Inst.) Suita' ie assistance will be
employed. Attention will also be riven to a class in Penmanship in P. M., two or more days in a week
For particulars inquire at No.
11.Myrtle Street.

paper

FLO 11R
.rrrsT
with

!_FLOUR f
opened
a

Real
I

am

,16

House

Sale

sellins at very low prices.
NO. .1

on

ENION WHARF.

J.

Casco Street for Sale.

jJ,®1

A

A

LARGE Brass KEY, which theowner can hare
by calling at this Office and paying for ahver0cU«3t

by the Cargo.
8.

ROBERTS,

COXXKBllAL STREET.

Cole’s

Quadrille Band
IN readness to furnish music
(anv
ISPieces
trom the Portland Band) f>r R.iu *2™
tie.,
and
occmIodb where »" &
Jll term,. Amdv
qiured.
rrnnonnMe
J rlV2"

Block._._>>cl4<ltf

nm«w

Found.
tising.

2dpcodly

Delivered here or any
point.

TWO story Ilonse. nine rooms, cellar, good
Pwwater. Lot about 25 x 80. Title perfect.
This property is stru tted near
acssion tri-,n a* once.
for *2500.
Street, ami cat. be purchased
F O. PATTERSON. Dealer in Real Estate,
Boom 13, Fluent

Concrei
Aunivto

and

_

JOHN, W. WHITMORE.
oclld3t»

Estate

itailrwad Sleepers for

choice lot of

ST. LOUIS FLOUR.
which I

IIAVIS,
Loan Agency
Brown’s Block.
«. It.

___dlw_

on,

on

> eader,

I

Band

Cortland Band. No. 16 Brown

lUadquarters, 1H htarftt

to

Strict

•

THE

PRESS.
MOKMNO. OCtTh, 1878.

TUESDAY

THE PKENtt
Stay be obtained at the Periodical Depots of Fe«•endeu Bros., Marquis.
Bobiuaon, Brtnell * Co.,
Auarcws.Mentworih, Glendenuiug Moses, lleuderBon, aud Chisholm
Bros., on all trains that run out of

the
At
At
At
At
At
At
At

ity.

Biddeford, of Pillsbnry.

Saco of I., Hodgdon.
Waterville. of J. S. Carter.
Gorliani, of News Ajzeut.
Bath, of J. o. Shaw.
l.ewiston, of French Bros.

Kennebunk.

of C. E. Mi.ler.
_

CITY AND VICINITY.
New

Advertisements

To-Day.

--

AUCTION COLUMN.
Buffalo Robes—Jo n Leeming.
ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Music Hall—Grand Matinee.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Presentation.— Last evening the Portland
Cadets were presented with an elegant new silk
company flag at their armory.
Judge Kingsbury made the presentation in a neat speech,
and Capt. N. D. Winslow received it in behalf
The
of the Cadets with appropriate remarks.
flag was made in New York, is (10x70 inches,
and has a silver mounted shield with appropriate inscriptions on the staff. It cost $100.
After the presentation Capt. Winslow put
I the company, consisting of 47 men all told,
through the various evolutions of drill, which,
by their precision and rapidity of movements,
elicited frequent outbursts of applause from
the large number of lady and gentlemen
spectators present. The Captain then selected 24
men, blindfolded them,
and carried them
through a number of different movements, as
well as the manual of arms
exercises; all of
which they accomplished without a break.
The Cadet3 are to visit Bangor on the 24th
inst., and give a competitive drill with the
Jameson Guards of that city.
If they succeed
as well there as
they did last night, they need
have no fears of the result.

Fall and Winter Opening—Cogia Hassan.
House on Casoo Street—F. G. Patterson.
Flour—John W. Whitmore.

Catholic Fair.—The crowd of people who
flow through the various rooms at the Orphan

Found—Key.
Schools—Mrs. A. H. Pendleton.
Annual Meeting—Abb}' S. Barrett.

Asylum

Fair continues as large as on the openAt the St. Dominic’s Sodality taing nights.
ble Mr. Condillen drew an elegant prayer book,
and Joseph King a vase of wax flowers, consid-

Wanted—Boarders.
Wanted—Mrs. AVilder.
Daucv’s Announcements—7.
Furniture—D. W. & S. B. Deane.

United Slates Circuit Court.
BEFORE

JUDGE FOX.

MondAY.-i-Indictment vs. Joab Harriman. Indicted for committing frauds on jiension office, ard
for withholding money on a bounty land claim.—
Quashed mainly on the ground that the statute of
limitations is a bar.
Webb.
Mattocks.
Same vs. Annie Leighton. Convicted last week of
buying smuggled goods. Motion in arrest was filed
and argued by Frank, and the Dist.
Attorney pro
and con. but was overruled, and the defendant was
sentenced to sixty days imprisonment ana to pay the
costs of prosecution.
Webb.
Bradbury—Frank.
Judge Shepley carne in and affirmed the decree of
the District Court, on application of J. H. Drummond, counsel for John Scammon, assignee, vs. Roscoe L. Bowers, wherein the defendant abandoned his

uppeal.
PRESID-

ING.

Monday.—In the case of H. B. Johnson vs. Lizzie E. Cotton, the jury rendered a verdict for the
defendant.
George B. Emery for defendant.
Haskell for plaintiff.
James Whitney vs. The Inhabitants of the town of
Cumberland. Action to recover damages sustained

by

Dereason of an alleged defect in the highway.
fense—that the highway was safe and convenient.—
Testimony for the plaint iff in progress.
Strout & Holmes for plaintiff.
Strout & Gage for defendant.

Municipal

Court.

BEFORE JUDGE MORRIS.

Monday.—Patrick Farrell vs. Patrick Kennedy.—
Assumpsit for rent—$14. Defence—offer to be defaulted for the sum of $9. Judgment for plaintiff’
for the sum of $10.
O’Donnell.
Motley.
Twenty-six new entries.
Brief

Jotting*.

Cool weather is coming. Everybody is preparing for winter, buying coal, repairing
houses and laying in a stock of warm flannel.
Even the vessels are showing signs of activity
in this direction and old sails are being over-

hauled, patched and strengthened in anticipation of the wiutery gales.
The boat race between Kennedy and Henry |
will come off at 8J o’clock this morning.
The
was

too

rough

to

row

yesterday

after-

noon.

The Y. M. R. A. Assemblies will be held in
Congress Hall. The first one occurs this evening. These dances are intended to be select
and a rousing good time is always enjoyed.
The Glen House closed last week after a very
successful season.
Next week the Maine Steamship Company
transfer their quarters to their new building on
Franklin wharf.
The notorious establishment of Nelse Leighton is at last broken up.
He is in jail for three
months, and Gentle Annie was yesterday sen
tencod to jail for sixty days.
Alas, for that
once

happy borne!

J. F. Totman was attacked Saturday night
a large black dog on Turner street,
and severely bitten.
The steemer Pearl has ceased to ply upon
thw turbid waters of the Nonesuch.
Rebecca Barton purchased on Saturday, store
No. 94 Green street, of G. M. Parker of Gorham, for $1300.
The city is flooded with grapes which can
be bought of wholesale dealers for 7^ cent3 per

by

pound.
The danger signal at the U. S. service station
floated all day yesterday in the wind.
Fifty cents will give admission to the closing
of the Hospital Fair at City Hall this evening,
listen to fine mueic, a chance
to obtain a piano forte worth a thousand dol
lars, or some other valuable article, and attending a brilliant promenade concert. Secure
your tickets at once.
The monthly weather review has been received from the department, and with the maps
accompanying it form an interesting study of
the wind currents and rain fall for September
an

a praying stool.
The vote on the cane stood: Father Bradley*
203; Father Wallace, 230; Father O’Callaghau,
223; Father Powers, 130. On the clock: Mont-

plain E.iglisli,

gomerys, 110; Emeralds, 94; Longshoremen, 40;
Sheridans, 30. On the sword and belt: Capt.
McMahon, 1088; Capt. Somers, 700. The voting on the sword {and belt closes Wednesday
evening at 9 o’clock, at which time tho drawing
will take place.
Real Estate Notes.—William B. Irish has !
sold his house on Pine etreet to Capt. York of

Cape Elizabeth,

Superior Court.
OCTOBER CIVIL TERM, 1873, 8YMOXDS, J.,

water

ered very choice. Fifteen hundred dollars have
The entire
already been taken at this table.
receipts up to last night footed up about $9000.
The “prie-Dieu” bids fair to fall into the hands
of Col. A. W. Bradbury.
This article is in

opportunity

and has commenced the erec
tion of a block of two houses near the corner of
West and Carleton streets.
F. G. Patterson has sold the Merrill property,
so called, on the corner of Quebec and Merrill
streets, to Rodney Sparrow, for $2000.
A. L. Millett has purchased the Chase house

on

Carleton street for $4000.

Queen Soap.—An equipage drawn by two

wounds unprotected, to rot the wood, and in the
course of a few decades destroy the tree.
Many
fine elms iu the city have been thus treated,
which will, twenty or thirty years hence, show
the ruinous effects of the injury.
The canker worm strips off the foliage in
June, and, if allowed to do so many years in
succession, weakens the tree so much as to
cause its death.
Now is the time to prevent
the ravages next June. The cheapest and best
method among the many good ones which have
been applied, is to tack a strip of tarred paper
such as is used for sheathing buildings, around
the tree, about five feet above the ground, and
apply a streak of cheap printer’s ink around it.
An ink prepared for the purpose, without dryers, may lie bought in cans for ninepence a
pound, and in barrels for nine and one-half
cents. It retains its adhesive qualities so long
that a little goes a great way. The grubs will
ascend the trees to lay their eggs as soon as the
heavy frost is felt. The city or the citizens
ought to lose no time in making preparations to
welcome them to inlcv graves, by applying the
protective to every tree that suffered last summer from this pest.

Couldn’t Find His Hotel. —Yesterday offiShirley was accested by a middle aged man
who told a singular story of his troubles. Jt
that he arrived in this city Saturday evening on the freight train from Lewiston, aud
putting up at the first hotel he came to, was

shown to a room near the top of the buildiug,
from the window of which he could overlook
the harbor. Iu the morning he went out for a
walk, leaving his carpet bag, containing his

and is judiciously varied by the intermingling
of comedy.
The different parts were well
acted.
City Hall.—Dr. T. S, Lambert of New
York, delivered an instructive and entertaining
lecture last evening, in City Hall, to a good au.
dience, on the nature of life and the signs or
indications of longevity. The two lectures given

by this gentlemen

are

well worth remembering.

Sudden Death.—Hugh O’Donnell, who lives
on Portland street, wa3 found dead in his barber shop early yesterday morning.
Coroner
Gould was called but deemed an inquest unnecessary. Mr. O’Donnell was the oldest barber in the city.
Pehsonal.— Mr. and Mrs. Nahum Elwel'
beld a silver wedding reception at their residence last Thursday evening.
D. W. & S. B Deane offer some attractive
reading in their original style of advertisement.

They are live men and always take pleasure in
showing their goods at No. 51 Exchange street.
Attention is called to the rich and varied
assortment of ladies’ fancy goods, hosiery,
trimmings, laces, etc., which Mrs. T. Lobeustein is now opening at No. 4 Deenng block.
The Financial Panic.—If the merchants in
this country would take a full supply of Jesse
Oakleys Queen Soap and clean out Wall and
Broad streets from one end to the other of the
filth and corruption that has accumulated there
during the past ten years it would add much to
their prosperity and the
whole community
would breath a purer atmosphere.

plate and warranted. Ice
Pitchers, Castors, Tea Sets, Urns, plated steel
Knives, Spoons, Forks, &c., »lso old Table
All of

mv

own

Ware replated in the best manner and at very
reasonable prices at
Atwood’s, 27 Market Square,
up one flight.
jySeodtf

For Sale on favorable terms, a valuable
slate property, partially developed, with most
encouraging prospects, iu the eastern part of
the State. Owners refer to S. T. Pullen, Esq..
Press office.
iel4-dtf
Does Advertising Pay?—There Is no in
stance on record of a well sustained system of
judicious advertising failing of success.
“My success is owing to my liberality in ad-

vertising.”—Bonner.

“Advertising has furnished

me

with

com-

a

petence.”—Amos

Lawrence.
‘I advertised my productions and made

together

it

is

a

singular

ase.

Y. M. C. A.—At the hall of this Association,
Bev. Edwin Burnham, the celebrated Evangelist, preached last evening to a crowded audiHe took for bis theme “Acceptance of
ence.
Christ.” The speaker ha3 a flue physique, a
decisive, rapid delivery, and possesses the
as

power,
nal and

by his manner as by the origipleasing dress in which he clothes his
much

of holding the closest attention of his
audience. It has been thought best, owing to
the crowds who throng to hear him, to obtain a
larger auditorium, consequently this evening he

thoughts,

will

preach

in

High

Street Church.

Sacred Concert.—Next Sunday evening
Chandler’s Band give a sacred concert at City
Hall, at which Mrs. C. K. Hawes, Miss Alice
Carle and the Amphiou Club will assist. Every
piece presented will be appropriate for the holy
day. For this city such a concert will lie a
novelty and it is already looked forward to
with pleasant anticipations
by our music loviDg
citizens.
A W abni no. The hoys of this
city who are
in the habit of attending
evening entertainments, sometimes forget themselves and their
bringing up,'"So far as to behave very unruly.
The attention of the police has been directed
to the matter and in the future boys caught
creating a disturbance in any public hall in this
city will be arrested and made an example of.
Boot and Shoe Tbade.—The number of
for the week
cases of boots and shoes shipped
Saturday amounts to 1325 cases.

gnding

Clone of the Defence-The Rebuttal of the
Government.

[Special to Press.]
Rockland, Oct. 13.—The Baker murder trial
approaehiug a termination. Mr. Pillsbury
began his argument for the prisoner this afternoon, and spoke two hours and a half, when he
He is making a
gave way for adjournment.
logical and powerful argument. He explains
the threatening letters as inconsistent, jealous
ravings, claiming that these reckless threats
were utterly iuconsistent with the deliberate
malice and careful plotting imputed to the subsequent action of the prisoner by tfie theory of
the prosecution, lie claimed that there was no
intention on the part of the prisoner nor fear
the part of the Doctor that these threats
on
would be carried into effect as was proved by
is

subsequent intimacy of the parties. The
question of the blood on the garments was
takeu up and exhaustively discussed. It had
the

been shown that arterial blood had been
found on the garments. He claimed that there
was none-that the government s own testimony
proved it would liavo been practicably impossible; that the stains on the nightdress conld
not

have came from the body of Dr. Baker, and
that it would have been impossible that fresh
blood stains should have got upon the nightdress and not left a trace upon the undergarment, on which none was found.
The prisoner seemed much affected this afternoon, and most of the time kept her face buried in her handkerchief.
At the opening oF the court this afternoon,
the County Attorney offered a letter claimed to
have been written by the prisoner, the same
which Mrs. Simmous testified to receiving, aud
one of those examined by the last witness, for
the purpose of disproving statements made by
the prisoner. A sharp discussion arose between
the counsel as to its admissibility, at the end of
which the letter was excluded by the court.
The testi inony was closed here. Mr. Pillsbury
commenced his argument for the defence at
three o’clock, aud will occupy at least half the
day to-morrow.
[To Associated Press.]
Rockland, Oct. 13.—In the murder case this
morning. Dr. Walker was called liy the defence, and testified as to the appearance about

Warren Mink, at whose house the murder
committed, testified that the outside cellar
door was fastened with a hasp outside,and that
the door leading from the cellar into the house
The front door would stand
was not fastened.
was

open. He was in Bath at the time of the murder. He saw a knife in the stand drawer, also
taken out with it. The
a paper which was
knife has Dr. Baker’s name on it.
Two other witnesses testified that the front
door would stand open at any point except
when wide open, when it would swing forward.
A B. Cobb, called as an expert with fire
arms, testified that the cartridge shown him
was a thirty-two cartridge for rifle or pistol. A
cartridge will not drop out of any kind of revolver when fired.
P. M. Studley testified to a note which was
given him by Dr. Baker. Conversations had
with Dr. Baker by this and another witness
were excluded.
A. H. Spear, living next north of the Mink
house, testified to seeing Dr. Baber call there
once or twice a week in March and April. Saw
Lucy Ann coming out of the field at oue
p. m., on the day of the murder.
Defence closed here aud the government introduced rebutting testimony.
George I. Kaler testified to seeing Arthur
Mink, bis wife, mother and Roscoe at Arthur’s
bouse after eight o’clock on the night of the
murder.
A. M. Wetherhee testified that she saw the
contents of the drawer the day after the murder and did not see the knife, paper or razor.
Samuel Thompson a few days after the murder saw the front door swing to after it had
been standing opeu.
Susan Simmons was shown the letter referred
to in the prisoner’s cross-examination, and testified to having received it three year’s ago last

April.
W. C. Holt was called as an expert aud believed certain letters he had examined to have
been written by the same hand.

Various flatter*.
Boston, Oct. 13.—In the Supreme Judicial
Court at East Cambridge, to-day, Daniel S.
Marsh of Charlestown received a life sentence
in tlie State Prison for drowning his infant
child.
The trial of Mark Bootfiby of Edgeworth for
shooting his wife was commenced.
James Gallagher of Hyde Park and A. J.
Grimes of Canton drove their buggy, last evening, into the mill pond in Hyde Park, by
which the latter was drowned, as was also the
horsey
Newton, Mass., and its several villages voted
to-day for a city charter bv a large majority.
Base ball: Bostons 29, fealtimores 10. Game
called at end of 8tli inning on account of darkness.

At a meeting of the Mayor and Aldermen
this afternoon an order was passed favorable to
a lire commission by a vote of 8 to 4.
At Newton to-day the whole number of votes
east on the city charter question was 1615; for
charter, 1224; against, 391—the largest vote
ever polled in town.

mon-

ey.”—Nicholas Loiigworth.

“Constant and persistent advertising is a sure
to wealth.—Stephen Girard.
“He who invests one dollar in business should
invest one dollar in advertising that business.”
—A. T. Stewart.
“Without the aid of advertisements I could
have done nothing in my speculations. I have
Adthe most complete faith in printer’s ink.
vertising is the royal road to business.—Bur-

NEW YORK.
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For Loss
Appetite, Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Depression of Spirits and General Debility, in various other forms, Ferro-Phosphorated Elixir of Calisaya made by Caswell,
Hazard & Co., New York, and sold by all
of

As a stimulant
patients recovering from fever or other sickness, it has no equal.
If taken during
the season it prevents fever and ague and other
intermittent fevers.
se20-4w|

druggists,
tonic for

is the best tonic.

MINOR

TEl,EG RAMS.

The dwelling and barn of the pool farm in
Leominster, Mass, was burned Sunday night.
The occupants only had time to save a few articles of clothing.
A despatch from Berlin announces that several failures have occured in that city.
Tom Allen, the prize fighter, challenges Joe
Coburn, as he says, for the twentieth time.
Ex-President Johnson arrived in Washington
The St. Louis Italians celebrated the anniniversary of the discovery of America by Columbus Sunday.
St. Louis has sent $4,230 to the Memphis
sufferers.
Lord Tcuterden succeeds the Right Hon.
Edward Hammond as Under Secretary of State
for the Foreign Department of the English
government.
Parker Scott, Judge of the Baltimore City
Court aud the presiding judge of the Supreme
Bench of Baltimore, died yesterday, after a
protracted illness, in the seventieth year of his
age.
Conference committees met yesterday in New
York to heal the breach between Apollo and
Tammany Halls, but adjourned without action.
Wallace son of Isaac Kissenger, aged nine
years, residing iu Tulpehookeu Creek, three
miles from Reading, Penn., was shot through
the left lung and 'instantly killed Saturday afternoon, by a young man residing in Reading,
who has since escaped. The case was one of
deliberate murder.
The steamship Geo. W. Clyde, at Key West,
Oct, 8th, from Galveston for New York, reports
that on the 8th during a severe hnrricaue, Capt.
Cole, the second officer,chief engineer and one
seaman were washed overboard and drowned.
^Proceedings have been commenced to put
Daniel Drew of New York in bankruptcy.
A London despatch says that the man who
arrived there a few days since, claiming to be
Arthur Orton, has disappeared.
The Cincinnati Common Council have appropriated $15,000 to aid the Memphis suffer-

all

Seventh Day.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Acknowledgment.—The Executive Committee of the Maine General Hospital Fair acknowledge the receipt of five hundred dollars
from S. D. Warren esq., of Boston, through
the hands of Mr3. J. B. Brown.
Chas, H. Haskell, Treas.

yesterday.

stopped. Taken

TRIAL.

NINCBLLANEOl'II NOTICES.

wallet, in his

loom.
Aud that is the last he
of eitaer hotel or baggage. AH day
Sunday and Sunday night, and until yesterday afternoon, he wandered through the city
hunting in vain for the hotel. He had the
room key with a tag attached and was
not, as
might be supposed, drunk. The officer went
with him to every hotel aud large boarding
house in the city, but among them all tlie man
the place where he
was unable to recognize

MINK

testimony.

has

seen

THE

grand style.

cer

seems

MATTERS IN MAINE.

the bed, which «,ent to corroborate defendant’s

Music Hall.—This popular place of amusement was filled last evening with an audience
that appeared to appreciate the excellent draThe
ma presented by the Wilkinson troupe.
play was less sensational than might be presumed from the story upon which it is founded,

ers.

The New York cattle market is

over

crowd-

ed.
Gen. Sherman lias gone 10 me re-union oi
the Army of Tennessee at Toledo.
John Bottomby’s paper mill at East Lee,

Mass.,

was

burned Sunday.

Terence Cardigan, drunk, fell through
railroad bridge at Chelsea. Mass., and was
killed.
Athletics 11,
Base ball at Philadelphia
Philadelphia G.
Advices from Texas represent the corn and
cotton
cropyn tine condition.
court martial of Bazaine was resumed
yesterday. The accused betrayed much excitement at the
opening of his examination, which
was long and
searching.

the

—

IThe

Seven men who run over and killed a boy
with a hand car on the New Jersey railroad,
have been held in $3000 each for trial for manslaughter.

handsome horses has attracted considerable notice in the city for a day or two past. The gold
laced hats of the driver and agent, the elegant
design and substantial workmanship of the
wagon called forth much favorable comment
It is generally understood that it is the Agent
of the Queen Soap who drives about in such

to

Elm Trees.—The elm trees of Portland, one
of its great attractions to the stranger, aud
comforts to its citizens, have two principal enemies, men and canker worms. Men lop off
large roots, close to the trunk, and leave the

BY TELEGRAPH.

[Snecial to Press.!
Wound Up.
New York, Oct. 13.—The Clearing House today unanimously adopted the report of the
To Be

special committee of five, appointed by the request of the late President of the Bank of the
Commonwealth, to examine the affairs of that
institution. The report sustains the action of
the Comptroller of the Currency, endorses the
statements of the Receiver, and concurs with
the Loan Committee in the opinion that the
bank should be wound up.
TTo the Associated Press.]
A Di**ati*fled Bishop.
New York, Oct. 13.—A tardy publication is
this morning given to letters of Dr. Tozer, late
missionary Bishop of Zanzibar, addressed to
Bishop Potter of this diocese and the Deau of
Canterbury, finding fault with the latter for
participating in the comrauuion service of the
Presbyterian church in this city on Sunday last.
Dr. Tozer says this conduct of the Dean will be
accepted in this country and England as sufficient reason and justification for the Episcopalians attending the attractivr service of the Catholic church, and may be cited to pronounce the
representation that the Episcopal church is a
haven of rest for those tossed by the multiplicity of doctrine a delusion and a snare.
Fall of

a

Building.

The side walls of the four story storage building, No. 43 Tiffany Place, Brooklyn, occupied
by Buchanan & Style, tobacconists, and Moses
Taylor, soda importers, fell with a tremendous
crash yesterday atternoou, carrying everything
before them. The walls were twelve inches
thick, and he structure was erected only four
years since. Had the accident occurred on a
week day niRny lives would have been lost.
Cheap Transportation.
The federal council of the International
Workingmen’s Association had a meeting yesterday, when the committee on cheap transj>ortation recommended as the best means of fa
cilitating transportation, the opening of large
water ways under control of the government at
rates covering the running charges and re-

pairs.

Be public a us

Endorsed.

Workingmen’s Central Unthis city to-day and unanimously en*
nominees of the Republican Con-

Delegates

to

the

ion met in
dorsed the
vention at Utica, with the exception of Slate
Treasurer. -A motion to substitute the name of
Thomas F. Ilnines, Democratic nomiuee for
State Treasurer, in place of Daniel G. Fort.
Republican nominee, was carried by a vote of
150 to 37.
Coroner’* Vardicl.
The jury in the case of Idi W. Vail, who
died from the effects of an abortion in Jersey
City, rendered a verdict that deceased came to
her death by an instrument in the hands of Mr.
Cummins, assisted by Mrs. Crozier, alias Metzler, and that Alonzo E. Kimball was an accessory to the act. The case is now before the
irrand iurv.
On a Strike.
Over 200 men of the Cumming’s Car Works
in Jersey City are, on a strike, because the
Company owes them two months wages. Work
has ceased.
Various Mailers.
The Tribune thinks that there will be a
union of all the Democratic
organizations in
the city, in the coming election.
The work of trying to secure five additional
jurors for the trial of Stokes commenced this
morning. Up to twelve o’clock no additional

jurors

were

secured,

Base ball—Mutuals 18, Atlantics 7.
It is reported that ex-Gov. Hoffman will bo
nominated by the Democrats as successor to
James Brooks for Congress, not S. S. Cox as
heretofore stated.
Nine jurors were obtained in the Stokes case
when the court adjourned.

Several interviews with the leading bank offihere to day develop the fact t hat, as reported, there is great difficulty in understanding what is meant by President Grant’s statements as to the financial affairs of the country.
The National Trust Company resumed business
to-day, payiug depositors in certified
cheeks on the Central National Bank, their
clearing house bank. The Union Trust Cohave not begun to pay depositors.
Monument.
Troy, Oct. 13.—A monument to Phillip Embuary, the founder of Methodism in America,
will he unveiled at Cambridge, N. Y., Monday
the 20th. Bishop Simpson will deliver the address.
The Brooklyn Aldermen have instructed the
counsel to sue Hugh McLaughlin,
corporation
ex-Treasurer of the Fire Department, for illegally retaining interest.
The Apollo Hall Democracy have
proposed to
Tammany Hall that the former have the nomination of certain judges preparatory to the
fusion, hut no action was taken.
cers

WASHINGTON.

YELLOW FEVER.

Texas Indian Commissioner*.
Oct. 13.—The commissioners
appointed in March last to enter into negotiations for the removal of the American Indians
from the Mexican territory to reservations hereafter to be assigned to them in the Indian Territory, have arrived in this city and are engaged in the preparation of their report to the Secretary of the Interior. The report will go all
Indian troubles and touch upon the
over the
general political condition of Texas.
Treasury Balances.
The following are the Treasury balances to:
day Currency $3,347,1118; special deposits of legal tenders for redemption of certificates of deposit $11,325,000; coin $80,554,141, including
$30,048,400 in coin certificates; outstanding legal
tenders $300,0615,888.
The

Pomeroy ffhootiny Case.
New York, Oct. 13,—The Times’ Washington de patch says no facts have yet been brought
to light showing any improper relations between Pomeroy and Mrs. Conway, and the latter’s husband is destined to spend some time
oither in prison or the mad honse. He began
divorce proceedings a year ago, but did not
make any charges of unfaithfulness against his
wife.
The

Civil Service Reform.

The President and heads of the several departments have recently expressed themselves
more than heretofore in favor of the civil service system of appointments, as they have already, notwithstanding the brief period of its
existence, been relieved of much annoyance by
office-seekers either in person or by importunity
of friends.
The Pension Caws.
It is intimated that the second Comptroller
will, in his annual report, recommend the repeal of the law requiring biennial examinations
of pensioners, the expense to the government
for that purpose reaching, it is said, at least a
a million of dollars a year, while to
ispense with biennial examination would not
cost the government the loss of more than five
or six hundred dollars, so that by the
repeal of
the section of the pension statutes requiring
their examination the outlay of $250,000 would
be saved to the treasury and the government
would gain the difference between the comparatively light amount which might be lost by
not having jjensioners examined every two
years and the amount it requires to perform
that service.
The Conway Case.
Mr. Potneroy denies that he will decline to
prosecute Conway, and says that a complaint
will be entered by the officer who made the arrest, but all who witnessed the shooting have
been summoned, together with the ex-Seuator,
who will also give his testimony

Chancellor

number.

3uarterof

The Usual Courtesy.
The Justices of the Supreme Court, accompanied by Attorney-General Williams, called
at the Executive Mansion to-day, and paid
their respects to the President.
Decision.
The Attorney-General has decided that ouehalf of tho compensation chargeable for Government despatches over the telegraph lines of
the Western Uniou Telegranh Company aloug
the Kansas Pacific Railroad may he retained by
the Government and applied to'the payment of
bonds issued by the United States to aid in the
construction.
Damage lo Shipping in August.
A report of the damage by the storm of Aug.
24th, shows that 1032 vessels of which 435 were
small fishing schooners, are known to have
been destroyed in the Gulf of St. Lawrence and
the Atlautic shores of Nova Scotia, Cow Bay
and New Foundlaud. In addition to this num
her. over 90 vessels were destroyed by the same
storm before reaching Nova Scotia, makiDg a
total of 1122 vessels destroyed within a few
days. 223 lives are reported'lost, aud the most
moderate estimate of the liumerens cases in
which crews are slated to he lost, swell this
number to nearly 500, while if to this be added
the loss on land and in the earlier history of the
cyclone the graud total amounts to at least GOO
lives.
The records also show that about 900 buildings were injured or totally destroyed in the
same dates by this storm.
The fishing interests of the United States
and Canada are seriously crippled by these
losses, which have faileu witli especial severity
upou Gloucester and other New
England
towns.

Andy Johnson.
Ex-President Johnson declines to make any
statement as to the nature of his business in
Washington. He says he will he here several
days and before he goes will have something to
say relative to his presence here. It is believed
he will prepare a statement in refutation of
tiiat recently published by Judge Holt, but the
ex-President gives no information upou this
topic. He is accompanied by his sou, Andrew
Johnson, jr. This morning a large number of
his old personal and political friends called
upou hitn at the hotel.

meeting
The

of tbe

Supreme

Court

the United States met
All were present except Associate
Justices Field and Davis, the former being in
California and the latter on his way to Washington. Associate Justice Clifford presided.
He said no business would be transacted to-day
as tbe Court would now adjourn to pay the usual annual visit of courtesy to the President of
the United States. The Court then adjourned.
There were present in the chamber Attorney
General Williams. Reverdy Johnson, General
Butler, Senator Bayard, Messrs. Carlisle, Casey, Phillips, Otto, Pike, Ashton, Davidson,
Grant, Bradley, Pascal, Merrick and many other distinguished members of the bar.
It was heretofore announced that a meeting
would beheld to-day to take action respecting
the deatli of Chief Justice Chase. On motion
of Mr, Carlisle, Hon. Reverdy Johnson presided as chairman, and D. W. Middleton, Clerk of
the Court, as Secretary.
Mr. Johnson, iu the course of an address on
taking the chair, said the death of an eminent
Judge of even a State Court, was always a
great calamity, but the death of the Chief
Justice of the Supreme Court of the United
Stares was a still greater calamity because of
the greater extent of his jurisdiction, anil the
greater importauce of the questions to he decided. He felt sure lie could assert with perfect truth that more able, pure and upright
Justices than those which adorned this Court
could not he found iu another country of the
world; and as to the late Chief Justice, his
character was in all respects equal to his predecessors.
When the appointment was made,
although he liad a high appreciation of liis talents and ability as a legislator and officer of
the government, and was satisfied Mr. Chase
was a great man, he had his doubts concerning
his capacity tor the distinguished judicial position, hut iu this he mistook, for decisions involving so many delicate and important questions growing out of a sad civil strife, from the
very first commanded the approval of the profession and of the country.
Philip Phillips moved an appointment of a
committee to report such action as is necessary
to be taken.
A committee was appointed.
After a short interval Mr. Merrick reported
a series or resolutions of an eulogistic character of the deceased and tendering his family the
sincere sympathy of the meeting in their loss,
and further that the Attorney General of the
United States be requested to move that in the
Supreme Court the resolutions he entered ou
the minutes, and as a further mark of respect that members of the bar will wear the
usual badge of mourning thirty days.
Various matters.
The Comptroller of tho Currency calls upon
all national hanks for a report of their condition ou the 12th of Septemlier.
Arguments on the motion to quash tho 28
indictments against Judge Wright for issuing
forged Indian bounty warrants, have been postponed till Justice Carter holds the crimina
term.

The Evangelical Alliance.
Oct. 13.—Foreign delegates
the Evangelical Alliance will arrive in this
city this afternoon, aud will he formally received in Independence Hall, and thence be conveyed to the principal points of interest about
the city, and partake of a formal entertainmeut
at the Continental Hotel, given by the Philadelphia Branch. In consequence of General
Grant having consented to take part in the reunion of the Army of the Cumberland at Pittsburg, the reception of the Evangelical Alliance delegates will take
place to-morrow in
Washington. This curtails their stay here, and
consequently the proposed banquet in Fairmount Park has becuj abandoned.
In addition
to the reception in Horticultural Hall this eventhree
churches
will
be opened
ing,
neighboring
to accommodate the throng anxious to hear the
addresses of the delegates.
Delegates from tho Evangelcial Alliance arrived here at four o’clock.
At Independence
Hall they were welcomed by Judge Pierce in
of
the
behalf
Mayor. Henry Ward Beecher
then welcomed the delegates on behalf of the
whole country.
The representatives of the Christian church in
foreign lands were successfully introduced.
Rev. C. Dallas Marsten, Vicor of' Louden, said
that forty years ago he had taught the Sunday
School in the church of Enlinary iu Philadeland therefore, although an Englishman,
le felt that he was partly American and
was
free to speak in the Hall of Indepence. He exiiis
of
the
warm reception
appreciation
pressed
tendered the delegates. Pastueur Fischer of
Paris, Rev. Lowery E. Berkley of England,
Rev. Dr. Faohet of Italy, and Rev. Moragan
Sheshadn of Bombay, also made shoit address.
The Dean of Canterbury closed the services in
the hall with prayer, after which the delegates
proceeded to a “banquet of welcome” in the
Continental Hotel, tendered by the Philadelphia branch of the Alliance.
After the banquet the delegates held a meeting in Horticultural Hall,where addresses were
made liy ex-Cov. Pollock, Bishop Simpson,Geo.
H. Stuart, Deap of Canterbury, Narayaw Sheshadri and Mr. Beecher,

Philadedphia,

{iliia,

$7,742.02.

It is estimated that less than 10,000 persons
remain in the city during the night. The large
numbers attending business during the day go
into the country at night.
Gen. Wright, of the editorial staff of the
Register, is reported very low with the fever.
At the Waltham
infirmary one death is reported and eight discharged.
The Jews have lost fifty-two of their people
by the fever up to to-night, and auother will
probably die before morning.
The Appeal publishes a correspondence from
Browuville, Texas, dated Oct, 6th, which reports the yellow fever raging in that vicinity.

Richmond, Va., Oct. 13.—Nearly $1000

sent to Memphis to
arelites.

day by

to

were

the Masons and 1s-

Columbus, Ga., Oct. 13.—To-day $1600

were

Memphis

and Shreveport.
Cincinnati, Oct. 13.—To-day $13,000 were
appropriated by the Common Council for Memphis and Shreveport.
The mayor of Memphis to-day telegraphed
the following to the mayor of this city:
“I am paiued to have to say that the disease
is spreading and not abating, and that we still
have to ask and accept aid from foreign cities.
Our greatest wants are money, blankets and
sent

ed between these two vessels.
London, Oct. 13.—A despatch to the Times
says Gen. Cebellass orders the people living
in the neighborhood of Cartbagena to quit their
houses as a general bombardment by sea aud
land will soon be commenced.
A correspondent of the News telegraphs from
the vicinity of Cartbagena that the naval action
was brought on by an attempt of the
insurgent
fleet to escape to Oren, in Algeria.
Remrned.
Madrid, Oct. 13.—It was said that Don Alphonfo aud wife have crossed the frontier iuto
France.

Republican

Ilorriblc Outrage.
Memphis, Oct. 13.—Near Boydsville, Weakly
County, Tenn„ last week, eight or teu armed
men went to a citizens house, took a
negro girl
out into the woods and e tch in turn
outraged
her person. They did uot attempt to disguise
themselves, and carried their victim but a short
distance from the house.
Tho couple with
whom the girl lived were powerless to prevent
the outrage and were compelled to listen to the
agonizing shrieks of the helpless creature. Her
body was found soon after. The beasts had left
her most horribly mangled and life was extiuet
The facts were never reported to the authorities and the body was buried without any legal
examination.
Efforts were made to hush up
the matter because of the alleged
respectability
of some of the participants In the outrage.

Murders.
St. Louis, Oct. 13.—Robert Austin secreted
himself in a closetof his chamber Friday
night.
His wife retired and Elijah Haley
shortly entered the room, but as he was getting into bed
Austin shot Ifaley dead and wounded h,s wife
so that she died.
Saturday, Austin surrendered himself to the
authorities in Cairolton, where the above took

place.
Nashville, Oct. 13.—James Hogan shot R.

M. Richards dead in the street
to-day. He
stood over him to see if he was dead and then
surrendered himself.
Richards liad seduced
Hogan’s sister and refused to marry her.
Tough Story—Very.
New York, Oct. 13.—The Associated Press
Courier who carried the report of the Modoc
execution from Fort Klamath to the telegraph
station at Jacksonville, Oregon, rode a distance
of ninety-two miies in six hours and fifty-five
minutes, over a mountain road of more than
usual roughness, employing only three well selected horses for the journey. The last fortytwo miles he accomplished iu exactly two
hours, beating his principal competitor hv
thirty minutes and getting control of the wire,
which was necessarily occupied in the transmission of the Associated Press report until it
was too late to forward
any other.
Imporlans Decision.
Philadelphia, Oct. 13.—Juge Cadawalder,
in the United States District Court, to-day decided a question of considerable importance to
ship owners and mariners in the case of Wilson
vs. the steamship Juniata.
The ship had taken
on board one seaman too many, and
Wilson,
who was regularly shipped by the shipping
master, was discharged and the latter theveup
on tiled a libel for
a month’s pay.
The Court
held that the captain had no right to discharge
Wilson, and decreed the libelant one month’s
wages with costs.
Jlarine Disaster*.
Charleston, Oct. 13.—The schooner Wigwam. from Jacksonville for Bridgeport, has put
in here with her sails blown away.
The schooner M. E. Matigiun. from Baracoa,
lost her captain overboard, aud the vessel was
damaged in the late gale.
Savannah, Oct. 13.—The schooner M. It.
Carlisle lias arrived here. She has the captain
and crew of the schooner J. H. Seguiu on
board. The lat’er vessel was abandoned at sea
in a staking condition. Bark Wild Hunter reports passing an oil laden wreck in lat. 37,
ion. So.
Terrible Hurricane.
New Orleans, Oct. 13.—All the iucotn ing
vessels report a terrible hurricane on the 5 th
and Oth. Ship Carondelet, from Liverpool, lost
all but the mainmast, mizzen and mizzen top
masts, but arrived at the Soutu West Pass.
She was in company with an unknown dismasted sli ip. The Bremen has arrived and reports
having seen a bark with mainmast carried
away, and two full rigged ships with the loss
of topmasts and yards.
Railroad Collision.
Philadelphia, Oct. 13.—A report bas just
reached here that two trains collided on the
Camden aud Amboy division of the Pennsylvania railroad to-uight at a place called Palmyra,
nine miles out of Camden, ami that the engineer and fireman of one of the trains were

killed.

Elizabeth S—62$

Schr Malanta—170 tons plas-

oil, 12 doz eggs to order.
PICTOU, NS. Brig Agenora—700 tons coal to John
Porteous.

DOMESTIC RECEIPTS.

Ko.

cars.

Disabled ."Reamer.
Portsmouth, Oct. 13.—A large steamer is
reported to have entered York harbor this afternoon
disabled, perhaps one of the fishing
steamers. No particulars.
HETIiOHULOimiAli.
PROBABILITIES FOR THE NEXT TWENTY-FOUR
HOURS

War Dep’t, Office Chief Signal 1
>
Officer, Washington. D. C.,
Oct. 13, (7.30 I>. M.)J
Por Veiv

Rnelauil

and the Middle

States, falling barometer, south
westerly winds, cloudy or partially cloudy

weather.

FOREIGN.

S|maii§li

Affairs.

Nnvnl Bnttle.
Ocfc. 13.—A despatch from Carthagena gives the following particulars of the engagement between the Spanish squadron under
I*>bo and the
insurgent vessels: upon the appearance off the harbor of the national squadthe
ron,
Junta had a consultation and decided
to tight
although they had no hope of victory.
Some of the garrison were in favor of surrendering the city but the majority of the meu,
especially deserters from the government army,
were determined
last.
upon resisting to theof the
Gen. Contreras ana
several members
Junta went on board the Numuncia. All the
morning was consumed by the insurgent vessels in taking in coal and provisions
At noon
Saturday everything being in readiness, the
lour vessels weighed anchor and sailed out of
the harbor amid loud cheers from the populace
and insurgent troops. After proceeding a short
distance Admiral Lobo’s fleet, consisting of
the Vittora, Almanza, Villa de Madrid, Car
men and two paddle wheel steamers were met
and the engagement instantly began.
The
tight lasted two hous when the fleet were defeated and driven back to Cartliagouft, their
vessels being much damaged.
The insurgents
showed a great spirit hut handled the ships
the
Numunoia having at first to hear the
badly,
brunt of the battle aione.
Firing generally
was at long rang*1, but at the close of the engagement while the Vittoria was endeavoring

London,
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oats... .1
Blaka & Jones.cornl
J B Hobbs, corn...1
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And there will he

Grand Promenade Concert

CO.,

W.

ALLEN.

OF

Jeunie Kimball’s Star

Company.

WEDNESDAY
B.fcj«««.

bv Portland Band at 7;

a

I

Hon. Hudson’s Bay Co’s

ROBES!

Corner of St. Peter and Common

Streets, Montreal,

COURSE

Lectures and Concerts.
1873.

Lyceum Committee of the Portland Army
ami Navy Union have the
pleasure of informing the
public that they have completed arrangement* for
their litth annual course of Lecture* and Concert*,
to be given at

CITY

MADAME CAMILLA LRSO,

assisted by the enimeut artists
I IH I H ABKMi. Soprano,
AIR. TOW KART. Tenor,
J*K J R. THOM AM, Baritone,
MOSS. AIIGl'MTE 8

SECOND CONCERT.December «

GRAND VOCAL CONCERT !

11,000

In which he following distinguished talent will
appear : The beautiful English artist

Robes!

_

Catalogues of which will be prepared as usual, and
will he ready ou the 22nd insi, and will l>e forwarded
by post to any part of the Dominion on application to
the Subscriber.

Terms of sale will be tho same as
The Robes will be on view threo

Sale.
Sale at ELEVEN o’clock.

ocl4tf_JOHN

MISS CI.ARIA DO HI A, Soprano,
(first appearance in Portland
MRU. FLORA E. KARRI,', Coiftralto,
MR. IV. II. FEUSEIVDEA, Tenor
MR. J. F. HIIIIOLPHNEN, Basso,
HERMANN KOTZ8CHMAK, PianisT

heretofore.
days before the

Pror. Wallach upon the Harmonica.
THIRD CONCERT..

The world renowned

LEEMIXQ, Auctioneer.

ABRAMS Ac BRO..
Auctioneers and f-oinminHion merchants,
give their special attention to selling Ileal Estate,
Furniture and Merchandise of all kinds, Horses Carriages, &c. Advances made on consignments. Regular Sales of new and second-hand Furniture at the
Auction Rooms every Saturday morning. Communications by mail promptly attended to
ABRAMS & BROT1IER,
125 Federal St., under the U. S Hotel.
N. B. Money advanced on Watches, Jewelry.
Furniture, Clothing, and all goods of value.

THOMAS’
SIXTY

FOURTH

CONCERT

of
ssdsted

MRS.

1

ANNA E.

—

A

Orin Hawke* &

8$
9$c. Sugar dull; refining78 @7$c; Porto Rico 78hhds. Coft'ee dull; Rio at 16$ @ 21 $c; La-

sales 340

290 & 292 Congress St.,

Overcoatings,

Fancy Worsted Coatings,
Snitings,

Fancy Trowserings,
Silk & Cashmere Vestings,

Elegant Weaves
(Sl’FEBB

t'Ol.ORH

and Textures,
AND

If DA

DEN.)

Finest Assortment of Imported
@ 2 85 for strained. Petroleum is quiet; refined 17$;
Woolens ever shown in the State.
crude 5}c. Tallow quiet at 7} @ 8c.
Frei^uts to Liverpool heavy; Grain per steamer at
13 @ 13$d.
Every description of garments made to order
at short notice, and those in want of first c!(tss teork
Chicago. Oct. 13.—Flour is nominally unchanged;
demand light and holders firm; extra Spring 5 50 @
will do well to entrust their orders to ns. oc4d2wis
6 00.
Wheat is irregular and unsettled,closing stead- |
ier; No 1 Soring at 1 062; No 2 do at 1 01 @ 1 02 seller Nov, closing at outside figure; No 3 Spring at 93e;
rejected 87}c. Corn is steady; No2 Mixed at 36}c
for cash; 37$ @ 38c or seller Nov; high Mixed 36c: rejected 35}o. Oats opened dull and closed active; No 2
at 32c cash; 32}c for seller Nov. live steadv; No 1 at
G4c. Bailey is dull and lower; No2 Fall at 1 33®
1 35; No 2 Spring 1 37. Provisions quiet and weak.
Pork at 14 25 @ 14 50 on spot; 13 00 seller for Jan.—
Lard is steady at 7} @ 7{|c cash; 72c for seller Dec.Bulk Moats are steady; short rib middles, loose. 7c;
short clear middles quoted 7 (at 7}o. Bacon is quiet;
nothing doing. Whiskey is firm at 91c.
Lake Freights—Corn to Buffalo 7} (gj 8}; Wheat to
Buffalo 8}.
Receipts—29,000 Obis flour,149,000 bush wheat, 224,000 ush corn, 128.000 bush cats, 6,000 bush rye,42,000
bush barley.
AND
Shipments -8000 obis flour, 123,000 bush wbeat,415.00:) bush corn, 75.000 bush oats, 2,000 bush rye, 17,000
bush barley, 0000 hogs.
Cincinnati, Oct. 13.—Provisions quiet, improved
call at
Pork quiet;
tone and transactions generally small.
held at 15 00. Lard quiet; new and old steam at 7Jc;
sfeam 7|c; kettle at 8(^8}c; jobbing sales at 8c.—
Bulk Meats quiet and irregular; small sales; shoulders at 7}c; dear rib sides lield at 7}c: clear side at
OLD STAND.
7Jc. Bacon irregular; Jobbing sales of shoulders* @
8clear rib sides 8}c; clear sides 8$ @ 8Jc.
WhisCorner Brown Streets.
key irregular at 89 @ 90c; most at 90c.
xolkdo. Oct. 13. Flour dull and unchanged; exTHAT IS WHERE
tra Spring at 5 75 @ 6 3D. Wheat is dull and 1 @ 2c
lower for No 2 White Wabash; Amber Michigan cash
1 35}; No 2 Red on spot at 1 33} @ 1 34. Corn is dull
|
high Mixed cash at 47c; seller Dec 47c; low Mixed
ocll

For

DRESS GOODS,

SHAWLS,
Neck

Mouse

Ties,

—

Furnishing Goods,
—

Coveil &

Sake."

A scientific lecture—“From Monad to Man”—illustrated upon the black board.

Jnuuary 4Hat,

deliver his celebrated lecture upon “Lost Art*/

The full PORTLAND BAND will furnish music
before each lecture.
Season Tickets, admitting to the entire course oi
lectures and concerts, $2.00, for sale at usual places.
Member’* Tick eta, $1.00, tench member entitled to
two) to be obtained of the Treasurer. Thos. J. Little.
Evening I ickets from 50 cents to $1.00. Reserved seats tor the course at $1.00 each. Sale to com
meuce on
Thursday Evening, Oct. 23. at 8 o’clock, at
Army and Navy Hall, after which date the nlan
of seats can be found at Kaud & Thornes’, next door

to Music Hall entrance.
Encourngrd by the liberal patronage and unnrecendented success of the past, the Committee have
secured at great expense the above combination ol
musical and literary celebrities, believing that the
public will fully ‘irstRin their effort* to make the
Lyceum as attractive as possible.
Sale of course ticke* will necessarily l»e limited and
a large portion of the II til will be retained for reserved seats.

LECTLRE COMMITTEE,

Congress.

Low Prices Prevail.

HODSOON,

WM. K. THOMES.
F. G.

RICH,

JOHN O. RICE.

_

For Lake

Winnipiseogee

EXCURSION TICKETS
—

TO

—

XVolfboro and Centre Harbor via
Alton Bay
AND

STEAHlEIt

$4

—

HIT. WASHINGTON

FOB THE BOUND THU’.

Parecr.eors from Portland can8°
l
tkkors K 'O' ont uw-ii
same

day, and

retorn

leave the Porlland *

,,le
Train
A. M

BoebeHer^degd^ T.4^

Superintendent.

—

Company's

A. I.

GEO. E. BROWN,
WM. E. SUMMONS,
A. K. PAUL,

DOMESTICS
—

own

January 8th,

will

Mixed and Plain

DICKINSON,

Lecture—“For your

WENDELL PHILLIP8

the novelties in

Fail and Winter

Dougherty,

Prof. Edward S. Morse.

market*.

Spring

ne.v

Co.,

Merchant Tailors,

All

Daniel

of Philadelphia. Subject, Orator, and
Oratory.
December (Mil,

....

tfomeafic

SMITH.

November 18th,

WOOLENS
AT

M.

LECTURES ANI» LECTURERS.

Hon.

—

29

Boston, (25th season).
by the distinguished vocalist,

H.

-OF-

stock. 18}
The following were the quotations for Pacific Kail

January

Mendelssohn OnintetteClub
:

LAT¥ ARRIVALS

ORCHESTRA!
PF.KFOKtUERS,

with a very attractive list of Solo Artists,
Including
the |merles* Basso M. VV WHITNEY and
ADOliPHtl LOCKWOOD. Harp Soloist
from Loudon.

drf

apr23_

Unioti Pacific

.P« ember It

GRAND CONCERT of the tSEASON

..

New York, Oct. 13.—Evening—Cotton $c lower;
sales 1524 bales; Middling uplands 17}c. Floor dull
and heavy aud 10 and 15c lower, with a very limited
ex?»ort inquiry, only a moderate demand: sales 8900
bbls; State at 5 40 7 00; Round Hoop Ohio 6 30 @
7 90: Western 5 40 a} 7 90: Southern 6 50 @ 11 00.—
Wheat about lc lower with little export inquiry ;sales
25,000- bush; No 2 Chicago seller first halt of Nov at
1 38; No 1 Milwaukee Spring 1 42; No 2 Milwaukee
1 40@ 1 40$; No 3 Chicago 1 30 @ 1 32; No 1
Chicago 1 40; Winter Red and Amber Western 1 r>4
(a) 1 GO; White Michigan 1 60; newSpring at 1 35 0r£>
1 37; No 2 Chicago 1 30 a) \ 35; Iowa Spring 1 30 @
1 35; sales 28G,000 bush. Com heavy and 2c lower;
steamer Mixed Western 59$ @ 61c; do sail 61 @ 61$e;
Yellow 61$ @ 62c; sales 134.000 bush.
Oats lower;
Winter Western at 51$ @ 55c; new Mixed Western
afloat 50 @ 5U$c;sales 48,000 bush. Beef is steady.—
Pork is dull and lower; new mess at 16150; extra
prime 14 50 @ 14 75. Lard quiet; steam at b$c; kettle
at 8§c. Butter steady; fair to good Western tubs at
21 @ 27c; State 31 @ 33c. Whiskey is lower;
Western free at 931 @ 94c
Rice is quiet; Carolina
(®

HALL,

commencing Nov. 13tb with the following programm
CONCERTS AND ARTISTS.
FIRST CONCERT.November 1
This concert will include the first
appearance in
four jears ol the classical violinist

ABOUT

The following were the closing quotations of
Stocks:
Western Union Telegraph Co. 58

road securities:
Central Pacific bonds. 90
Union Pacific do. 73
Union Pacific land grants.65
Union Pacific income bonds. 50

]874.

Tlw

....

Pacific Mail. 31}
Centra’ ami Hudson River consolidated.... 88$
Erie..
Erie preferred..
67

the blackboard.

Doots open at 6}. Concert
lecture ta commence at 7*

AKHET, Pianist.

Wednesday, Oct. 29th,

Buffalo

N. Y.

on

ARMY AND NAVY

!

THE

The iollowiug were tne quotations oi Government
securities:
United States coupon G’s, 1881,..
United States 5-£o*s 1862.106
United States 5-20’s 18G4.10G$
United States 5-20'v 18G5, old..
107}
United. States 5-20’s 18G5,new,..
llol
United States 5-20’s 1807,. 110}
United States 5-20’s t8G8,.
.110$
United Stales 5*e. new.
106}
United States 10-40’s.,cx-coupons. ,v. ..,.115$
Currency G’s
....106

15,

oVl**-oclOdtd

Snbcrtber has received Instructions from
JAMES BISSETT, Esq., to sell by Auction at
tbeNEWWAREHHESE ot the llON. HUDSON’S

On

Oct.

.«rABICATI!BES,>’

Evening tickets CO cents.

ARiNIJAL FALL.SALE OF

redemption

EVENING,

illustrations

with

FURNITURE.

BUFFALO

-A_«

THOMAS NAST,

By John Lefemins,

S780.481.
Sterling Exchange was in more demand aud the
market closed with a firmer feeling; prime bankers
60 lays sterling sold at 106$ @ 100$, and sight 107$ ®
107$. •Commercial bills ranged 101} @ 105}. Gold
stronger and advanced from 108$ @ 108}, closing at
108}. The announcement of further shipments from
England failed to iufiuence the marker. Custom receipts to-day $409.0 o. The rates paid for carrying
to-day were 7, G, 5 and 3 7 per cent. Borrowing was
flat. The final rate was 3 per cent, for carrying.
The day’s business at the Gold Exchange Bank
was as follows:-Gold balances, $848,643;
currency
balances. $929,331; gross clearances $32,123,000.
The Asst. Treasurer to-day paid out $108,000 on account of interest and $47,000 in
of 5 20
bonds. The Assay office to-day received £170,000
sterling in sovereigns, making the total to date of
£897,000 sterling. Government bonds less active
than usual early in the day, but the prices advanced
in late dealings under the improved demand and advance in gold. State lK>nds dull.
In the stock market, railway and miscellaneous
Fluctuations
speculation was decidedly erratic.
were made in many, and the volume of business was
large. Prices were influenced by the bankruptcy
proceedings taken against Daniel Drew and the decision of Judge Blatchford modifying the injunction
in the Grinned case
So far as Biake Bros.
Co. are
concerned this judgment was not clearly understood
on the st reet, althtnigh it is supposed to permit the
firm to sell such securities as were pledged before tbe
panic. Lake Siiore declined from 69$ to 65, rallied to
68 and closed at Gog; Western Union advanced from
61 to 62}, fed off to 59$, recovered to 61$, and closed
at 58; Now York Central advanced from 9i>§ to 91,
leftotf at 88$.lowest price of day-.Pacific Mail declined
from 33$ In 31}. The remainder uf the list declined
about $ a) t per cent. Generally the market closed
at the lowest quotations made.
Another report was started on the street this afternoon that Secretary Richardson would soon vacate
the Treasury Department,to be succeeded by Delaney
but not much stuck was taken in this rumor.

oltdtd

The most celebrated Caricntmist of the age, will
deliver the second lect ay e of the course on

AW— One Pi**no, mtb ect to mortajre.
AARON B. HuLDEN, Administrator,
A. S. BAILEY «V CO., Auctioneer.*,
ocll
td

$2,561,605; gold exchanges, $2,447,561; gold balances,

Li.

-iv-

Furnace, Refrigerator, Wardrobe, China, Glass,
Crockery, Stone, Tin, Iron and Wooden Ware, Parlor, Chamber, Stair, OilCloth and Hemp Carpets,
Gas Fixtures, Ac,. &c.

The

Comedy

School Children 10 otj. only; Ladle. 25 ct«.

—

auction at House
Street,
FRIDAY, the seventeenth
(17) day of October, 1873, commencing at Ten (10)
o’clock in the forenoon—The Furniture in said
House consisting in part of Parlor and Chamber
Sets, Center Card, Toilet ami Extension Tables,
What-Not, Sofas Feather Beds, Bedding and Mattresses, Wateb, Clocks, Table Cutlery, Silver Plated
Ware, Chairs, Mirrors, Parlor and Cpok Stoves,

New York. Oct. 13—Evening.— The Money market worked closer to-day, and at one time loans were
made high as 3-1G i»er cent, per diem, but the bulk of
the business was at 1-16 % $ per cent. Greenbacks
are still quoted at $ @ $ per cent, prem, notwithstanding the Express Company’s report more liberal
receipts of currency to-day than for a loDg time past.
Discounts are quoted from 12 @ 24 per cent. The
Clearing House to-day sustained the views of receiver Bailey In regard to the Bank of
Commonwealth,
and also extended the time for cancelling loan certificates. The bank officers report no material change
in the condition of the banks to-day. At the meeting of the loan committee of the Clearing House the
rule restricting the calling in of loan certificates to
November first was rescinded.
The following is the Clearing House statement
Currency exchanges, $62,511,845: currency balances,

R E M F, M B E R -«

Grand Matinee Wed’riay at 2 o'ck
Flaherty’s Sew Mirror or Ireland, and

Estate, will sell at ptiulic
Libby’s
No. 44 Lincoln
on

107}.

HALL~

MUSIC

THE

c.

to

Blanks.

no

under the management of the
following numed gentlemen :
James E. Carter,
Wnt. E. Wood,
John A. Emery,
James H. Smith,
H. H. Lowell,
Henry Deering.
E. E. Prehle,
Hour / T, Carter,
Wm. R. Wood,
Elias The mas,
A. E. Webb.
Jlnsic during the Evening by C handler’s
Band.
°c8dtdPer order Executive Committee.

license form the Probate Court,
PURSUANT
the undersigned administrator of Thomas L.

New York Stock and Money Market.
New York. Oct. 13—Mornina.—Money at 7 per
cent. coin. Gold at 108$. Sterling Exchange 106} @

on

At nine o’clock the drawing will take
place, after
which hour no tickets will be sold. All chances remalning unsold at that hour will bp lield by the
Chairman of the Executive Committee for the benefit
of the Hospital.
Ai the close of the
drawing there will be a

Merchants !

HOUSEHOLD

Railroad.114$

plan has been adopted by the Comdisposal of the various articles retheir hands:

Tickets of Admission will be 50 reals.
vnlitliiiK the holder to owe chaser in owe
Raffles. The remaining chances
will be sold in the Hull at 45 cents
each,

W

BAILEY.

—

HALL.

The following
mittee for the

flt
oclO_
Administrator’s Sale

Ronton Stock List.
the Broker’s Board, Oct. 13'.
Boston and Maine

14th.

Tlie Executive Committee ol the Maine General
Hospital Fair respectfully announce that all articles
remaining at the close of the Fair, including all undrawn rallies, will be disposed of on the
evening of
Oct. 14th, at

Horses. 8
ows, 40 tons of Hay, Farming
Tools, Furniture, &c. Sole to take place' at the residence of (lorshotn Skillings, l. te of Wesl brook, deceased. If stormy, sale Ihe first fair dav following.
PATIENCE SKILLINGS, Executrix.
F. O. KAII.ICY Ac CO
Auctioneer...

at

Closing Niglit!

F A_I_R !
TUESDAY, Oct.

AT

R. R.

Kcnsoll & Tabor, oats.. 1
Geo W True dfc Co,oats.1
King & Gilman, com. .1
D F Littlefield, corn. .1

ocltkUt

Maine General Hospital

Sale of Horses, Cows, Hay and
Farmiiifi Tools at Auction.
lOoVlock A. M. WEDNESDAY, Oct. 15tli
bud.. I shall sell at public auction 1 pair large
black
<

cars.

JEFFKIEN,
Composer

and Musical Director.
And supported by the most
Complflr Troupe of First-ClaMi Artists
Now traveling. Doors open at 7. Curtain ri'-es at
8 o clock. Admission, 05 cents
Reserved Scats, 50

Furniture and General Merchandise
Regular
every Saturday at salesroom, 18 Exchange street,
at
9
o'clock
a. M.
commencing
Consignments solicited.
oc3dtf

Total.11
By water conveyance 1,000 bush cornmeal toGeo W
True & Co.

(Sales

Ulr E. T.

sale of

R. R.

TRUNK

& True, corn...4

_

going.

none

Commission

Co.100

Consignees.

In which will appear Miss JENNIE KIMBALL
the Beautiful Vocalist and charming Commedienue.
MiasALH E DeEKf .KD,
Justly entitled the “Song Bird of Erin.’*
Miw KITTIK MOORE.
The Charming Contralto.
Tlr. JOHN T. KELL if.
The Kin? of Irish Comedy.
Mr.niAIILEN H. ATK I.KNOS,
Banjnlst. Vocalist and Bone Soloist.
Hr. JOHN DAVES,
_Late of Bo*r n Museum, the unrival'ed Lecturer.

—AJit—

Receipt* ot Orain, Jkc.

Consignees.

Irish Hearts in their Native Land.

.AUCTIONEERS

Norton, Chapman &
Total.

Aldrich & Cressey.meal. .1
John Dennis. 70 bbls beef.

speculation

200o for

F. O. BAILEY A

Total.2500

EASTERN

entitled

AUCTION SALES.

Consionees.
Bbls
Butler.Josselvu & Son

.300
300
G A Hunt.200 D W Coolidge.300
Fuller & Strbird.100 Holway & Robinson. .300
J S Crockett.100 S. H <& Carney.100
King, Gilman & Co_200 J F Randall.100
W L Alden & Co.100 W H Milliken.100
D Keazer.200 H, H & Tarbox.100

Cincinnati,

out.

wise

EASTERN RAILROAD.

Resumed

Payment.
Oct. 13.—The banks resumed
There was no
payments of currency to-day.
“runs” and no excitement, mid business men
are very cheerful over the result.
Most of the
banks received more on deposit than they paid

12,000 bales, including

Receipts of Floor.

100

In addition to the Elegant Paintings is a Beautiful
Cornedv. written expressly for the “New Mirror

ley river $1 50 and towages. To Baltimore, Timber,
none going, resawed $8 50 @9u0,
Phosphatts $4
from city; from landings on Ashlcv river $4 and towages. Sound ports—New Haven, Timber $13 50, resawed $11. Providence $13 50. Boards $11.
There
is also a great demand for tonnage from Bull
River,
S. C., on rock. To Philadelphia $1 50; to Baltimore
$4 25; to Wood’s Hole $560; to Boston $6; to Greenpoint, L I.. $5 50. Cotton quotations by sail, coast-

Receipts by Railroad* and Nteamboats
Grand Trunk Railroad—6 cars sundries, £ do
potatoes, 4 do corn, 3 do oats, 3 do Hour, 60 do lumber, 2 do boards, 1 do hav, I do for New York, 2 do
for St. John NB.

GRAND TRUNK

JENNIE KIMBALL’S Star Comedy
Troupe,

Freights.
Charleston, Oct. 10.—Freights—Cotton to Liverpool, steam direct. } asked on uplands;via New York,
}d on uplands; l$d on sea Islands; sail, 21-32 on uplands. Coastwise—to New York, by steam. $c on uplands; $1 50 p tcc on Rice; 60c p bblon Resin. To
Boston, by steam, }c p lb on uplands; $2 50 p tierce
on Rice. To Providence
by steam, via New York. $c
Cotton. To Philadelphia, by steam, $c on Uplands;
$175 on Rico; 60c •$> lb on Resin; $1 on Spirits.
Through bills of lading given to Boston, Provldenee
and the New England cities on this route, and dispatch guaranteed. To Baltimore, by steam, $c on
Uplands; by sail, vessels are verv Bcarce, and a brisk
freight demand. We quote: To' Boston, Tirnter $ 14
P M, resawed stuff $12; Phosphates $5 50. To New
York, Timber $13. resawed $10 50, 65c on Resin, 90c
on Spirits.
To Philadelphia, $12 ,g>12 50, resawed
$10, Phosphates $4 trom city; from landing* on Ash-

WESTPORT, NS. Schr Martha Brown—650 qtls
dry fish, 17 bbls herring, G30 lbs halibut, 2 bbls cod

Coolidge.

IS CONJUNCTION WITH

Fr vnkfort, Oct.

export.

der.

D W

FLAHERTY’S NEW
MIRROR OF IRELAND!

European Market*.
13.—United States 5-20*. 1862,*
97}.
Liverpool, Oct. 13—l.no P. M.—Cotton is steadv;
Middling uplands 9$
9$d; do Orleans 9}^9$d;

at

Foreign Exports.
H AVANA. Brig D S Soule—76320 feet lumber,880
bbls potatoes, 300 do plaster, 700 sliooks and head9,
25,200 hoops, 12G0 box sliooks.
Foreign Imports.
CADIZ. Brig C M Goodrich—337 lasts salt to or-

Webb & Plnnney.100

..

Market.
11.—There is no operations in Sugar.
Stock iu the warehouses at Havana and Matanzas,
216,500 boxes an I 7600 hogsheads; receipts of tie
week have been 600 boxes and 300 hogsheads; exported 5600 boxes and 250 hhds, including 4300 boxes and
all the hhds to the United States. Empty hhds are
quiet at 4 50.
Lumber—White Pine firmer: Pitch
Pine nominal at $52 @ $55 8 i*er M feet. £ox shook*
steady at 14$ rs.
Freights nominal-loading at Havana for the United States p bx sugar 2 25; p lihd
Sugar loading at
Havana for United Stale* 6 00;
per lihd Sugar loading from ports on llie north coast to the United
States 6 50 @ 7 00; p hhd Molasses
loading at Havana for the United States 4 50
@ 1 75; per hhd Molasses from i>orts on north coast, outside
port* to the
United States 4 75 ® 5 00.
Exchange nominal.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

Consionees.
Bbls.
Norton. Chapman & Co

Catholic Orphan's
Asylum,

Havana

sales

Increase

One half „f the
net prnceeils to be
given for the ben•ftt oi the

Havana, Oct.

will visit the Czar at St. Petersburg during the
holidays of the Russian Christmas.
Pere Uyacinthr.
Geneva, Oct. 13.—Pere Hyacintlie has been
elected one of the three Cures in Geneva by the
Old Catholics.

IIALL,

Tffo NlfillfS ONLY.

New Orleans. Oct. 13.—Cotton dull and numi
nal; Middling uplands 18|c.

Visiting.
Vienna, Oct. 13.—The Emneror of Austria

DAILY

M UHIC

lower; Middling
•
uplands 16Jc.
Savannah, Oct. 13.—Cotton is unchanged; Middling uplands at 16|<:.
Mobil., Oct. 13.—Cotton quiet; Middling uplands

bruised.

order.

ENTERTAINMENTS.

dull and nominal—to Oswego

13.—Flour is dull and
at
7 25 <w, 8 00. Wheat dull and lower; salesunchanged
of extra l 51
1 White at 1 4M; Amber
@ 1 55;
1 38.—
Michigan
Com is steady at 50c for Yellow. Oats in
degood
*
mand at 373c.
Freights—to Oswego at 10.
Receipts—0,000 bids flour, 16,000 bunli wheat, 9,000
bush corn, 0,000 bush oats.
Shipments-0.000 bbls flour,16,000 bush wheat, 00,000
bush corn, 0,000 bush oats.
Charleston, Oc. 13.-Cotton is

Accident.

ter to

q 9.

demand and firm at 1 37 for 2
Spring.
Receipts—5000 bbls flour, 161,000 bush wheat.
Shipments—10,000 bbls flour, 153,000 bush wheat.

Dresden, Oct. 13,—The Crown Prince of
Saxony was thrown from his carriage yesterday, and falling under the wheels was severely

Schr

at

bbls flour, 23,000 bush wheat,42,000
corn,12 ,000 bush oats.
Shipments—2000 bbls flour, 9,W0 bush wbeat.49,000
tush corn, 15,000 bush oats.
Milwaukee, Oct. 13.—Flour quiet an I unchanged
at 6 oo (jg o 50.
Wheat is firm and in fair demand;
No 1 at 1 11$; No 2 at 1 074
cash; 1 06 for seller Nov.
Oats dull and lower; No 2 at 32c. Corn—No 2 Mixed
at 424c. Rye is
No
1 at 65Jc. Bailey in fair
steady:

Expulsion ot Emigration Agents.
Berlin, Oct. 13.—The Ministers of Commerce and the Interior have issued instructions
to the district authorities to expel all
emigration agents domiciled in Germany.

NS.

shade lower

bush

Under the law, government must order elections for the Assembly in the department of
Auber on the 20th.
It is probable that elections will also bo held the same day in the departments of the lower Seine, the Seine and
Oille aud Finistere.

HARBORVILLE, NS.

a

unchanged—to Buffalo 4c£ 4}; to

Freight s
s

dull and

arc

Receipts—0,000

Success.

cords wood to order.

Oats

45Jc.

Freights arc

Lake
at 9.

agement.

provisions.

in the Deaths at Shreveport.
New York, Oct. 13.—A Shreveport
special
says the sudden change of weather Saturday
added an increased number of yellow fever
deaths. Among-thc new cases are Dr. T. Allen, one of the prominent physicians, and William Walker, a merchant.
Montgomery, Ala., Oct. 13.—There has been
one death irom
yellow fever in forty-eight
hours.

Oswego

Paris, Oct. 13.—The Republican deputies of
the Assembly waited on Thiers to-day and tendered their congratulations on their victory in
the provinces yesterday. Theirs expressed his
gratification at the result of the elections because
it would strengthen the opponents of
monarchial schemes. The deputies also seut a
telegram to M. DeRemusat, expressing joy at
his success.
The members of the Left Centre meet on the
231, the extreme Republicans on the 25th, aud
the moderate Republicans on the 27th, to desig
uate members of the general committee of man-

WENTWORTH,

idc nnncrEn.

Supreme Court of

to-day.

to

succession of frosts will follow'
the one of this morning. 1c is safe to conclude
that there will bo no more violent outbreaks.
1 he fatality will
necessarily be heavy fora
week or ten
days, but aside from this a more
hopeful feeling prevails.
There was more business
apparent to-day,
many merchants receiving and shipping large
bills.
Several houses to-day closed their doors,
affliction lias entirely
Sa° unti!
subsided. As
business is now transacted it
does not justify the
expense of keeping open.
Ihe won: of
cleaning aud the disinfection of
the streets and
alleys is still going on. Cart
loads of lime were strewn in the
gutters on each
the streets yesterday. The Board of
Health is doing
everyihing possible with the
*J?e.ails a.t hand aud urging the citizens to use
disinfecting agents about their premises. It is
believed that iu a few days more
confidently
the material poison that has produced such terrible results will be effectually eradicated.
The contributions received from all sources
to
day by the Howard Association amount to
a

ior

cash nt
37 Jc.
Lake

frigate Tituan, broadsides were closely sxcliang-

The ^ilnntion nt
Tlrmpbi, Uunchfingcd.
Memphis, Oct. 13.—T. S. Jukes, Grand
of the Knights of Pi thins for the
orate of lcunessee is down with
fever. This ore*even patients, and there is no money
h
in the
treasury, the demand upon them for aid
to tiie
suffering brotherhood having exhausted
;iiireJief fur,d and contributions. Dr. A.
Mansy Ryan and Dr. E. D. Hilr
Jiaru
of
Chicago} an(| Dr. George Palmer and
another gentleman from New
York, arrived
here
yesterday, and offered their services to the
Howard
Association, which were accepted, and
each entered
upon the duties assigned them.—
A general demoralization exists
thoroughoufc
the city.
The police force lias been greatly reduced. The
railroad has beou compelled
city
to reduce the number of cars on each
of the
lines
one-fourth, and Superintendent Anderson says that the
number ruuning do not yield
the expenses of the drivers.
-brom the latest information a
slight, check is
manifest in the course of the
malady, though it
is almost
impossible to get reliable statements,
interview's with physicians show a difference of
opinion as to the extent of the check, but all
agree that the disease has
passed its worst and
the new cases are less
malignant and fewer in

Probably

Washington,

to intereept the retreat of the insurrectionist’s

Portland. July

I*- W*'

u

M^MERCHANTS and MANUFACTUK1 rlfli KS nil! best insure their shipments to
#1 I * Vthelrdestinatin by using
IJ KNNISON’8
[Wa.\
■tlNI lPVTK.ai r MIIIPPI1WO TAG*!

II

AW W *vcr Two Hundred Millions bnve been
used within the past ten years, without comloss by Tag becoming dttached. All Expteses Co’s, use them.
Hold by Printer* and Stationer* every.
selSeosUm
where.

plaint of

An End.
BY

Uoodenough

THE CHEAPEST & BEST.

BOSE TERRY.

I

*'1’
J have had all: ov»
of flro in a man s e>e,
Like the soul's speck
crawl
did
One little mote
And spread and flv. Oil wide eternity
Straignteneu itself to measure out a pall
Where 1 might lie.

all Diseases Incident
to the Horse’s Foot.
JUST PUBLISHED:

(Patented.)

with

“RATIONAL HORSE-SHOEING,”
with plates, illustrating how to perform
ami euro foot troubles. Sent by mail on
dollar. Send stamp M»or circular to
OUGII HOBSE-SHUE, 41 Doy St., N. Y.

one

All things of earth in sequenco of their birth
Sprang to my fevered lips and met disdain,
Mad in its angry mirth.
Love's honeyed gain was the bee’s patient
Wrought lor no worth.
I have bad all. I had it all in vain!

Cures and Prevents

Yet I know God hung over me this rod
That 1 should follow where two bleeding feet
Before this track have trod
Aud, as arth’s sweet is finite, incomplete,
He saiiates me whose infinite, complete,
Fills star and sod.

&

EASTERN & MAINE CEN-

Winchester

_Passenger trains leave

of Rev.

H._

Independent,

SON’S

LOCATED

CURE

AGENTS WANTED for a complete bistory of our
Capital. Its origin, growth, excellencies,
abuses, beauties, aud personages are all portrayed in
that graphic style which has placed the author, Geo.
Alf. Townsend, among the foremost newspaper
correspondents of the time. It gives bold, startling,
truthful, inside views of Washington life, ami Conand Lobbying Jobbery. Books ready for

fr°ssional
elivory. Address.

JAMES BETTS & CO., Hartford, Ct.

sep!8t4w

DA 1 J

Iu Four

tJA

Weeks CnnvaMing

THOS. 1>. WINCHESTER,
Proprietor

n7y. safety steam power co!
30

oc2tl2w

•ircular.

Canvassing Books sent free for
Prof. Fowler’s Great Work

T? DPI? worth $20, given
X XLXiXigratis to every live
Business light and
man who will act as our agent.
saleable as llonr.
honorable. $3t»0 made in 5 days
do
without
it. Must have
Everybody buys it. Can’t
it. No Gift Enterprise, no Humbug.
KENNEDY
&
CO..
oc4t4w
Pittsburg, Pa.
A rrmr
XX
If im. X
AW

WATERS’ CONCERTO l'ARLOR ORGANS
are

tr'stn Mr. Edward Hoffman, the celebrated Pianist
“I conscientiously be'love that your Piano is in
every respect a most magnificent instrument.**
Form the

become

“The American
very popular instrument.”

Purchasers* testimonials from all parts of the U.S.

WARRANTED SEVEN (7) YE ARS

nnd August iu
For Sale
Gold in New York or Baltimore.
at 90 pc>r cent, and accrued interna in cur
to
executed
Mori
First
secured
rency;
by
yaga;
Farmer*’ liiinn and Triwt Co. of New
its
Line,
Franchises,
York, covering Company’s
Equipments, Real ana Personal Estate, at the rate of
$15,000 per mile on the lioad, extending from
Ciiicinuatk to Catlctt*burg* the terminus of
Chesapeake aud Ohio Road, 140 miles.
Governments, State, Ci*r, Railroad or any other
marketable securities taken in exchange, at highest
market rates, without contmiK*ion, and K. &
in. E. R Bond* forwarded free of charge to
purchaser. Pamphlet*, ITlap* anil full information will be furnished on application to

Coupons payable February

WiTI. FISHER A SONS,
34 South At., BAIL a IGORE,
Bankers, Stock aDd Note Brokers, and Fiscal Agents
of the Company; dealers in Governments and Railway securities in all the markets of the U. S.
—Or to Banks and Bankers throughout the coun-

Quality.

se!9d4wt

try.
AWKHiTB WANTED for the
wanted for unoccupied territory. In localities where agencies are not yet established, until such are established, we will sell Pianos
to the public at Factory Wholesale Prices. Send f
circular to

LIFE AND

Responsible Agents

WING &

SON,

417 Broome St., New York.
pi7

iy

William Parker of the City of Portland in the Couuty of Cumberland and State
of M line on the twenty-fourth day of March A. D.
1873 by his mortgage (feed of that date re orded in
the Cumberlind Registry ot Deeds, Book 390 Page
226, conveyed to Samuel F. Merrill of Portland aforesaid a certain lot of land with the improvements
thereon situate in the town of Cane Elizabeth in said

WHEREAS

County of Cumberland

and bounded as follows viz:
Beginning at the most South Western corner of
Thomas Robert’s homestead lot, thence running
south 44$ degrees west, ninety-nine, rods by land
which the said Parker sold to Silas Skillins to' other
land owned by said Skillins; thence s.uth-easterly
by said Silas land to the Murry road thirty rods;
thence north 76 degrees east by said road, seventy
rods, to land sold by the said barker sold to W, H.
Skillings; thence north 19 degrees west ten rods;
thence north 75$ degrees east by said W. H. Skillins
land, eighty rods to the Long Creek road; thence
northerly by said road to Sila» Skillins mill privilege; ihence by said mill privilege to Thomas Robert*
land; then c westerly bv said Roberts land to tlic
first bounds: containing fifty five aeres more or less;
with authority m case of breach of the condition in
said mortgage to sell said premises at auction and
from the proceeds to pay the debt secured thereby
and all expenses incurred in the collection of said
debt; and whereas the condition of said mortgage
has been broken by said Parker*
This is to give notice that said lot with the improvements thereon, will be sold at public auction on
said premises on the 10th day of January A. D. 1874
at 11 o,clock in the forenoon for the reason and purpose atoresaid.

SAMUEL F. MERRILL,
Bv Bradbury & Bradbury*,

oc7d3m

Newest and Best

book,

CARSON

RA FT!

MMCE

Official and Thrilling History of

An

The

Polaris

Expedition

Under the late Capt. Hall, hjs untimely
Death, Remarkable Rescue of the Crew from
n Floating Field of Ice.
/.Iso, a History of all
the Kxpediti ns to the Artit World form the
Earliest Times Profusely illustrated.
Agents
Wanted. Address,
Philadelphia, Book
sepl9t4w
Company, Philadelphia.

10lPERCENT.NET.
THE IOWA LOAN AND TRUST COMPANY will
invest money on first-class Real Estate at 10 percent,
interest, net, payable semiannually in New York,and
will garautee the collection of all loans made through
its agency. All charges paid by the borrower. Please
write, before investing, for New York and New England references, *nd full particulars. Samuel Merrill, (late Governor of Iowa,) President. Address
JAMES B. HARTWELL, Sec’y, Draw 1G7 Des Moines, Iowa.
sep20t4w

“CAMPHORTnE”

The Greatest Discovery of tlie Age for the relief and
cure of UhcumuliNm, chronic and ncutc,
Mprniiift, Bruise*, Pnin in Chest,Bnck, or
Limb*, miff Joint*, "(trains, Olandulnr

BOOKS !

MUSIC

Bnnd
ilA

High

$1.00

Octavo first-class PIANOS* all modern
ORGANS 5i innrovcmciit8,ff)r 1275
Octave* $70. DOURLE-REED ORGANS*
$100*4-STOP $110; 8-STOP, $125, and upnurds. ILLUSTRA TED CA TALOGUESMAILED. A large
discount to Ministers. Churches, Sunday-Schools, Temperance
Societies, Lodges, etc AGENTS WANTED*

oc6_t4w
HOTELS.
HOTEL DIRECTORY,
Embracing the leading Hotolt* in the State, at which,
the Daily Hkess may always be found.
ALFRED.

County House, Edmund Warren, Proprie-

For

High Schools

AUBURN
Elm Honsc, Court. St. W. 8. & A. Young,

THE STANDARD
The

AUGUSTA.
Augusta House, State St. Harrison Rak-

Proprietor.

Cony House, G. A. & H. Cony. Proprietors.

RANGOR.
Harriman Honse, J.E. Harriman A Co.,
Proprietors.
Franklin Honse, Harlow St., R. Quinby,
with 91 D Ale I. nil "hi in A Son., Prop.
BATH.

Sagadahoc House, John S. 9IiI!iken, Pr©2
prietor.

Bath

Hotel, C. 91. Plummer, Proprietor

BOSTON.
American House, Hanover St. E.Ric
Proprietor.
Parker House, School 3t. H. I>. Parker A
Co., Proprietors.
Revere House. Bowdoin Square,Bulfinch,
Bingham. Wrislcy A Co.. Proprietors
St. James Hotel—J. P. 91. Stetson; Propri
etor.
Tremont

House. Tremont

BETHEL.
Chandler House, F. S. Chaudler A Co.
Proprietors.

BRUNSWICK. 91E.
P. A K. Dining Rooms, W. R. Field.
Proprietor.

CHEERFUL VOICES

50

O. Emerson’s Latest School Song Book.

International

Proprietor.

THE ORGAN AT HOME
Undeniably

the best

$2.50

Collection for Reed Organs.

Devotional Chimes

75

Neat, Complete, Perfect.
All

Sent

For Social

Choice Books.
Already in
post- paid, for Retail Price.
are

OLIVER DITSON & CO.,

Meetings.

great

demand.

Boston.

d&w2w

Providence
LEWIS

Tool

Co.

OLIVER A-PHILLIPS.

Haskins Machine Co.

W. GIFFORD & Co.,

DANVILLE

JUNCTION.

Clark’s Dining Hall, Grand Trunk Rail-'
way Depot, M. W. Clark. Proprietor.

DIXFIELD.

FOXCROFT.
D. Savage, Proprie-

Exchange?

notel,0. A. Frost, Proprietor

Cutler House,—Hiram JBaston, Pros
LEWISTON.
House, Waterhouse A NIellen,

Proprietors.

MACHIAS.
Eastern Hotel.—E. E. Stoddard, Prop.

n Cougli.
Nothing is more cerlain to
foundation lor future evil consequences.

Neglect

Ship

Rail-

Proprietor.

NAPLES*
Elm

House,

lery.
THE “PROYIOENCF/' CLOTHES

WRINGER
M. II* WORK, A sent,

Sons, Pro-

NORRIDGEWOCK.
Danforth House, D. Dnnforth. Proprieto

TABLETS.

NORTH ANSON.

Bronchial Tubes, and all diseases of the Lungs.
In all cases of sudden cold, however takeu, these
TABLETS should be promptly and freely used. Tbev
equalize the circulation of the blood, mitigate the se-

Oeean House. B. Scary. Proprietor.
Old Orchard House, E. C. Staples,Proprietor.

Throat, Colds, Croup, Diphtheria. Ast hma,
Catarrh, Jiorseuess, Dryness of the Throat, Windpipe,
gans, Sore

etors.

OLD ORCHARD BEACH.

or

Cliand’

Nathan Church Ac

prietors.

Somerset Hotel. Drown A Hilton, Propri-

for all

verity of the attack,

and will, in a very short time restore healthy action to the affected organs.
Well*’ Carbolic Tablets are put up only in
blue boxes, lake no substitutes, lft. ey can’t be
iound at your druggists *rn«l at once lothc Agent
in New York, who will forward them bv return
mail.
Don’t be deceived by Imitations.
Sold by all druggists. Price 25cents a box.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Platt-st., New York.
Send for circular. Sole Agent for United States.

sep20___d4wj

44 Broad Street,

77ih Thousand in Press—First Nlonth.

Boston Mass.

Remarkable Success. S/S
and another

In

4 days,

$4SS in N .lavs, Beilin"

Ocean’s

Story.;',

covEiuf and Adventure upon, and the
Beneath the Great Oceans. JHvina,

Wonders

Dredging,
Telegraphing, &c. ‘-2'25 spirited Engravings. Price
extremely low. Sells amazingly fast. Strike quick
for choico field. Address HUBBARD BROS.. Pub’s,

53

se20t4w

Washington St., Boston.

NORTH STRATFORD N. H.
Willard House, C* N. Bailey A' Co. Pro-

prietors.

PARIS HILL.
Hovel, H. Hubbard. Proprieto

Knbbard

Barden

PHILLIPS.
Honse, Adams A

Proprietors

Robbinson,

PORTLAND.
Adams Honse, Temple St. Charles Adams

FOR

FOB SALE

IS

BOSTON'

PDRTLAXD

I

Timber and Knees

For

HAVE tne largest and beet stock ot Ship Knees
Also best quality seasoned White
in the State.
Treenails, and can furnish

Hackmurack, Hardwood or

White
Oak Timber aud Plank
lowest oash prices.

_Forttaflit,I*c.jo.,TO

**

TAYLOR

HOARSENESS,

AA'D ALL THROAT DISEASES,

Use

Wells’

Carbolic

Tablets.

PUT UP ONLY IN BY,UK BOXES.
ATR1EV AND SURE KENNEDY
Sold by

Druggis._ocltlw

Oak

*t the

Send for Catalogue.

COUGHS, COLDS,

BY

SMITH, GAGE & CO 92 Cora’l St. ,7. tv. PERKINS & CO., 86 Com’l St., HOYT & FOGG,
ooksellers.
jyt>TWSn3m

Ship

Wanted.

DOMESTIC MRWING MACHINE CO.,
ocl
NEW YORK.
4wt

LAUNDRY USB,

4 LIBERTY Si*.,

Agent**

OLD

M A IDS

Teachers, Students, Clergymen, Postmasters, and
wide awake Young Men, and Men and Women of

all classes:
Yon can easily earn a flrst-class Sewing
Machine;
or Bonks sufficient to stock a
Libarary; or some
valuable Pintures to beautify your
homes; or a nice
or
a
SJereopcone;
good time keeper (Clock or Watch)
or a Musk- Box; or a Gold
Pen; or a Photographic
Albuni; or a Stand Keroseje Lamp for your Parlor*

Fine Accordeon; or Webster’s Illustrated
Quarto Dictionary; or Roger’s World Renowned Statuary Groups; or a Fine Violin; ora It miiurton
Rifle Cane; or Remingtou Double Barrel Breach
Loader Shot Gun; or a Cabinet Orgau worth $i ioby simply working up your unoccupied time in a
or

a

explained In the circulars of the
Perfectly legitimate and respectable;

wav

For Sale bv E. A. JOY, Fluent Block Onn,„if,
New

City Hall, Portland,

Maine.

iluaffim

say philanthropic.
I8th St., New York.

Express.

Address M. H. P.

M. If. P. Co.
many wnu d
CO., 129 East

oclitlw

oc6tc

KNOX & LINCOLN RAILROAD.
Direc rail route to Wiscasset, New
Damar^cotta,
Waldohoro,
Rockland.
No change of cars between Portland

__-

recast le,

and
’."^‘“Warren
ri

rC

aDd Rockland.
Steamers leave Rockland for all points on the Penobscot river, Machias, Mount Desert -Vinal Haven,
Hurricane and Dix Islands.
Leave Maine Central Depot, at 7.00 A. M., and 1.00
P. M.
Stages connect at Rockland, for Camden, Lincomville, Northport, South Thomaston and St. George,
daily. At Rockland for Union, Appleton and WashThursdays and Saturdays.
ington, Tuesdays,tor
Sr. George daily.
At Tnomaston
for
Warren
Union, daily.
At
At Warren for Jefferson and Whitetield, Mondays
Wednesdays and Frit Says.
At Waldohoro’ for North Waldohoro’, Washington1
and Liberty daily.
£gAt New Castle for Bristol and Peraaquid, daily.
Freight Trainadaily and freight taken at »ow rates*
C. A. COOMBS. Suu’t.
jv29dtf

SAVE TIME AND MONEV !

Supt. Eastern Railroad,
L. L. LINCOLN,
Supt. First Div. M. C, R. R.
GEO. BACHELDER,
General Agent Eastern & M. C. R. R.. Portland,Me.

TRAINS.

OF

WINTER

and
Monday, Sept. 15tb,
Trains will run as follows:
Mail train for Gorham and accommoiT1dation train to Island Pond, 7.15 A. M.
Mail train 1.20 P. M. (stopping at all stations to
Island Poud.) connecting with night mail train lor
Quebec. Montreal and the West.
Accommodation train lor Gorham and way stations, 5.25 P. M.
Trains will arrive as follows.
Mail train from Gorham and intermediate Stations
8.50 a. m. Through mail train from Island Pond
Montreal, Quebec and the West 2.50 p. m.
Accomidation train from South Paris and way
Stations C.15 p. m.

&

LITTLE

o’clock P. M.

The Steamer Lewiston.
CAPT. CHARLES DEERING,
Will leave Railroad Wharf every TUESDAY and
FRIDAY Evenings, at 10 o’clock, for Rockland, Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, S. W. Harbor, (Mount Desert,! Mlllbridge, Jonesport, and Machiasnort.
Returning will leave Macliiasport every Monday and
Thursday mornings at 5 o’clock, arriving in Portland
same e\ ening, connecting with the Pullman Night
Train and early Morning Trains for Boston.
For further particulars inquire of Ross & Sturdivant, 179 Commercial Street, or
CYBUS HTUUDVVANT, Gen Ag’t.
Portland. May 19.1873.
my!9tf

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
Eastport,

GREAT CENTRAL ROUTE,
from

MICHIGAN

CENTRAL

-AMD-

Great Western

Railway Line,

For Chicago. Milwaukee. St. Paul, St.

Francisco, anil
Points West, Northwest,

Louis, Omaha,
all

nncl

San

Southwest,

or

via tbe

Pennsylvania Central, Pittsburg,
Fort Wayne & Chicago Railways

!

Through tickets to New York, Philadelphia,
Baltimore and Washington via the Stonington, Fall River and Norwich Steamboat Lines or the
all Rail Routes via Worcester and Springfield and
tbe Shore Lines.
Travellers who wish for RELIABLE information
are desired to call at our office and procure Time
Tables, Maps, &c. Our arrangements (as for the
past twelve years) are such as to enable us to afford
every facility, and have no motive to deceive.
Tickets to Boston Ada Railroads and Steamers.
dtf
se30

STONINGTON
FOR

FUKNIVAL, Agt.

THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in srleudil
condition, is wen equipped with first-class rolling
stock, and is making the best, connections and quickest time of any route from Portland to the West.
83T*PULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS attached to all through
trains.
B ggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examination.
The Company are not responsible tor baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid tor at tlie rate ot
one passenger tor every $500 additional value.
0. *T. BBYDGES, Managing Director.
H. BAILEY. Local Suprentendent.
tf
Portland, Sept. 12. 1873.

MAINE

AHEAD

NEW
OF

LINE]

YORK,

AV.L

OTHERS.

etor.

Preble House. Congress St. Gibson & Co.,
Proprietors.
*t. .lulinn Hotel, Cor. Middle
and Plain

PEAR’S INLAND.
Union House—IV. T. Jones. Proprietor.
SOUTH CHINA.
Unite House, J. Mnvngc, Proprietor
RICHMOND.
Richmond notel, II. Springer. ProprietorSKOWHEGAN.
Turner House, T. It. Hussey & Co. Pro
prirtors.
Kim Ilonse. M. II. Hilton. Proprietor,
Is hereby given, that the subscriber Iish
NOTICE
been duly appointed and tnhen upon himself

the trust of Administrator of the estate of
GEORGE W. BROWN, late of Portland,
In the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
All persons having
bonds as the law directs.
demands upon the estate of said deceased, are
reouired to exhibit the same; and all persons Indebted to said estate are railed upon to maae payment to
GEORGE P. WESCOTT, Adminislrator.
Portland, Sept. 2,

1873._se30dlaw3wTn»

Cheapest

Book Store

IN THE UNITED

STATES.

stock ill the State and lowest prices.
Also some Farms and Timber Land without regard tocost,. Call soon for this Fall we shall “goSoath
with the birds.**
A LBERT COLBY & SONS.
119 Exchange St., Portland, Me.
jy!7dtf

LARGEST

ARRANGEMENT.

On and afl er Monday September
29th the Steamer New York, Capt.
E. B. Winchester, and the Stearner City of Portland, Capt. S. H.
mi in
—Pike, will leave Railroad Wharf,
foot of State St., every MONDAY and THURSDAY
at 6 P. M., for Eastport and St. John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport on the
mi

days.
Connections made at Eastport tor St. Andrews,
Robbinston, Calais, Woodstock and Houlton.
Connections made at St. John for Digby, Annapolis, Wind son. Kentville. Halifax, N. S., Frederickton,
Shediac, Amherst, Charlottetown, P. E. I., and Summer*ide, P. E. I.
C3r“Freiglit received on days of sailiug until 4
P
same

M

eeplWtv

A. K. STUBBS.

FOR BOSTON.

FRANKLIN WHARF,
DAILY,

Freight

taken al low rates.
U
Ij.
If. €€»Yrlj« Jit., General

J.

Norfolk and Baltimore and Washington
D. C. Steamship Line.
Steamships of this Line sail from
end of Central Wharf. Boston
Semi-Weeklv, for NORFOLK and
BALTIMORE.

Steamships:—

Lawrence,” Capt. F. M. Howes.
Crane,” Capt. Solomon Howes.
“George Appold,” Capt. Winslow Loveland.
“Blackstone,” Capt. Geo.H. Ilallett.
Freight forwarded Irom Norfolk to Washington
Steamer Lady ot t he Lake.
Freight forwarded from Non folk to Petersburg and
Richmond, by river or rail; and by the Va. & Tenn.
Air Line to all points in Virginia, Tennessee, Alabama and Georgia', and over the Seaboard ant! Roanoke R. R. to all points in North and South Carolina
by the Balt. & Ohio R. R. to Washington and B
places West.
Through rates given to South ana West.
William
William

Fine Passenger accoinraocalions.
Fare including Berth and Meal3 to Norfolk $15.00’
line 48 hours; to Baltimore $15, time65 boors.
For further information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent.
5.*J Central Wharf. Boston.
June2tf

IB TTY

THE GENUINE

and after 30th inst.. leave Atlantic Wharf every Wednesday at
fi o’clock, A. M., for Boothbay, Round Pond and
at 7 o’clock A. M.,
Waldoboro, and every
for Boothbay, Hogdon’s Mills and Damariscotta.
Returning, will leave Damariscotta every Monday
at 7 o’clock A. M., and Waldoboro, every Thursday
at 6 o’clock A. AL, connecting with the Railroads and
Boats for Boston. Freight and passage cheaper than
by any other route. Freight received alter One
O’clotk P. M., days previous to sailing.
Inquire of
HARRIS, ATWOOD & CO..
145 Commercial St.

Saturday

Portland, April 23.1873.

—AND—

PB VIA DEL.P3IIA
Steamship Line.

TVo

Wharfage.

From Pine Street Wharf, Phila10 a. m.
Insurance one half the rate ol

sailing vessels.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R., and South
by connecting lines forwarded tree of Commission.
PASSAGE, TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage, apply to
E. B. SAMPSON, Agent,
Jn23-ly70 Long Wharf, Borfou.

»9th. ISW.
Paaaenger Traiua leave PortE^y*'-'***®!* land for Boston t6.15, 19.15 A. M.
*3.20 (Parlor Cars), *6 P. M.
Returning, leave Boston at *8.30 (Parlor Cars)
A. M., tl2.30, t3.30, *6.00 P. M.

EXCURSION TICKETS.
^Portland to Wolfboro and return, Price $4.65; to
Centre Harbor and return $5.00.
For Milton and Union t9.15 A. M., *3.20 P.
Biddeford

and

Biddeford at 111.25 P. M.
For Scarboro, Old Orchard, Saco, Bidleave

deford and Kcnnehunk 1.30 P. JNT.
Returning, leave Keunebuuk 17.30 A. NT.

MAIL

Furnaces, Ranges, Stoves &c.
Assort-

The 16.15 A. M. train arrives in Boston at 10.30 A.
M., connecting with train for New lfork via Shore
Line at 11.10 A. M.
The 19.15 A. M. train arrives in Boston in s ason
to connect with the 3.00 P. M.train for New York via

Tin Ware in fine

Springfield;

No. 3 Washington Street,

also with 5.30 P. Aa.
for New York via

(steamboat)

trains

ment.
1)0 NOT FORGET * TOE PLACE !

Fall River,

Stonington

COR. CONGRESS ST.
and Norwich

Lines.

The *3.20 P^M. train (Fast Express) arrives in
Boston at 6.50 P. 1ST., conneccing with trains ior New
York via Springfield at 9 00 P. M.
Passengers ticketed and Baggage checked through
by either route.
All Trains stop at Exeter for refreshments at

First Class Dining Rooms,

t A ccom m odation.
♦Fast Express.
Passenger Depot in Portland, Commercial street.
Portland & Ogdenjburg R. R.
passenger trains arrive at and depart from this station.
Passenger Depot in Boston, Haymarket Square.
Freight received at Portland <& Ogdensburg R R
Freight Depot, West Commercial street, until 4
M.
Freight station in Boston, Causeway street.
iAS. T. FURBER, Gen. Supt., Boston.
PAYSON TUCKER, General Agent, Portland
Boston, Sept 29.1873.

cod 3m

sep27

BOSTON

OGDENSBURG

r-^."'rl"»'a^lea;ve>

Connections by 1 P. M. from Portland:

At Sebago Lake with steamer for Naples,
Bridgton
and Harrison; at Baldwin with stages for Cornish
Porter, Kezar Falls and Freedom; at Brownfield with
stages for Denmark and Brid ton; at
with
stages for Lovell and North Lovell.
Stage, for Crawford House leave Upper Bartlett on
arrival of trains from Portland until October 1st.

Fryeburg

Connections in Portland
by all trains with the Bos! on & Maine Railroad to or
from Boston and all points South and West; by 12 25
P. M. from Upper Bartlett with Steamers of Portland Steam Packet Co., leaving Portland for Boston
at 7.00 P. M. daily.
Ticket office in Portland at Boston & Maine R. r
Station, whore all trains of P. & O. R. ft. arrive and
depait.
Freight trains leave Portland at 7.20 A. M. for
North Conway, returning leave North Conway at! 1 an
P. M.
J. HAMILTON, Superintendent
Portland, Sept. 13,1S73.
aug30ti

MAINE CENTRAL
glimmer Arrangement,
21,

HAIUtQAj).

Commencing
Portland for

St.John
Ef!Ef^?Sfij[Houltcn, Calais and
and

(steeping

day

j„|

Bangor,
i?-is

at

oars

on

this

For Bath, Lewiston. Rockland, Augusta. Sknwi,*
e"
gan, Belfast. Dexter and Bangor at 7:00 a. m
For Bath, Lewiston, Rockland, Augusta.Readfl«m

Wintkrop, Skowliegan, Belfast, Bangor, St. John
OOUn 101,1
Halifax at 1:05
p. m.
For Lewiston, Bath and Augnsta at
For Lewiston via Danville at 5:15 p.

5.20

m.~

n
F

m

Trains are One at Portland.
From Augusta,. Bath and Lewiston at 8‘55 a m
From St. John, Bangor, and North and East
’at

2:45 p. m.
From Augusta and Lewiston at 5: “5 p. ni.
From St. John Bangor, &c., at 1:20 a. m.
Through Tickets are sold in Portland and bagoa^
checked through to Houlton, Calais, St. John Mall
9

lax, Dover, Foxcroft, Rockland, &c.
L. L. LINCOLN, Supermtendent First Div
Augusta, July 13,1873.
jv28tf

in

1S29.]

J. H.Chadwick & Co., Ag’ts,
Office 22, 24 & 20 Oliver Street,
boston
MANUFACTURERS OF

BOSTON

Pure

White

Lead!

Dry and Ground in Oil9

R. r.

Upper

LEADCO”

[Incorporated

p’

PORTLAND &

During

DRY AND GROUND ZINC, LITHARGE, RED
LEAD, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, TIN
PIPE. TIN-LINED PIPE, IRON PIPE
and FITTINGS, PUMPS, dc., &c.
Our Pure White Lead, b oth dry andground in oil
we warrant to be wtricily pure, and guarantee
that for fineness, body and durability, it is not surpassed by any Lead in the market, either foreign or

American.
jr^-In order to protect ourselves, we have adopted
as our trade-mark an eight-pointed red star, with
corporate seal in the centre. This is on every package of our Pure ffjend. None genuine witoout it

W. F.

Phillips

&

close connections with the Nova Scotia
for Windsor, Truro, New Glasgow and
Pictou, and steamers for Prince Edward Island; also at New Glasgow, N. S., with Lindsey’s Stages for
Cape Breton.
RETURNING will leave Halifax on THURSDAYS, at 8.30 P. M.
For freight and further information apply to J'
B. COYLE, Jr., Atlantic Wharf, or
RHEP'Excursion Tickets to Halifax and Return good
until Nov. Us—at reduced rates.
mai25dtf
JOHN PORTEOUS. A cent.

in

Running between Providence
and Philadelphia every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY gives
direct communication
to and
rom Portland and all other points in Maine, with
Philadelphia and bevond. Through rates are given to
Philadelphia and all points reached oy the Penn.
Central and the Phil. <ft Reading R. R’s.. and to all
the principal cities in the South and Southwest. No
Wharfage. No Commission for forwarding.
Full {information given by WALDO A. PEARCE,
Agent, 7 State Street, Boston, or J. B. COYLE
Jr., Portland.
WM. P. CLYDE, & CO., Gen’l Managers,
janli ly 12 So. Delaware Avenue Philadelphia.

_febl8__lvTT&S
Notice to Owners of Lots in Ever*
preen Cemetery*
person owning lots in Evergreen Cemetery.
bv calling at the Office ot the City Treasurer
and paving the sum ot one dollar for each lot, will insure the best of care for the same by tlie Superintend
ent for the current year; and any person paying the
sum ot twenty-five dollars will secure the care or
tbeir lots by the city for all time.
•JAS. BAILEY, )
J. S. PALMER, J Trustees.
C. E. JOSE,
)
found
in the inclosure after his
DOGS—Any Dogs
date without the presence of master will be in peril
JAS. BAILEY,
J. S. PALMER,

ANY

two

by

Englisn Medicine,

E. JOSE.

WHERE

FOR

STREET,

—

PREPARED

AC REATI

BY

PROUT & HARSANT

MEDI^ALj

LONDON, PINTOVL,A.NTD,
and sold

by all Druggists,

eodlyr

DISCO^aYl

WHITE, CLEAN, SOUND TEETH!
ALL MAY IIAVE BY USING DAILY

THURSTON’S

Ivory Pearl
no20

&REMEDYJ

Tooth Powder

Price, 23 and 50 Cents per bottle.

Beautiful,

Soft,
by constant

eodlyr

Glossy
use

Extract of Hoots and Herbs which almost invaria

r

ably cure the following complaints:—
Heart Burn. Liver Complaints, and
T ®y*p«*p*ia,
o* Appetite cured by taking a few bottles.
■F Laaoitilde, Low Spirits, and Sinking Sensation

>f

Price, 25 and 50 Cents per Bottle,

no20

ARE

„urett at

eodlyi

ments it has no
most sceptical.

most obstiuatc

will renovate them
bottle. All sold by

F.

Clesinei

thoroughly.

Druggists

Price 25 cents
and Fancy Dealers

WELLS & CO., Sew York,
Wholesale Agents.

no20

W

jt

Kc;0 L D>o

'HQo'odhiiE'’

i

W. ». E1TTEE X CO.,

R. G. SCRIBNER.
SILAS D. ANDREWS.

ItOOTjdiERB

Sold

All demands of the late firm will be settled by eithof t be above parties.
Otisfield. March 10th, W*.
au23dtf

er

Class HACK and Runners. Suitable
for one or two horses. Enquire of DANIEL F.
oc7*2w
KNIGHTS, 31 Oxford St., Portland, Me.

FRANCE,

sale at No. 146 Exchange Street by the im-

H. PEYKF.T.
ang!l

3m

Stamp

all

Druggist*

nnd

Dealers in

medicines.
PREPARED

H.

BY

S. FLINT

&

CO.,

Great Medica Depot 195 and 197 Broad
treet, Providence, R. I.
At their

3»

SOLD AT WHOLESALE BY

TRADE MARK.

W. F. Phillips & Co. & J.W. Perkins & Co

Which has stood the test lor more than 50 years is
acknowledged the most reliable Medicine for the relief of

JAUNDICE, NERVOUS COMPLAINTS,

PORTLAND.

au26
WEAK

eod&wJ2w3S

Book, Card and Jok
PRINTING
109 EXCHANGE STREET

Daily Press Printing House
Every

description

promptly and

ol

Work

carctuity executed

and at tlie Lowest Prices.

CAN
BE
AXI>

Win.

CURED,

HI.

HARKS,

DR. GRAVIS’

Heart Regulator
wilt, r>o IT.

of information -f A
for
and 10 cents to

AND YOU WILL BE CONVINCED.
The

IN QUARTS AND PINTS,

"1 RA worth

case.

«IVE IT A TRIAL,

REIMS,
For

by

33 K.

1-9 EXCHANGE STREET.

Champagne.

porter,

bottle will convince the

article thay .land to need of in th* ir declining years.
It quickens the blood nnd cheers the mind, and paves
the passage down the plane inclined.
No One can remain long unwell (unless aff’icte
with an Incurable disease,) alter taking a few bottle
of tbc Quaker Bitters.

BITTERS,

Jan30d3wistostt

sent.

one

Piles: one bottle has cured the most difficult case
when all other remedies failed.
Perron* Difficulties, Neuralgia, Headache,
&c., eased immediately.
Rh<-inn:iti«ni, Swelled Joints, and all Scrofular
Aifllctions removed or greatly relieved by this invaluable medicine.
B ro nr hi tie. Catarrh,
Convulsions, and Hysterica
cured or much relieved.
Difflenlt Breathing, Pain in the Lungs, Side
and Chest, almost I*
variably enred by taking a few
bottles of the Quaker hitters.
Female DiffieuDicM. so prevalent
among
Am rican ladies, yield readily to this invaluable medcin tbe Quaker Bitters.
Billion*. Kemittant and Intermittant Fevers, so
prevalent in mauy pails of our country, completely
eradicated by the use of the Quaker Bitters
The Aged find in the Quaker Bitters just th

INODOROUS

Glove

equal;

Worm*, expelled from tho system without the
least difficulty; a few bottles are sufficient for the

VERY STYLISH WHEN NOT SOILED.

Kid

once.

Eruptions, Pimples. Blotches and all impurtiea
bursting through the skin or otherwise,
by following the directions on the bottle
For Kidney, Bladder and Urinary derange-

of the blood,
cured readily

JOTTVEISPS

CALIFORNIA

JUST RECEIVED FROM

Dissolution of Partnership.
is hereby given that the firm of Scribner
-j^rOT-CE
Xn & Andrews is hereby dissolved by mutual con-

ONE

I

Blair’s Gout and Bheumatic Pills.

Co.

And tue West. South and Northwest, may procure
I l.e lowest rates, via the
MichiThrough Tickets at Great
Western (via Suspension
gan Central and
Bridge) Pennsylvania Central (via New York cltv)
& Quincy, or Rock Island. ChiChicago. Burlington
cago & North Western, and all the principal and fato
the
Pacilic
Coast and all other points.
routes
vorite
For Tickets apply to the Old Agency >1

myl9dt*

For Sale Cheap*

of Gout and Rheumatism,
cured in a few da\ s,

excruciating pain
relieved in
THE
hours, and
the celebrated

heretofore at

NO. 491-2 EXCHANGE

49

GOODS.

GOUT and RHEUMATISM

Tlic Old Union

TRAVELERS

SOY,

sel312ui

NESS OF THE STOMACH AND BOWELS, L< >SS
OF APPETITE, COUGHS, COLDS, HEARTI
BURN, BILIOUS
ATTACKS,
COLIC,
CRAMP IN THE STOMACH. DIZZINESS
NEW ARRANGEMENT.
AND DULLNESS OF TH E HEAD, LIVER COMPLAINTS. PILES, PIMPLES,
Steamers Chesapeake and FxanBOILS, SOUR STOMACH. CONSTIconi; will, until further notice, run
TUTIONAL WEAKNESS. HEADrc follows:
ACHE LOWNESS OF SPIRITS,
Leave Portland, every MONCOSTIVENESS, IX D1G EST ION,
DAY and THURSDAY, at 5 P.
DYSPEPSIA,
M., and leave Pier 38 E. R., New York, every MONand all complaints arising Iron* an impure state o
DAY and THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.
the Blood, or the deranged condition of the Stomach
The Franconia, leaving hear
Liver, Bowels or Kidneys.
every Thursday, is
fitted up with tine accommodations
for passengers,
This Preparation is purely Vegetable, containing
making thistne most convenient and comfortable
a
in
Extracts
highly concentrated form of Roots,
route for travelers between New York and Maine.
Herbs and Barks—among which are Sarsaparilla,
Dandelion,
Gentian, Wild Cherry. OrPassage in State Room $5. Meals extra.
Dock,
Yellow
Goode forwarded to and from Montreal, Quebec
ange, Mandrake, Anise, Juniper Beriiov, &c.—mak
alterative
Halifax St.John, and all parts of Maine Shippe
and Laxative Medicine,
Tonic,
a
line
ing
are requested to send their freight to the Steamers as
which never fails to give tone and strength to the system debilitated by disease. AS A BLOOD PURIFIearly as 4 P. M.,on the days they leave Portland.
For Freight or Passage apply to
ER, GOODHUE’S BITTERS HAVE NO EQUAL.
FLINT & GOLDTH WAIT,
HENRY FOX. lVrtland
Proprietors,
No. 21 St. Peter Street, Salem. Mass.
J. F. AMES, Pier 38, E. R„New York.
Sold by all Dealers in Medicines generally.
May D-d tf
ttu2fi
decd&wlCw
N. B.—The Steamer Chase will for the present run
in connection with the Franconia and Chesapeake,
between Port land and New 1'ork, making tri-weekly
8el”
communication.

—

city:

EXCHANGE STREET,
SOLE AGENT FOR ALL MAGEE

12

Iron Line of Steamers !

vow as

&

YOYES

Y.

A.

PHILADELPHIA.

Is

our

*.

Co., Passenger Ticket Agency!

46 & 48 MIDDLE ST.

First

the rniukct to the following well known citizens of

Deerine, J. P. Baxter. Esq. Lewis Whitney,
Hon. Wm. Deering, Hen. Bion Bradbury, Capt.
Esq., niram Peirce. Esq., Duran it Co.. Fred Hale, Esq., H. G. I.iatliy, Esq., J. M. hihehl, Esq.. A. A.
Dr.
B. B. tester, Capt. Henry
W.
Carter, F. Will
While, Esq.,
St rout, Esq., Wm. Hammond, Esq., John
S. J. Anderson, Wm. Henry Anderson
Libby, Esq., C.has. F. Paitridge, Esq., Geo. C. Hopkins, Esq.. Gen.
Oiin
Jones,
Hooper, Esq., Westley
Esq.,.Chas. t.MoulEsq., Mantiasseh Smith, Esq., Henry Dunn, Esq.,
on, Esq., and many others.

£

Steamship

perfectly

Heating Apparatus.

John W.

PORTLAND”

Maine

a

APPARATUS

HEATING

BEST

LIGHT COLORED KID GLOVES

Making
Railway,

agents for THE CO.,

C.

Economical and Durable

THOMPSON’S POMADE OPTIME

M., (or on arrival
ng Boston at noon.)
FOR HALIFAX DIRECT

Clyde’s

long felt want, that of

past

at 5.30 P.
of train leav-

AND

a

«.

land, every TUESDAY,

—

F IT It Y A € E

I li O Y

PLATE

our

True Method of Burning Coal with the Greatest Economy.

Scotia,

The new side wheel Steamship
FALMOUTH. Capt. W. A. Colby,
willleave Railroad wharf, Port-

SOLE AGENT FOR PORTLAND.

POINTS

take pleasure in calling the attention of tho public to

It has been discovered by actual experiment that Carbonic Arid Gas will pass readily through Cast
Iron when heated to a certain tcmpetalure. To obviate this difficulty the i?IA€»EMi TlKNACfe CO
have made a Furnace of Heavy Wrought Iron, riveted firmly together, after tho manner o
a Steam Boiler, and we guarantee that wo gas or dust can possibly escape into the air chamber.
We append the following interesting report of the School Board X)f the City ot Chelsea concerning a testing
of the IHAGEE IT'KAACL with t nose of other makes:
“The Carter School House was originally furnished with four furnaces by a Boston dealer, but it was soon
found that the rooms eould not be warmed with them. It seems the agreement was that n * money should
he paid ti« the lurnaces were tested and satisfaction givtn. Satisfaction was never given, and when it was
proposed to take the furnaces out it was discovered tha» the city had paid for them and they must be a ln«
to the city. They were removed. Two new furnaces of Magee & Co. and two of another company were
then placed in the building. Magee preferred to have his plaeed on the north side of the building, where
had been most difficult to w arm the building. Coal to the amount of forty tons was placet! on eaeb side of
the cellar, and notice was to be taken at the close of winter how the coal lore the test. Ti e Magee furnace
week before and lour days after the others, and at the close it was found the other furnaces had
were run
consumed all the ccal, and the Magee lurnaces have six tons yet to the 1 credit.
With the original lurnaces there was consumed ninety tons of coal; with the present furnaces but seventyfour tons, although last w inter was by far the coldest one. The Prudential Committee was instructed to
convey to Mr. Magee their thanks lor the p«riect satisfaction rendered by his furnaces where they are used
in the schools. This is considered a great triumph for the Magee Company.”
the
year we have set over SIXTY' of these furuaces, and weuld refer all desiring the

ONE TRIP PER WEEK*

C. W. OSGOOD,

Baltimore, Washington,

w e

ALL DESIRE IT, ALL MA Y HAVE IT

With connection* to Prince Edward Island and Cape Breton.

England States.

PORTLAND, MAINE

The many years that the 9IAGEE FVBNACEN have been in use, an.I the uniform satisfaction the
have given, warrants r.s in affirming that the principle upon which they are constructed, and by which th
lire is controlled, is tho only

TO

DIRECT!

For Sew York, Albany. Philadelphia,
AND ALL

JL1NE

Halifax Nova

Tlie oulv Perfect Base Burner in the
It gives perfect satisfaction,
market.
and with a saving in fuel of at least onethird. All in want of a First Class heating Stove should not fail to see the Morning Glory before purchassing.
Also, The Morning Glory Cook—acknowledged by all the best operating
Stove in the market.
We can show you more conveniences
and more advantages in these Stoves than
any other Stove or Range in the New

annual advertisement,

Healthy,

delphia, at

TO} THIS TRAIN;

our

nov20

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 jv.m.

Minutes.

CO.

&

They require neither attention or confinement o'
any kind and are certain to prevent the disease attacking any vital parts.

BOSTON

Morning Glory Stove.

CARS

Orchard, Saco

apr24tl

Celebrated Wrought Iron Furnace. Cal

BROS

SQUARE,

assured that itsuppllies

Leave each port every WedVy & Sat’d’y.

Train* from Bo*ton are dne at Portland
at 12.30 4,55, 8.10, 9.45 P. M.
For Mnnchc*ler and Concord, N. II., and
the NORTH via C.& P. R. R. Junction,
16.15 A, M., *3.20 P. M.
For Lowell—All trains connect at Lawrence
wi th trains for Lowel
For Mancheaterrand Concord via Lawrence
19.15 A. M.
For Rochester and Alton Bay 16.15. A. M.,
*3.20 P. M.
For Wolfboro and C’enter Harbor, via
Stenm^r Mt. Wa*hingtou from Alton Ray
16.15 and *9.15 A. M.

this,

on

the time in

Returning,

In

The Steamer

Passenger train leaving Portland at 3.20 P. M.
daily (Sundays excepted), arriving in Eoston at 6,50,

M.
For Old
f8.50 A. M.

Agent
Agent.mch30tf

for Bar stovCs

The Magee Plate Iron Furnace !
YEW

Returning leave INDIA WHARF, Boston, same
day? at 5 P. M. Fare $1.50.
Tickets and State Rooms for Falo at No 74
Exchange Street.
Through Tickets to New York via the various
Sound Lines, for sale at reduced iates.

FAST EXPRESS.

ATTACHED

MARKET

au4tf

(SUNDAYS EXCEPTED)

CHARLES HOUGHTON
Alex. Farnham, Jr., Master, will

Lawrence.

PARLOR

29

Portland,

AT 7 O’CLOCK 3?. M.

City

BETTER

Having commotions Cabin and Stare Boom accommodations, will run alternately, leaving

Scamboat Express trains leaves Boston from Boston & Providence R. R. Deoot daily, except Sunday
at 5.30 P. M. connecting at Stonington with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and with the elegant and popular Steamer Stonington every Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York always in advance of all other line*. Baggage
chocked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams 22 Exchange St., and W. D. Little & Co., 491 Exchange St.
D. S. BABCOCK.
L. \V. FILKINS.
President.
Gen. Pasenger Ag’t. New York.
ocl4
dly

A

Thirty

NUTTER BROS & Co., are Sole Agentn in the
and Examine. Every Furnace Warranted

BROOKS and FOREST CITY,

For Waldoboro and Damariscotta.

VIA

Three Hours and

SUPERIOR REA-GO
INC. STEAMERS

THE

»».

Old Orchard, Saco, Biddeford, Kennebunk, Dover, Great Falla, Exeter,

making

Agent.

This is the only inside route Avoiding Point Judith.

11.—
BOSTON

Digby,

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK!

BOSTON to CHICAGO, via

The most Direct and Short Lines *o Florida,
Savannah and all Southern

Southwest

PORTLAND TO

Calais and St. John,
Windsor and Halifax.

FALL

JOHN

Procure Tickets by tbe

points in the

—11.

Winterport and Hampden.
Returning will leave Bangor everv Monday, Wednesday and Friday morning at (> o’clock, touching
at the above named lauding, arriving in Portland at

COi

Charleston,

To Canada, Retro!'. Chicago, Milwaukee. Cincinnati, St. Louis, Omrba,
Naginaw, tit. Paul, tialt Lake City,
Denver. San Francineo,

&

the

Points.

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates

BOSTON

evening, at 10 o’clock,
For Bangor, touching at Rockland, Camden, Lincoln ville, Belfast, Sears|>ort,Sandy Point, Buckspoii,

ATLANTIC COAST LINE.

AND]

J. C.

CAPTAIN C. KILBY,

Or the Great Southern Mail Route and

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

Northwest, West and

at

and

Will eave Railroad Wharf,
e very
MON DAY, W E DNESDAY and FRIDAY

IN’o. 49 1-3 Exchange Street,

Offices

74 EXCHANGE ST.

and all

D.

W.

Only 35 HOURS

after

Passenger

Lowest

Via Boston, Albany anil Niagara Falls,

ARRANGEMENT.

®On

,„n

the

ns

_

Competition, Barstow’s Wrought Iron Furnace !

Still Ahead of

The Steamer
OF RICHMOND,

OLDJUNION TICKET OFFICE OF

jy29tt_
GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.
ALTERATION

Low

ns

_MISCELLANEOUS._

CITY

AVInpl'

PRESCOTT,

J.

Proprietor.

American Honse, India St. J. H. Dodge,
Proprietor.
City Hotel, Cor. Congress and Green St.
John P. On vis A Co. Proprietors.
Falmouth Hotel, P. E. Wheeler, Propri-

Proprietors.

E,

urdays, returning alternate days.
At* Centre Waterboro’for Limerick, Parsonsfield,
daily*
WILLIAM H. TURNER, Superintendent.

Rates

On and after Monday, Sept. 15,1873
until further notice trains will
as follows:
““-Portland for
Bartlett and intermediate stations at 7.10 A. M. and 1.00 P. M
Leave Upper Bartlett for Portland at 6 A M nmi
u
12.25 P. M.

filter

UL (J

IlFast

CHANGE OF TLHE.

and Fad?/*«"««■«
Cram A Co.,
Pronrirtnr
lloD.e, Opp. It Ohio..
F
Rridgham Jr., Proprietor. I»epo*,Geo.
Commercial House—L. O. Sanborn A Co
*’

MARK,

At Buxton Centre for West Buxton, Bonny Eagle
and Limington .daily.
At Centre Waterboro* for Limerick, Newfield, Parsonstield and Ossipee, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Sat-

morning.

t Accommodation train

Co.

Inside lines between
Portland and Bangor, Hit, Dcwrt
Hlachias.

Limington, daily.

Baggage

___

...Ji Sts. E.
eral

and

for New York via Springfield at 9 P. M.
The 9.10 A. M. and 3.15 P. M. trains from Portland
connect at Conway Junction with theGreat Falls and
Conway Railroad.
The 7.30 A. M. train from Boston arrives in Portland in season for passengers to take the cars of the
P. & O. Railroad, (via Sebago Lake) for Naples/
Bridgton, North Bridgton, Harrison and Waterford.
Boston connects w ith
The 8.30 A. M. train fro
the Grand Trunk Railway for Montreal, Quebec and
all parts of Canaria East.
The 12.30 P. M. train from Boston connects with
steamer Falmouth every Tuesday for Halifax, N. S.
Through tickets arc sold in Portland and
checked through to Houlton, Calais, St. John, Halifax, Dover, Foxcroft, Rocklaud, &c.
♦Pullman sleeping car express tram. N. B. This
train runs Sanday Morning, does not run Monday

Proprietor.

Albion House, 117 Federal St. J. G Perry,

'Jail'd. Proprietor.

TRADE

trains leave Portland
Rochester and intermediate stations
"iff
■“■“at 7.30 A.M., and 1.30 P. M.. making
direct connection at Rochester with trains for Boston,
Also
over Boston & Maine and Eastern Railroads.
connect at Rochester with Dover and Winnipiseogee
Railroad tor Alton Bay, and with Portsmouth, Great
Falls ami Conway Railroad for Conway.
Leave Rochester for Portland and way stations at
7.20 A. M. and 12 M.
The 12 o’clock train making direct connection at
Rochester with trains from Boston, leaving Boston
via Boston *& Maine, and Eastern Railroads.
Leave Portland tor Gorham at 4.00 P. M.
Leave Gorham for Portland at 4.15 P. M.
Leave Portland for Saco River ar 6.20 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
as follows:
Stages connect
1
At Gorham for West Gorham, St and ish, anu No.

SOUTH AN3> WEST.

NORWAY.
Beal’s Hotel, O. II. Green, Prop.
Elm House, Main St. W. W. Whitmarsh'.

diseases of the Respiratory Or-

are a sure cure

Heavy Hardware and
road Supplies.

WINDHA!?!.
! Nemnsket Honse, W. W. Stanley, Proprietor.
!
NORTH

NEVER
WELLS’ CARBOLIC

M„ connecting with train for New York via Shore
The 9.10 A. M. train arrives in
Line at 11.10 A. M.
Boston at 1.40 P. M. in season to eouuect with the
train for New York, all rail, also with the 5.30 P. M.
(steamboat) trains for New York via Fall River,
Stonington and Norwich Lines. The 3.15 P. M. train
arrives in Boston in season to 6onnect with trains

MECHANIC FALLS.

Union Hotel, P. R’ Cobb, Proprietor.

se29tSw

fall abrangement,

SEPT

Androscoggin House, J. Jackson, Proprietor.

prietor.

WORKING CLASS Mfemale!

lay tbc

Manufacturers of

ju21deowlvr

Simpson.

LIMERICK.
Limerick House, Joseph G. Harmon. Pro-

$C0 a week guaranteed. Respectable employment at
home, «iay or evening; no capital required; lull instructions ^ valuable package of goods sent free by
mail.
Address, with six cent return stamp, M.
YOUNG & CO.. 173 Greenwich St„ A. Y.
se20t4w

HEADING BOLT AND IVCT WORKS.

Marine Hardware &

D.

Bay View Honse, E. H. Demntb, Prop.

DeWitt

Vertical nnd Horizontal
STJE%.irc
Our COMBINED ENGINES &
BOILERS are made in quantities and to standard, gnnges so
that all parts are interchangeable. Can be run with greater
safety and less expense than any
other engine manufactured, Siz-—
es from 1 to 20 horse-power.
WAREROOMS, No. 46 OORTLANDT ST.. N. Y. Send for
circular.

Wm. H. Haskell & Co. Rhode Island Nut Co

A

W.

■

C. H. DITSON & CO.,
711 B’dway, New York.

oc8

Hotel,

CA9IDE9I.

d4w

The

a

Haverhill and

prietor*

FrrcnBURO, Mass.. Manu’rs of

^Leave

Portland (via Danville) for Lewiston, Farmington, Waterville and Skowhegan at tl.00 P. M.
Leave Portland for Bath, Lewiston, Rockland, Augusta, Sko-v began. Belfast, Dexter,Bangor, St. John
and Halifax at 111.05 P. M.
nA
For Lewiston, Bath and Augusta at t5.20 P. M.
For Lewiston via Danville at t5.15 P. M.
Leave Biddeford lor Portland at 17.15 A. M., returning at 5.15 P. M.
The 6.15, 9.10 A. AI. and 3.15 P. M. trains from
Portlaud, and the 8.00 A. M. train from Bangor
make close connections to New York by one or
other of the routes from Boston. Passengers ticketed through by either route.

Chamberlain, Propri-

CALAIS.

I?It.

eep20

for
Bangor,
Houlton, Calais anil St. John at *8.00 P. M.
Leave Boston lor Portsmouth, Portland, Bangor
and St. John at 118.30 A. M.
Leave Portsmouth lor Portland at 110.00, 1110.35
A. M.; 112.55 P. M., ta.10 P. M., *10.05 P. M.
Leave Portsmouth for PortlamL Bangor, Houlton,
Calais and St. John at *10.05 P. M.
Leave Portland for Lewiston. Bath, Rockland, Augusta, Waterville, Skowliegan, Belfast and Bangor
Leave Boston

CAPE ELIZABETH.
Ocean House—J. P.
etor.

35

Unequalled in Variety. Unexcelled in Quality.
A Sab ath School Song Book by 40 composers.

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.

_

Portland, Bangor and Machias Steamboat

BOLSTER RILLS.

Hancock House,—91. Hancock, Prop.

HIRAM.

$1.50

THE RIVER OF LIFE

L.

St. Bingham

Wrisley A Co. Proprietors.

Great Falls

BANNER Church Music Book of the Season.

||3.30A-M,tl2.30,t3.15.*8.00P.M.
Portsmouth, Portland,

Proprietors.

__

$1.00

Leave Bangor for Portlaud, Portsmouth and Boston at 118.00 A. M., H2.00 M., *7.00 1*. M.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth and Portland at t7.30.

_

GREAT FALLS, N. H.

and Seminaries.

tra«eflMa4.wiUiv,
excepted) at *1.30 A. M. tS.15 A.
=-=£-13.10 a. 11., 113.15 P. M„ tG.OOP. M.

—

tor.

CHOICE TRIOS

Portland daifor Portsmouth and I. 'Stoll. (Snn-

tor.

Foxcroft

Seminaries.

COMMENCING SEPT. 29, I8J3.

ami"

makers, including WATERS’* at extremely lowpriees for cash,w part, fasfc.a/id
lalance in small monthly payments. New 7-

are:

Schools and

vnujin^

_

DITSON & CO. publish 1.000 Music Books suited j
taste, and every occasion. Descriptive Catalogues sent free. Among the most recent and best

For

emu

Mr a

ELLSWORTH.
American nouse.—S. Jordan & Son, Prop
City Hotel.—N. H. Higgins A Sons, Props.

to every

HOUR OF SINGING

GREAT

HOBACE
-OFFER.
^VWATLKS & SON, 481
Broadwav, N. Y., will

Neuralgia,

lnflauimatiou,

Will not grease or
Bullions, Catarrh, 4kc.
stain the most delicate faerie, which makes it a luxit
and
be convinced ol its
in
family.
every
Try
ury
great merit. Price 25 conrs per bottle. REUBEN
N. Y.
203
Greenwich
se20t4w
St.,
HOYT, Prop’r,

in

[Organ.

er,

by his comrade and friend, D. W. C. Peters, Brevet
Lt. Col. and Surgeon, U. S. A
from facts dictated
by himself. The only True and Authentic life of
America’sgreatest HUNTER, TRAPPER, SCOUT
It contains full and
and GUIDE ever published.
complete descriptions of the Indian Tribes of the
FAR WEST, asseen by KP Carson, who lived among
tliem all his life. It gives a lull, reliable account of
the MODOCS and the MODOC WAR. As a work of
HISTORY, it is invaluable. A grand opportunity
for agents to make money. Our illustrated circulars
sent free to ali applicants. Write and secure terriDUSTIN, GILMAN & CO.,
tory at once.
Hartford, Conn.
sepl9t4w

NwrlliugN,

Attys.

his

KIT

new

ADVENTURES OF

uvauuiui

and perfect in tone
made* The CON*
ever
CL11TO STOP is the best
ever piacea in any
It is produced by
an extra set gfrmbpe*
c iiliar!y voiced, the
gUEITKCT of which is
OTtWOST 1’FIABItI IIVO
SOUL.
S'l'liCKINC, while is IMITATION or the HUMAN VOICE is SU1*5^1113. Terms liberal.

■*&.

dispose
class

Gold Bonds

7

uuisi

style

& Great Eastern

FIRST MORTGAGE

“Independent**
Piano has deservedly

me

_STEAMERS.

Passenger

The 6 15 A. M. train arrives in Boston at 10.40 A.

Ou
Manhood.
Woninnhootl and their
Mutual Inter-relation*: Love, Its Law
Power, etc.
Agents are selling from 15 to 25 copies of this
work a day, aLd we send a canvassing book free to
any book agent. Address, stating experience, ete
National Publishing Co. Philadelphia, Pa. oc.3t4w

RAILWAY COMPANY,

Numerous County Fairs.

and

Pall

and Mrs. Stowe. Any active man or woman can
have an agency
J. B. FORD & CO., New York,
sel8t4\v
boston. Chicago and San Francisco.

Kentucky

Ohio State Fair, 1871 & 1872.
Texas State Fair, 1872.

Steam Engines

ed and not liable to derangement,
and
Their Combined Engine
Boiler is peculiarly adapted to
small
powpurposes requiring
More than 400 engines, from
er.
bona tor mustraieu
2 to 100 borne-power, in use.

PA.OYJIEIVT for nil!—One Agent in four
a profit of $4t2.80, selling Bryant’s
Library of Poetry and Sony; §70 in one week on
The Few Housekeeper’s Manual, by Miss Beecher
and Mrs. Stowe. Any live man or woman can have
an agency
J. B. FORD & CO., New York, Boston,
sepl8f4w
Chicago, or San Francisco

Illinois State Fair, 1870.
Alabama State Fair, 1871.

ST.,

YORK.

Boilers, by special machinery
and duplication oi parts. They are
Safe, Economical, Easily Manag-

1j weeks made
I-jVTf

SKirtST PREMIUMS.

COVRTLAND

Superior

^Jt-1 <w*OUfwas one agent’s profit on Bryant’s
Library of Poetry and Song,' $70 in one week
on The Aew Houskeepcr’s Manual, by Miss Beecher

The American Piano.

TRAL RAILROAD.

_

AT

TARRYTOWNONT1IE HiDHON.
Complete restoration to health by the laying on of
hands guarante d to selected crises. No drags used.
Clairvoyant diagnosis by a skilled proficient. Consumption. Cerebro-spinal meningitis. Spinal Curvatures. Irritations. Sof.ening ot the Brain, all forms of
Rheumatism, drills and Fever, other
Dyspepsia,
Liver Complications; specific in Uterine Difficulties,
Paralysis. Bed-ridden from various causes, ami all
forms of acute and chionie diseases successfully
treated at their INSTITUTION, where spacious roems
can bo had.
Hygienic board, invigorating atmosphere, pleasant walks, picturesque and beautiful surround ingH
Come and see ever day, or address Drs.
C. C. & P. A. F. Dcsenbuuy, Tarcytown, N. Y., or
16 W. 24th. St., N. Y. City, Mondays and Fridays, or
address Post-Office box £556 N. Y.au!3dl2wt

(Successors to DOANE, WING & CUSHING.)

NEW YORK.

NEW

National

PIANOS!

BROADWAY AND 31ST STREET,

oc2t4w

WASHINGTON

Prices Low for tlie

House,

EUROPEAN FEAN.

operations

MAGNETIC MOVEMENT

where the brown night-moths sup,
Under the honey, under the perlume,
One little spot looks up.
And through that bloom foretells the seed-times
gloom,
So my unsated thirst in each drained cup
Found lurknig room.

WL\ G

Agents and Canvasser
wanted.—1“Lectures and
W. M. Punshon, LL.D. Best
and Cheapest Family Bibles, Maps, Charts,
Pictures, Golden Pens, Sewing Silk and Linen
Thread. Apply for terms to L>. L. Guernsey, Pub.t
Concord N.
oclt4w

Sermons,

leceipt ot
GOODENjy23fl2w

HAHNElHAM

pair,

As in the cup

—X. Y.

**IlTTSiT']W’‘l?€l€l*>
^

CORNKIt OF

me, as the great hungry sea
Inevitable voice to youth.
Calls
Nor fear, uor ruth, nor the still voice of truth
Kept the red w ine or bitter lees from me:
I lived, forsooth!

tempted

Liie

Shoe.

Horse

RAILROADS,

RAILROADS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

POETRY._

j_

10 CIS

C. H. RAEG & t'O., Box 1389, Bangor, Me.
au2»
eodtt

Heart Regulator has been recommended
by
allowed by all who know ltd
claim it—a Cure lor Heart
isease
for circulars ol
testimonials, *c., address the sole
agent,
many Physicians, and is
value to be just what we

FRANK E.
INGALLS,Concord

N.H.

I

i

SI per. Battle. For sale by
Precast, ecnor- !
ly. .J. W. Perkins & Co., & W. F. Phillip* * Co I
wholesale
Price

dealers,_janl3,o4&wiy

PRINTING promptly and neatly eie9
J
cuted at this Office.

JOB

A Fine Business Opening
middle aged man of miexccptfonaE*|*«r1iince<i aooountant an<Ioo«
capital. Investigation !e lnv«”
thousand
ooeSlu
Addr.ee But S*15 Portland M.
or

vennx
ble chmiactei.
Frn
dollar*
a

